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-PREFAC-E-

fr

Thi; report, concludes a two-year

'study

.

of human services information-

clearinghouses,conducted by Applied- Management-Sciences,. Inc. of Silver Spring,

its subcontractor, 4Coadra Associates, Inc. of Santa Monica,
California. The study was conducthd ;for the Office.of the Assistant Secretary for
Maryland

and.

Planning and Evaluation of the Department of Health and Human Services.
71-iiitOry-of-the.Study.

O

--The study was intended to provide an information base about huMan services
information clearinghousee that would assist- decision,makereand program managers
Kira

planning, operating; and?evaluEiting these-services. It was performed in three

phases, each,responding to different needs. Phase I produced a workihg definition

of

the term "information- clearinghouses" that was used to identify existing human
services information clearinghouses and ,related Organizations. Phase II- provided
descriptive information about management, structure, operating procedure-3-, costs,
and- evaluation for: a sample of 21 information clearinghouses and 'five related%;,4
information service organizations. It provided the first erripirical information abOut
the operations of a, large - number of government-supported information

clearinghouses. The results of the first two phases of the' study are presented in
three major publications:

e

Conceptual Framework. Definition of Clearinghouses, and
Typology of Clearinghouses: A Working Paper, an unpyblished
paper dated March 1980;
Information Resource
Services
-.Catalog, of . Human
Organizations, June 1980,,-and available fr.om Project -Share as
Monograph No. 15; and
.

.

Q

f)

Dfl4

escrieitive Analysis of Human Services._ -Information
.Clearinghouses, January 1981, available ffom NTIS (PEA
81-1699977.

*.

Tria-research- indicated thai there was no generally accepted definition of the
teem :"Infoimation clearinghouse.'!

Concepts at what a clearinghou'ie is and

.

acti ities it should perform have evolvedovet the past twenty years as needs have
and technological advances have made new'services possible. The concept

change

of a "clearinghouseVaried also by .t4 needs'of the:program office sponsoring the

\

iorvice an by the other information resources. available in that field. For the
purpose of t s study, seven criteria 'were establishest that specified the minimum
charaCteristics n organization had to meet to be classified as a clearinghouse.
They were:
_5.,

--

:

.6

`Must define its-focue in terns.of a specific- subject area and
.
targeraudien ei.
?
ngage, in the acquisition of literature -based
Muit active
to Its focus cir maintain a database
information.rela
of-literature`basedinformation resources.
representing reco
anize-qhe acquired information into 'a
\ Must proceiS and-

v

`collection to provide arsyStematic.search and access.

Must be Willing_ and able to accepiindividuat inquiiies with
minimal requirements related-to the form cif-the inqiiiry.

'

_

MuSt-be;-viilling and able to iespohd

,,,,-

tom'

tailored to

each-inquiryjn a form
.

.

-....

Must, be,illing-ahcf--able--t6 conduct
sy'stematic
'searches of its.
,
i
infcirrnatjon collecticih in response to inquiries.
.

\

....:,

\

component .-('far communicating with
Must have \an outreach.
.
,,-,
-users and a dissemination component to-inform the audience of.
information-available in or from the clearinghouse.
\

7,k----17;13i)tertiel:-111.,marl .services information clearinghouses was generated
-..1'.-,,

from a, review or directories-. -And guides to information services. Each pcaential
clearinghouse was contacted by mail to obtain publicly available information- about

,_

On the basis of this inforMation, organizations were
\classified as information clearinghouses or related types of information service
iKS _programs- and services.

organizations.

09

rr

°

a

.
I

.

r

.

The survey found that," as. Of
June 1980,- there Were 71 human services ,.
information clearinghouses and -84 other information resource organizations that
.

.

,

were similar to, but did, not meet all the criteria to be clastified as, information

.

..

,

'clearinghouses. Ntinety,eight of the organizations identified were funded by Federal
agencies;' 43 'were funded by private organizations, and ,the remainder were, funded
.

-

Q.

,

.0f. the 50
institutions, state government's, or .4dcal 'governments.
. .
/
:
Federally- funded origanizations that reported budget.inforrnation, 3,3, or 66 percent,
by
r-

were'operating-orraludget-of-$500;000;per-year or;lessi-------(."

s.

to 27 human service3 information clearinghouses dnd 5
conducted to obtain me
related. informat on resource -organizations were conducted
..
friformatioh about-operating procedures. .This phase revealed that a clearinghouse is'
In. Phase II, s'

.

a. cbmple3c- .entity' perforMing many- different and . interrelated tasks. How each

claaringhouse,,perfohneci these: activities depended, in part, on contextual factors
such as-the mission of the clearinghouse (e.4., whether it was intended to serve as a
,
I
.
.
for a particular position), the type
,neutral jnform don resource, Or as' an advadate
..,,

,

of audienie it was desired to reach° (e.g., -researcherS, practitioners, or the lay
t he relation/ship of the clearinghRuse to a parent or sponsoring agency
public),,
/
i
(e.g., ..i4 autpthous Clearinghouse versus one that. was an integrated component
with17/a diSsemination- or prOg4mmatic unit of,°.s Federal agency).. Other factors:.

..

/

.

influenCing the ,design and operation- of . the clearinghouse included the. year ,ne
/
I
clearinghouse.was organized and the history of its mission (i.e., Ider' learingh ines

/

I

-

d its
focus -(e.g., there appeared to be 1n7erent differences betiv n the ,health,
.subject
education, and social seirvices fields -that' affected the -structure and focus_ of
were) founded on somewhat different prernis

...than newer clearinghouses)

information 5:iidisseminatidn activities). .These factors formed an

irontnent -that

partially determined lh,e struature and desigrrof each clearinghous
.
/

/

Phase III

.

,

.

e and Methodolo
.-*

,.

,

,--

,

.

Ph se III was/ initiated in De ember 1980, to address selected policy'issues
I

pertai ing to the planning, operation, and evaluation of humafi services information
i
Clear nghouses. Its intent
is to provide policyrnskers with or( understanding' of the
..
.
..bac ground'of major policy topics bbeing addressed by the government, an awareness
of the implications of proposed.policy options, and suggestions for potential courses
of action.

vii.

/
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N
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The policy' topics addressed in Phase III were, salkted by a Department of
Health and Human Services advisory committee fOr'this study. Topics w'ere'selected
.
.
becaube of their relevance to current disoussiorp within t -Department and their

importance to the planning of new elearinghouses and t e evaluation of existing
on,. The topics selected were: factors-to consider in p hning a clearinghouse; cost
recovery in clearinghouse operatiOos; overlap and du lication among information

/

servicer,. jthe role of clearinghouse publications p'dgrams; and -techniques and
rework for discussing ,these
measures for evaluating-clearinghouses:
topics, an introductory chapter was added. on the role clearinghouses can play in

O

e

( information disaeMination anddiffusion.
I

,

.,--

-

The information presented in -this.report is derived from a variety. oesources. A
.

literature .review was conducted to learn about previous research on the policy

-

..
,

.

--

topics.. Interviews were Conducted with selected private
information services
and
.
--,- --,
[heir concerns are.
commercial publishers tb understand how they operate and whiitheir
-

v''

N

.,

/

.r Several clearinghouse directors were also contacted for. information or to clarify

.

.

data-a d opinions they had shared dUring,ouiPhase II interviews. The data collected

*

.7-

-7-

f

N, ,.

e work. In addition, two, group meetings were held to help clarify the issues and

\./to (obtain feedback on' our perceptions of the problems; the first meeting was
'attended by contractors who operate governmentsupported clearinghouses and the

.

b

se II were' reviewed and,
where
--.
.-. appropriate, re-analyzed to support this phase

in P

>

second was attended by Federal officials who monitor or operate clearinghouses.
.
.,-,,/-//
The results.of this research are presented in this report. We have attempted to

make the document useful Eo policyrnakers by
. exploring topics of current concern to

t

the Department and the Administration. Where appropriatevwe have gone beyond

presenting findings .by stating our conclusions in' a clearly, identified summary
chapter at the end of the report. The conclution's are those of ,the study team and
are offered to DHHS for its -consideration. We are '-hopeful that. the ensuing
document will meet the needs of government officipls involved in managing human
,

services informatiOn clearinghouse's.
.

/
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THE ROLE OF CLEARINGHOUSES IN INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION AND DIFFUSION

Introduction

.

"F., intent of this chapter is to provide a framework for/establishing realistic
-

expectations for information clearinghouses in the human services area and to place

policies for their continued operation within that context. It begins with an
overview of the variety that exists among the 'organizations now known as
"information clearinghouses." The chapter also establishes the background for the
report by describing the roles clearinghouses can play in the knowledge utilization

/

process.
4;

s

Variations in he Concept of a Clearinghouse

One of the major findings from our earlier analysis of 27 clearinghouses is that

there is no clear, precise, or unitary concept of what a clearinghouse is. The term
vice
can be, and has been, used to refer to a Wide variety of information
organizations. The variety is, in part, a function of the linkages that clearinghouse
personnel establish with an agency program area and with other info:.
personnel

ation services

in the field. This section describes some of this variation to help-readers develop an
understanding. of %differences

that

must

be

considered

when

policies

for \N

clearinghouses are being discussed.
presents a -conceptual diagram of the complete information
I..A utilization process. A variety of organizations, including libraries, pUJIishers,

Exhibit

1,1

k

information centers, and information linkage agents, can and do participate in the.
process. Clearinghouses perform a unique role in the process because they can take

or some or all of the functions of several different types of information services.
Clearinghouses can resemble:

i

libraries and information centers (in their provision of reference and
referral services, including literature searches for requesters);'
1.1

.

, 11
1.

_

o

OIDIT 1.1
I

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM Or .DIE INFORMATION TRANSFER AND UTILIZl4,
/14/ON
PROCESS 1/

AU ENTs

"".

fuHUTIO'ho
7

Assimilating'
Information and
implementing Change

Generating
Information

1-'//

Researchers
rs
and/PractItl

Users

1

2
'Pointing and
Distributing
floothols

6

Disseminating AM
PcpsentIng Results

.

Professional
Associations,
Linkage Agents,
Clearinghouses

5'
3'

Synthesis and
Analysis of
Information

Acquiring and

Storing Reward.
eo

5

-I

4

libraries,
Research Institutes.
Clearinghouses
.

Organting and

Special libraries,
Cleashighouses

(controlling

literature

4

Libraries,
Secondary Publishers
Clearinghouses

12
1

Adhpten from. Lancaster; 1977:3.

MPS 619 M

We.

:o

-

.

spacial. libraries' (iW- their collection of materials
-narrowly --defined area _ and._ _in the __preparation
bib,liogr'aphies within that scope);
secondary
publishers
(in
their
preparation

in

a

of
of

indexing/abstracting announcement tools in the form of
printed ;publications and/or computer-readable /databases
for distribution to the public);
.
research institutes (in their analysis of technical literature
and preparation of reports synthesizing their findings); and
piirriary ,publishers (in their creation, publication, and
distribution of nevi, original literature, e.g., handbooks,
e
critical reviews, and summaries).
,

Sonie clearinghouses are designed to function in some ways like all of these types of
enterprises, and others-are designed to 'function like only one or two.

Clearinghouses'that are involved in all or nearly all of the functions shown in
the conceptual model can be considered full - service or full-capacity organizations.
Other clearinghouses work with other orgahizations that perform additional roles in
the information utilization process. For example, in the field of education, the
ERIC clearinghouses are involZeiriscimarily in acquisition and storage (Step 3),
organization and control of the literature (Step- 4,) and generation of information
mediary users of,-the
synth esis and analysis products (Step 5). Through such
ERIC database and microfiche collection as state and local educe 'on information
centers and university libraries, ERIC information is made widely available to
education practitioners, administrators, and researchers.
Another model exists in some of the health programs where a fully integrated
pfogram is designed to support the information utilization process. Examples
include the National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information, the National
Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information, and the High Blood Pressure Information
.Center. In these areas, it is difficult to define the boundaries of the "clearinghouse"
because it is embedded within a larger organization that performs many of the
translation and dissemination ,functiord In some cases, clearinghouses in these
program areas bear a close resemblance to special libraries; in other cases, they
cover a wide spectrud-r of activities and are, in effect, a total program.
Other-clearinghouses, sItch as Project Share, are not tied to a specific program
and do not have a'built-in support network. They perform a broad array of functions

themselves. They publish the results of research in their field acquire and store
literature (particul9rly unpublished literature); develop a database for retrieval of
relevant information as needed to respond to requests; and develop information
1.3

13

synthesis publications to translate findings- into materials that can be used by their
-target audiences.- Where no other linkage organizations exist, clearinghouses also
take on some fesponsibility,for establishing user networks, such as in the case of the
Consumer Education Resource Network.
epend bn:
The functions assumed by the clearinghouse can be seen to depend'

the nature of the mandate that has led to the establishment
of the clearinghoupe;

-

the existence of other infbrmation service organizations, in
the public or private ,sectors that already adequately

perform some of the functions necessary to serve the
clearinghouse's.target clientele; and

the degree to which the clearinghouse can tap into, rely on,
or otherwise take advantage of existing information services
related to its mission.

The concept of the functions a clearinghouse should perform is constantly
evolving. In 197, Herman Weisman developed a definition that sugge?ted that the
major functions of a clearinghouse were document collection, document processing
(e.g., indexing), document storage, and document publication or reproduction.
Issuing

newsletters,

developing di

ctories,

and

issuing accession _lists

were

considered to be "minor" activities.e reparation of critical reviews and
state-of-the-art reports were not considered clearinghouse functions at the time
(Weisman, 1972:20).

.

Since that time ;the' announcement, repackaging, synthesis, and networking

functions have become- increasingly important aspects of ''many clearinghouse
operations. Several factors have contributed to this expansion in the definition of a
clearinghouse's functions. The recognition that dissemination alone does not
produce behaVioral change may become a powerful motivating factor in linking up

with organizations that perform the additional steps in the research utilization
process or in liking on those functions within the clearinghouse. The primary reason
for such a change is that the environment in which the/operate (i.e., the social or
1

economic problems that need to be addressed, the subject matter and information
involved, and the clearinghouse clientele) is changing and clearinghouses must adapt
to these new situations and demands.

Clearinghouses els? change as they begin to fulfill their initial objectives their

success generates a need for new objectives to be met.. For example, a
clearinghouse may be established to bring under centralized, bibliographic control
1 LI
1.4

a

all of the literature of a particular type in a specific area. As that literature is
clearinghouse may perceive *a need to broaden its
brought under control, t
coverage in related subj cts or in additional types of source materials, or to
institute new products ors rvices from that database, to serve its users better and
,

to attract the non-users in its target populalion. The expansion into new activities
is a response to the-desire to serve the clientele better; however, it brings with it
the potential for encroachment on the work being performed by other informatiOn
service organizations. (The problem of overlap and duplication among information
serices is discussed in Chapter 4.)

These two important characteristics of Clearinghousestheir variety, and their
need for change--should be kept in mind while reading this report. One should not

imagine a single` clearinghouse model or any final definition --of clearinghouse
objectives and functions. If all clearinghouses were- functionally identical, they
could not be responsive to the differe-nt missions, objectives, clientele, and service

for which individual clearinghouses have been established. If the
clearinghouses were not prepared. to evolve as their information
environment
- :
needs

evolves, they would likely become obsolete.

nvironment is likely to take
on added importance in the early 1980's, because of changing fiscal policies in the
The need to adapt. and respond to an ever cha gin

Federal government. The perceived need for govefrent-sponsored information
dissemination services--and for clearinghouses

as

a means to Orovide, those
/

services--is not likely 6 disappear during the forthcoming period of re-prioritizing
Federal spending. However, the idle and effectiveness of clearinghouses in

1

achieving disseminatioi objectives are likely to be scrutinized even more closely in
this new fiscal environment. An Understanding of the role clearinghouses can play in

information dissemination is, therefore, critical to establishing policy directions for
the coming years. This role is discussed in the neat section.
Clearinghouse Dissemination Objectives

The assessment of clearinghouse effectiveness must be made in context of a.
basic understanding of their objectives. It is generally agreed that the dissemination

of information - -to infortn a tyget audience about the availability of information on

a' given topic and/or to provide that information diredtly -- involves a set of

a.

objectives that are quite distinct from these that seek to bring about behavioral
change, to encourage adoption of specific innovations and/Or practices, and to bring
about greater research utilization. This distinction is reflected in the definitions
given by Blake (1973:3-4):
e,.

disseminationthe act of creating an awareness of or an
interest in a practice considered to be a worthy solution
to a need or problem among potential users, e.g., the
' production and distribution of printed or audio-visual
materials, conferences, interpersonal communication,
traveling seminar's, answering queries, oral presentationg
diffusion- -the process by which a practice or solution is
moved from the -producers and developers to consumers'
who admt
and translate into practice, e.g.,
awarennterest activities, visitation /demonstration,

-11

technidal assistance for installation, staff training in
preparation for field testing, evaluation to determine

I

impact.

The distinction between dissemination and diffusion is particularly important in
establishing a realistic role for information sclearinghouses: If dissemination is the

goal of government information services, then expectations for evaluating their
audience's
eTfectiveness should be stated in terms of increasirx the awareness of and interest in specific practices or findings: 09-tha-other hand, if the.
goal is diffusion and adoption, then performance .measuret.should'btitated in terms
of the type of change to be, effected. What must be realized; however, ks that.
methods suitable for achieving dissemination are not necessarily likely td produce
diffusion.

Recent studies indicate that the techniques most useful in prosiucing effective
diffusion and research utilization are significantly different from the d(ssemination
techniques used by clearinghouses. Strategies for influencing the' populace or

certain segments of the,populace involve use of a wide variety of information
exchange techniques and channels. For example, to encourage acceptance and
widespread implementation of new practices and ideas among practitioners is likely
to require, active face-to-flee communication between the designers of innovations
and the target practitioner group, to facilitate t e practitioners' partiCipation in the
innovation adoption and implementati process (Stevens and Tornatzky, 1980:34).
Yin and Gwaltney (1981:569-57 also suggest the use of linkage agents and user
panels as methods for fa litating the necessary communications between
9
practitioners and researchers.
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These studies a lso sugge st that research reports and written materials are only

one source of information used by practitioners. Other sources include first-hand
experiOnce, the experiences of trusted colleagues, and information obtained at
conferences and workshops. Frequenily these other sources are considered more
reliable than the written word, in part because the user can determine whether the
conditiOns under which the innovation was tried resemble the conditions in his or her
environment (Yin and Gwaltney, 1981:559; Weiss, 1980:390). Exogenous factors, such

as ar, organization's willingness and ability to change, alsoplay a part in daterminin'g
whether an innovation will be adopted (Knott and Wildaysky, 1980:545).
,

.

The role assigned to clearinghouses typically (although not-in all cases) stops

are 'active
participants in the information transfer' process but generally only supportive
participants in the utilization process. Their support is to various types of linkage
agents in a given field and/or to specific program areas -within their sponsoring
short of

these

types of

intervention processes.

Clearinghouses

f

,
agencies. Therefore, unless a clearinghouse is given or assumes- an active role in

bringing about change, it cannot and should not beheld accountable, after the fact,
for accomplishing diffusion-related types of objectives.
1%.

-

s- The research _summarized in this chapter haS important implications for
determining future policies fol tOe planning, _operation, and evaluation of

criticism of the failure' of clearinghouses to produce
information that affects decision-making stems from unrealistic expectations about
what effects dissemination of research findings can have on social policy and
.
programming and from inadequate understanding of the interventions needed to
produce behaviOral change. Recognizing what information dissemipation and

clearinghouses.

The

.

clearinghouses can accomplish permits policyrnakers to:

establish more realistic objectives for clearinghouses;,.

plan the structure and placement of clearinghouses so that

they are part of a support. network that establishes the
communication needed to ensure
innzvations, if that is the goal; and

adoption

of proven

estatYlish realistic standards for evaluating the performance
of clearinghouses:

Policymakers must decide whether it

is

appropriate for the government to be

funding. and operating these types of facilities:

O
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2
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS AND ISSUES'

Introduction
Planning is the, name of the process through, which the goals of an enterprise are,
established and/or translated into operational policies and procedures. Every
economic and social unit in both the public and privates sectors engages in planning,.

.

sometimes in an intensive and highly expliciiwa y but often in a more casual and
implicit way. !There is a moderate c rrelatiion be.tw en the quality of planning and
the success of the operation g prarined: An enterprise may succeed in spite of
poor planning if it emb,i l'es a very Sound-or unique idea. On the other hands it may
fail in spite of goorplanning if the idea or concept behind the plan is too fragile, the
circumstances on w,t ich th 1:ilan was based change drastically, 'o'r the plan, once
developed, ienot f011o

This chapter addresses ,the formal planning process as it relates to the
establis ent/and/operation of information clearinghouses. The chapt r draws upon_
tends0d.ough further interpretation, the findiings from our stiu y-.of about 30
and

cl aringhouses and other types of information-dissemination organizations. The
chapter is not designed rid a prescriptive handbo.ok for planning any given
clearinghouse.' As becomes more evident in the discussion, the issues- and chdices
involved in such' planning .are complex, and there is a dearth of well-tested pr'iciples
and easy answers. Therefore we attempt primarily to. ilitirninate the majOr issues
and choices as they relate to the estab ment of rew clearinghouses and to
the latter reflects the fact that planding
changes to eicisting ones. Consideration
sh6uld
is not a one-time, once-and-for-all type f activity. Rather, it represent
resin sent - -an ongoing activity in the management process. This c apter will
address the topic of planning as it relate to:
I

ro.
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clearinghouse missions, objectives, and functions;
management and Organizational considerationg and
operational Considerations.

Clearfnghouse Missions, Objectives, and Functions'

In the description of any type of system or service, it is

useful

___

_

--

differentiate

three levels of specificatiod. The "mission' (or sometimes "goal") is typically a
broad statement of the basic purpose jj.nderlying the establishment of the systemin
this case, -theqnforrriation clearinghouse. Because of the generality of 'most mission

statements, the reader cannot deterMine from them what functions a clearinghouse
actually performs or how it performs them.

Statements of of "objectives" translate mission statements into more specific
terrhs,.that can help the planriers to begin defining clearingh ous.e functionsthe

latter representing a still greater level of specificity. 'A typical hierarchy might be

_r"\

as follows:
Missi- on: disseminate safety information;

Objective ,(one of several): identify' numbers of organizations
*and indlyiiiiks,who need safety information; and
Function /activity (one of many): screen all (or some
percentage)-of the published professional literature, .as, well as
unpublished reports and dissertations, for information relating
to the topic of safety.

One of the major findirigs of the earlier phases of this study was the (general
lack" of specificity in clearinghouse objectives and the lack of -articulation of the
linkages between the mission and), objectives of individual clearinghouses and
,between objectives and ,their functions, or activities. For the most part,

clearinghouses "are thought ofs and defined in terms of the ,activities that they
perform, not in terms of what those 'activities are expected to accomplish, (i.e.,
their objectives).
a.

It is taken as an article of faith that information dissemination is a service for
.
.
public benefit. Therefore,-clearinghouse _objectives are-rarely stated in terms of
,
,expectations for -Outcomes Of a spe,cified nature .\(eg., pie adpption of a particular
innovation, improyed-practice, or -improvement in a patticular, social condition).
Insiead, they. are phrasechn terms of-infOrination-taied activities (e.g., to help a
certain population stay abreaAt of current research or practice, or to make d body of
literature more readily ayailable.irr a certain area, or to distill andotherwise m
,
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,

sense out,of the growing'body of knowledge in a field or problem area). As one
t

program director put it "Information dis'semination <!. alone cannot bring about
change, but change is

likely to occur without informaeion."

The initial expression of need for a clearinghouse to perform inforMation

\
dissemination activities,\can stem frcini any cif a number of sources, for example,

as a result of constituency concerns; or as

through legislation or agency
.

.

.4.,,.,-,-,

,

.

an integral part of. the conceptualization -of solutions for a particular problem.
.

41

Regardless of the impetus for clearinghouse development, there must be a realistic
......_

-and specific statement of mission end objectives to facilitate the identification and
.
---:
-..s.,
..developnient of an appropriate, set of informatiop service activities for the
..r

,.

.

A...

s

clearinghouse. -

Without a clear and unambiguous mission statement, and withotit a reasonably
;:-

specific definition of objectives, one cannot:
4"

establish realistic expections for the clearinghouse;

41

provide a basis for designing the policies and procedures of the
clearinghouse; or
,
.
.

provide a basis for determining whether-Or hciw well a
clearinghouse is doing its job.

There is a saying that If you don't know where you're going; any road will get
you there.". What; it means in' the clearinghouse context is that if no objectives or

targets have been specified for the .clearinghouse,almost any course of action or
any. combination of clearinghouse activities is equally valid and _equally defensible.
5-

The implications for the evaluation .of clearinghouse activities are profound. We
will return to this problem In Chapter 6. For purposes of this chapter, we will
L

assume recognition and acceptance of the premise Oil at clearinghouse sponsors-and
planners want to-be ale to answer questiclis such as tA,ese:
.

What kind of information is to be.dissemiriatect?

To whom will the information be disseminated, and if others
are intended to be the ultimate beneficiariea, who are they?

s

What is expected to be gained by the dissenOation activities?

. How is thedissemination to be accomplished?

2.3
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The choices available in answering these questions must necessarily be studied

political realities, and in the

together :in_the _context...of _technical, economic,

context of the original expression of need. 'Decisions in one area influence and are
Influenced by decisiops in other areas, and all of them must take realistic account of
available resources and constraints.

A context for addiessing these questions was provided earlier in Chapter 1 and a

more specific context is provided in the following two subsections.

°

Dimensions of Information Dissemination

Information dissemination has a number of dimensions that need to be defined

in- the process of 'specifying the objectives of a clearinghouse. Among the most
impOrta4 are the characieristicof the "information package" being diiiseminated,
the degree of neutrality (as Apposed to advocacy), reflected 'in the information that

is being disseminated, and th,aggressiveness with which the information is <being
dissemiriated.

The Information Package.

For any giVeri clearinghouse, a multiplicity of
c

outputs, or information packages, may be needed or desired. Those packages may be
formal publications (e.g., state-of-the-art reports and critical summaries),

informally prepared and bound materials (e.g., bibliographies ovelected topics), or
responses to inquiries that might include a cover letter andli bibliography' or listingof referral' sources. Since resources are typically scarce 'and must, therefore, be
allocated carefully, it is necessary .to make hard choices and establish priorities
among various types of information packages. The Clecringhouse can, for example,

focus its dissemination effort on informing a target audience about the availability

of information (and the means for obtaining the information) on given topics. On
the

other

hand,

the

clearinghouse

can

focus'

on

disseminating.

knowledge- information content--to educate the target audience to- the findings
from research and practice. These tv-.3 objectives, although not mutually exclusive,

call for very diffetent kinds of information packages. A clearinghouse may try to
accomplish both objectives. However, it should be aware that each of these
objectives.has its own s bf requiiements for support activities, for information
formats, for appropriate channels of dissemination, and for staffing.

/
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The foregoing discussion addresses the nature of thy' information package. An

equally-iMportant -and related-- consideration -is- the- ty e of information being
disseminated.
The
focus of most
clearinghouses is on bibliographic
information--information packaged primarily in printed form to refer recipients to a
-set of source materials that' are also packaged in printed orm. Similar reference

activities and products can be envisioned for numeric or statistical data, referrql,
sources (e.g., programs, people, or organizations); or for non-print materials, all of
1

which tend to be much more "fugitive" than the printed record 9f knowledge.
,

Neutrality versus Advocacy.- -The neutrality-versus-advocacy issue has to do
-

.:.

with the viewpoint thiat Is reflected in the clearinghOuse's dissemination efforts.
-resent thelerget audience with
Policies musebe articulated in terms of. whether
\.

inforMation about materials on all sides of an issue or only, about those that support

a particular viewpoint.

A number of clearinghouses today reflect current public policYcn a given topic

(e.g., the hazards of smoking) and by their very existence imply an advocacy
position. Although some of these 'clearinghouses are relatively neutral in their
collection o? information and in their responses to requests for references-CO a given

topic, their' information analysis publications more clearly reflect their advocacy
position.

Although the functions of a clearihghouse with a particular advocacy posPlon

;-

may not differ significantly from those of a more neutral clearinghouse, there are
major diffetences iri their guiding principles and objectives. It is one thing to
9
deVelop a strategy to inform the public about the issues in matters- of public policy;
it is quite another to develop a strategy for disseminating a particulex viewpoint or
message about those issues. In translating legislative or agency inter: into a set of
objecrves, the appropriateness of the clearinghouse role with regard to the
advocacy/neutrality issue must be fully explored and made explicit.

Aggressive Versus Passive Dissemination. A -third important dimension of
information dissemination has to do with the fundamental meaning of the concept
"dissemination."

Disseminatioh can

be

accomplished

through an active and

aggressive distribution of information--focusing on the "exposure " - -or it can be
N
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accomplished through more passive and responsive distribution of information, on
request--focusing on availability and access. Unless further specified, dissemination
can be takeh to mean any of several _very different kinds of activities, as suggested

in Exhibit 2.1, where three modes of dissemination are arrayed against three types.

of information, .
,

'A number- of operational implications.exist for each of the nine cells in the
Exhibit, particularly in the area. of outreach and marketing: If, for example, a
clearinghouse intends to distribute copies of a particular publication to targeted
jndividuals.who have not requested that ptiblication, a procedure must be developed

to provide assurance that the publication will be of value to -them. In this area of
direct distribution, versus responding to requests for publications, clearinghoyse
roles and cost-recoory.philosophy become most critical.

The distinction thEit is raised in this Exhibit between requesters and recipients

involves some complex problems that must be faced in defining a learinghouse's
target audience and users. This is the topic of thenext subsection.

Tatget Audiences and Users
S

The majority of clearinghouses in our study identified one or more sets of
target audiences. These target audiences include professionals (e.g., researchers,
practitioners, and administrators), organi ations (e.g., foundations, associations,

agencies, and other informed 'n services

and the general public or special

population groups (e.g., handica ped individuals, low-income persons, and individutils
,

.

with a particular health problem). The specific occuplItional or personal
characteristics of these target audiences are defined in context of the mission of
the particular clearinghouse (e.g., an educltion-related clearinghouse may define a
practitioner as an elementary sthool teacher and a health-related clearinghouse may
.
define a practitioner as a physician.
,.
.

In practice, many clearinghouses serve a broader range of individuals and
organizatiOns than the defined target audience; these individuals become actual
users through their requests for information and publications. However, not all
Some follow a policy of referring
non-target audience requesters to other organizations better equipped to handle
their requests. Although a clearinghouse may elect to serve all who request
clearinghouses are this accommodating.

2.6
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EXHIBIT 2.1: COMBINATIONS OF DISSEMINATION MODES AND INFORMATION TYPES

1.

'a

1

.

"go

Types of Information
Disseminated

,,

.

Have Been
Announced in
Secondary
Publications

Secondary

and Indexing)
Publications

Modes

.

.

.

Documents that

(Abstradting
Disie' mination

.

.

.

Original
Publications
Developed by the
Clearinghouse

.
.

Distribute only on
request

Distribute to those
who subscribe or
otherwise request to

receive automatically

.

10

Distribute to selected
individuals and
organizations in a

target population without any prior knowledge
that they are interested
in being a recipient

..

A'
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information, it is nevertheless important that its efforts be given some direction, as

well as some boundaries, through the ilrentification of particular targets. The
characteristics of that audience (including who they are, where they are located,
how many there are, what their information-seeking and information-using behaviors
are) are the single most important factor 1,n determining the,shape 'of clearinghouse
services and publications.

Having emphasize( the importance of target audiences to the definition of a
clearinghouse, we should point out with equal emphasis that the answers to some
questions about, the characteristics and needs of those audiences may not be
knowable--or at least not readily knowable. Defining a target audience is often
A
much ..more difficult than it is imagined to be. Those directly involved in
clearinghouse programs understan.. well both the diffiCulty and the importance of
distinguishing between the characteristics of practitioners and those of researchers,
L'..
or between individuals in their professional/occupational roles and their role as
\
citizens, in their development of appropriate publications, services, and channels of

I

ar

1

dissemination. The-following questions help to illuitrate the difficulties that can be
encountered by clearinghouse personnel in translating the spirit of a legislative or
q

.

agency policy into a realistic statement of intent on who is to be served.

Is the target audience actually definable at any given point in
time (e.g., practitioners with a particular health care delivery
responsibility) or do individuals become a part of that audience
only under special conditions or when confronted with a

.

II

particular problem (e.g., pregnant teenagers)?

Is the target audience directly reachable, or is it necessary or
desirable to reach its members through a set of Intermediaries
(e.g., private organizations and/or state and local agencies)
that are-likely tc have contact with that audience?

.

outreach strategy and to determine the types of linkages that must be est blished to

I

reach effectively (end cost-effectively) the ultimate beneficiaries of c aringhouse
\services. Therefore, although it may be politically desirable to spea in 'terms of

111

/

.

,

Answers to these types of questions are needed to formulate a 7ticcessful
.

-

a

,

\

,ultimate beneficiaries as the target audiences for clearinghouie pu licatious and
services, it is also of practical importance to clearinghoUse personnel to Identify the
actual audiences, including intermediaries, with whom they will be is/direct contact.
,

/
el

A.0

0

/

/
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Management Considerations and Issues

This section uses the major findings from our data collection to illustrate the
ways in which certain variables can nfluence the design of a clearinghouse and/or
aid in the management of an existing clearinghouse. Major decision 'points and
issues are discussed in the areas of budgeting and financiakplanning, organizatidnai
awf staffing options,- the role of automation, and marketing.
Budgeting and Financial Planning
,

'

Final, formulation "of a clearingh6Use design, including its activities, staffing,

and service objectives, is clearly dependent on the budget that is available to
develop -g.nd'operate the clearingnouse. Therefore the clearinghouse design should

be conceptualized in different configurations to fit realistic "minimum" and "ideal" ,
levels of funding.

,--1

The mean funding level of 19 Federally funded clearinghouses, including those
<-

operated internaliy.and those under contract, is now about $1 million. The range is
between $108 thousand and $4.8 million. The contrast between these two extremes
may be somewhat exaggerated, because the smaller budget figure is associated with

a Federally operated clearinghouse and all of its direct and indirect costs may not
be represented. Nevertheless, the differences in budgets between these two
clearinghouses reflect significant differences in their target audience. In the case

of the smallest clearinghouse, the target audience is a very restricted and
a

well-defined set of professionalg in the case of the largest clearinghouse, the target

audience is the "general public." In the case of the smaller clearinghouse, the
processing of information into a collection is a major objective; in the case of the

largest clearinghouse, a' major objective is to be able to handle some 240,000
requests per year.

Some other key budget-related findings from our earlier analyses are presented

in Exhibit 2.2. Because clearinghouses are labor-intensive enterprises, it is not
surprising that the variable of "staff size" shows the closest relationship to the size
of the clearinghouse budget. Larger budgets and, in turn, increased staffing perni-it

a clearinghouse to engage in additional activities and to handle higher volumes
within those activities.

.,

EXHIBIT 2.2:

CLEARINGHOUSE CHARACTERISTICS,

SIZE

OF

THE

OPERATING BUDGET

,
Characteristic

Mean Size of Staff (FTEs)

Size of Operating Budget a/
$249,999

$250,000 -

or less
per year

per year

(n = 6)

(n z. 7)

749,999

$750,000+

, per year
(n = 8)

4.6

13.6

33.1,....

10,103

11,985

78,132

2,929

2,621

6,550

25,102

95,674

Mean Size of Mailing List

6,877

4,433

50,929

Mean Number of Publication
Series Issued in Most
Recent FY

4.1

5.7

6.6

Mean Size of Collection

,

Mean Number of Items
Processed in Most Recent

,

7,695

FY

Mean Number of Requests
Processed in Most Recent
FY

.

..:

,

s

'Data
Data are reported for a total of'21 clearinghouses that provided the

budgetary data needed to classify the organizations by size of budget. NTIS is
excluded because the volume of Its activity would_ skew the means in the
$750,000+ category.

1
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Clearinghouse Objectives and Economic Realities. In conceptualizing various

clearinghouse configurations, one must keep in mind the relative costs of various
activities. For example, user services is typically one of the most, if not the most,,
labor- intensive activities. It tends to require a significant pe..:entae (a mean of 24
percent in our survey) of all operating costs (Applied Martigniont Sciendes, Inc. and
Cuadra Associates, Inc., 1981:7.15). That is not to say,' however, that the
publications or database development activities could not equal or surpass these

median percentages for any given clearinghouse budget. The main differences
among the three major types of ,clearinghouse activities is that costs in the other
two areas are mote- easily controlled (e.g., through the specification of numbers of
publications and their associated budgets and through the ,pecificati6n of numbe
of documents to be processed).

The amount of time spent by staff in handling reference and referral questions

in A user services activity can be reduced through management policies that limit
the levels of service that areto be provided, and through the use of computer-based
literature sea rching services. However, there are no easy ways to control- labor

1

costs in situations with high or highly variable volumes of requests. The knowledge

that user services is likely' to be a significant operating expense means that in
planning, careful consideration should be given to making, choices such as the
following. GivenAlle objectives of the clearinghouse, is the provision of reference
and referral services as necessary as some oth0 activities, such as the development
of the database or analysis of the information for preparation in re,-packaged form?

If the answer is YES, can other activities be given-less priority

ar be excluded entirely sin the clearinghouse design?
If, the answer, is NO, can, the same amount of money, or less

money, be spent initially to establish linkages with existing
organizations (e.g., libraries and other service units within
universities, hospitals, associations, or social service agencies
And organizations) that can provide some or all cif thede user
services? c Or can limits be established on who -will be served
or on what types of requests will be handled, and, can those
limits really be observed in practice?

4

(?,

29
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Although there may be no -Completely satisfactory answer to any of :these
questions, the trade-offs are clear, and so are the -options: one can provide no
service et all; one can provide only a limited range of serviced or one can attempt
to provide a full range of services, knowing that they.may lack timeliAess, quality,
or-other generally desirable characteristics.

This discussion introduces a dilemma in clearinghouse 'operations that was
revealed in interviews with 27 clearinghouses and is represented .in the following
contradiction: clearinghouses -are -§ixen the mandate to disseminate information

respondlquests that require individualized handling), but many of
the clearinghouses cannot actively promote this service, because they have neither

the capacity to grow nor the budget to handle the higher volume of requests that

might be gerierated. 'This dilemma must eventually be resolved through (1)
cost-recovery policies (see Chapter 3) (2) the establishment .of limitations or
reductions in expectations for the dissemination activities in which a clearinghouse
is. to be involved; or (3) the development of creative contracting practices that both
permit and provide incentive for clearinghouses to grow and to be responsive.
.

Careful planning and budgeting in the design ,stage are needed to reflect
priorities among-the clearinghouse activities being developed. The management of
the budget requires good cost-control procedures, the topic of the next subsection.

Cost-Accounting Expectations and Practices. Our data collection suggests that

with a few major exceptions, little attention has been given to establishing
cost-accounting practices and the,, appropriate management information systems
44146

that support sound ongoing financial planning. These systems are needed to develop

realistic expectations within an agency for what it costs a clearinghouse to be "in
business" and are especially important if cost recovery is envisioned. The problem is

particularly acute in Federally operated clearinghCiuses, the sponsors of which
sometimes have no data on total operating costs. Although contract costs are
known for those clearinghouses operated by .contractors, the data available are
typically not organized in such a way as to permit the computation of per-unit costs
that are meaningful outside an individual clearinghouse.

30
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If sound financial planning for agency-wide information management is to
occur, some reasonably uniform means for expressing costs must be deG.eloped. Sudh
o

"standards" need to be framed as guidelines, to accommodate major differences
among clearinghouses., Ho Weyer, development of the guidelines will not be easy: A

`'.major difficulty has to' do with the interrelatedness of many .of the typical
clearinghoysi activities: One activity may produce outputs that suppOrt several
other activities, making it difficult to attribute an accurate share ,of the costs to
eacti of the activities being supported. For example, a clearinghouse - developed
computer-readable database may be used in both the preparation and publication of
-"spin off" bibliographies and in the provision of literature Searches., Some way needs

to be found to allocate the cost of the database between those two activities.
Significant progress in, measuring cost-effectiveness is not likely to occur until some
reasonable true costs can be compared against some standard costs or

Organizational and Staffing Options

of costs.

.

e

Organization-related areas in which alternatives need to be weighed include the

selection of operating organizations, the placement of a clearinghouse within a total

tit:6 of functional work units or divisions, and the establishment
of staffing requirements.
program, the de.

Selection of Operaiing Organizations. Among the 24 Federally supported
clearinghouses studied, about half are operated entirely under contract. The others

'are managed and operated within goiernment agencies, although in a few gases,
selected functions are performed under contraot. The "in-house-versus-contractor"
choice may not be available if, for example, the Federal staff positions necessary to
operate the clearinghouse have not been authorized. However, if the option exists,
the balance of performance and benefits needs to be weighed for in-house versus
contractor-opei'ated clearinghouses in these areas:
(lower) costs;
, cost control;

overall performance in outreach/visibility;
constituency development;

continuity over fiscal year
.

adaptability/flexibility to meet changing needs of populations
and programs
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adaptabilityillexibility to stay % abreast of and have access to
.the newest equipment;proqedures, techniques, etc.;
ability to.meet staffing requirerrient
service responsiveness; and

ability to integrate into total agency oroge effort.
,

-The consensus amontiseveral.clearinghouse operators and Project Officers with
J horn discussions hive been held is that the balance of benefits or performance
O

typically rests on the side of contrector-operated clearinghOUses. It should be
noted, however, that in many of these areas, including costs, the "basis of the
judgments hi largely cohiltural because comparable data are not available.
'so_

Organizational Placemenk of the Clearinghouse, A Federal agency can find
itself subjected, to the criticism that its management is not aware of the
clearinghliuses that its funds are supporting. This should rcpt be too surprising, given

°the fact that not all organizations classified in this study are known, or readily

3,

identifiable, as clearinghouse& Clearinghouse-like functions can be, and sometimes
are, embedded in a total program area, with .little or no separate identity and

visibility. For example, a library collection can be established initially to support a
particular program orresierch area and as the need for dissemination about the
program or' about the= problem area in which it is working grows, the library can

evolve into a rather different type of entity without changing its name or external
image.
,

To accom modate this ,phenomenon,

a

distinction can be made between

"integrated" ( "programmatic") clearinghouses and "independent" clearinghouses. The

dichotomy is not altogether satisfactory, but it permits useful discussipn of

differences in organizational structure that clearly affect the way in which _a
clearinghobse is designed and the way it is perceivedmithin its, parent or sponsoring
agency.

For example, the ERIC system, althougT, a part of the total information
dissemination program in NIE, operates essentially independently of other program

efforts, such as those in the Research and Development Exchange (RDx) and
National Diffusion Network, that are directed toward information utilization. The
Project Share and the Arthritis Information Clearinghouse also illustrate the
concept of an "independent" clearinghouse. In contrast, hoWever, the clearinghouses
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or clearinghouse-like components in several NIH programs and others (e.g., mental
health, high blood preesure, child abuse) aie much more integrated into the 'program
areas and into the overall agency mission.
.

Although one cannot conclude that organizational placement is the mist
significant variable in accounting for differences in ways clearinghouses are defined

(he.,,,in the -functions they perform and the objectives they work toward), it is clear
that such placement is one of the most important variables. Integrated
clearinghouses are more likely functionakly to resemble special libraries and to have

a more limited range of responsibillties,:particularly in information analysis and in
outreach/promotion. 'In the health area particularly, _it appears that a set of
social/research/information aims have been addressed through large, multi-function
program units, which are .difficult,to compare with clearinghouses whose aims are
primarily information-related.

Definition of Functional Work Units. Although considerations in this area may
be viewed as matters of management detail, differences in the ways clearinghbuses

structurld functionally and in the ways that staff are assigned to those
functions, contribute' significantly to difficulties in defining and implementing
standard cost-accounting procedures. In some of the larger clearinghouses,

-are

organizatiorial charts reflect distinct work units and the assignment of staff to those

different units. However, in the smaller clearinghouse's, particularly those with a

strong service orientation, the work units are not distinct and °the staff are
perceived as team members who "pitch in to help wherever thii need exists.

For clarity' in reporting the various activities of clearinghouses, `a single
taxonomy was used to analyze the data we collected. This classification of
activities includes
The input and processing function

--

information resources (i.e., collection development)

processing of materials and facilitation of bibliographic
access

e

The information analysis function
Olearinghouse publications;
4=7

The dissemination End user services function
user services

promotional and outreach activities, and
Clearinghouse management.
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Other equally valid classification schemes or organizing principles can be
developed on the basis of staffing and on the basis of the kind of interaction among

activities that needs to be facilitated. For example, "'user services personnel area
likely to be in. the best position to detect the need .for a topical bibliography or
,.particul'ai information analysis publication. Thus wDile user services and

publications

may be treated conceptually as separate work units, the

personnel in!t.smaller clearinghouse may actually. be assigned to help in both units.
In larger clearinghouses, an organizational system must be consciously developed to

provide appropriate levels of communication and feedback among the different sets

of personnel assigned to different fun tional units.'
.
.
One example of the complexities In defining and implementing cost-accounting
'to-.

procedures' that, results from the interrelatedness of clearinghouefk activities is
repreianted In the conceptual versus actual organizational placement of
.. announcement publications. These. indexes or index/abstract journals are the end
product of a series of infdrmation input processing steps that produce a master
database, although' their production may organizationally be a part of the
publicetidAs preparation work unit. Regardless 4f, thgli placement, accounting
3

z.'

13ririciples must be established that treat these and other products derived from the

"Master" database in one of two ways: (1)d they will share the "first-copy" costs
associated with the development of the full database, or (2) they will be treated as
by- products that bear ,only the incremental costs associated with their unique labor,
printingt distribution, and other direct costs. Thii choice becomes ,particularly
relevaht to our discussions of cost recovery, in Chapter 3.

Staffing Requirements. The knowledge, and skills required in a clearinghouse
operation, particularly a fill service clearinghduse, span a number of disciplines. Some, such as public administration, communications and journalism, and library and

information science, ara process-related disciplines. Others, such as in the medical,
social science, or education areas, are content - related, disciplines that are relevant
to the clearinghouse mission. Most of the clearinghouseskwe studied have a Majority

of staff members with content-related backgrounds.

0 .1
4.t
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There is, of course, no formula that can' be, prescribed for achieving an

appropriate mix of backgrounds. If a full service clearinghouse is the objective,
subject expertise is, required; not only for information analysis and synthesis but also

to provide credibility for the publications and services. On the othar hand, infusion
of process- oriented skills is also vital, to help ensure an efficient implementation of
information processing principles and techniques (with a minimum of re- .invented
wheels) Lnd that professional skill and understanding are brought to the task of
analyzing user needs and selecting appropriate cha nels for information
.

,

dissemination.

Because clearinghouses are functionally hybrid or anizations, the requirement
for an appropriate balance of educational backgrou s is only one element of the

broader need for appropriately balanced staff capabilities.

A plan for staff

developinent is also needed to bring about .a blending of those multiple backgrounds
and experiences to create a cohesive and mutually supportive clearinghouse staff.

The Role.df Automation

Computer and communications technologies are being applied effectively in
many types of organizations, and new applfcations are being explored or adopted
every day. The clearinghouses in our survey do not seem to be in the vanguard in
this utilization and exploration, although there is some use of word processing
equipment, particularly by the contractors, and some automation in database
development and distribution.

In discussions with selected clearinghouse personnel--both Federal personnel
and contractors--one could sense reluctance to, use automation and skepticism about
the relevance of advanced technologies to clearinghouse missions. One can readily
undeistand someof this reluctance. Computer and communications technologies are

changing so rapidly that it is not easy for any information service organization in
either the public or private sector P. n keep current with the technology and be able
to evaluate its relevance and potential importance to clearinghouse operations.
-,Nevertheless't ere is a very strong possibility that clearinghouses as a group may be
failing to cap' alize on automation to help develop more effective and efficient
operations and theieby contribute to the, achievement of their missions.

Or
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Clearinghouses operate. within the larger information environment in our
society--an environment in which a number of important trends are evident. For
example, a number of information service organizations, including clearinghouses,
were created to help reduce perdeived bottlenecks in identifying relevant
information orb given topics. The advent of online computer-based.systems, through

Which more than 400 Producers of bibliographic, referral, numeric, and full-text
databases. are -distributing their products, has largely removed this bottleneck So
successfully, in fact, that with rezpect. to the availability of the professional

literature, the chief bottleneck how is the lack of efficient means of obtaining
'full-text copies of documents that have ,beeh identified through-th'e online
bibliographic systems.

Efforts are underway to remove this "new" bottleneck. The number of services
designed to facilitate document delivery is growing, and both secondary and primary

document .fulfillment services are using automation to a much greater extent than

ever before. The longer-term solution to the document fulfillment pioblem will
occur primarily ..through the use of online and other electronic distribution media.
The pioneers in this area have been the online services in the le gerand news-related

fields, but some of the primary publishers are following their example. ,Several
experiments are under way to test the 'technical and economic feasibility of
providing.the full text of scientific and technical journal articles online.
Not al\ pieces of the total technology needed -to support full -text retrieval and
document depvery, particularly documents on demand, are economically viable for
widespread u, but by some estimates the technology wilt be able to support such

use within the next five to ten years. The reshaping of the traditional roles of
primary, seconcit(ry, and other Information delivery organizations has yet to be fully

envisioned, but it is clear,that these organizations will have to change and adapt.
Economically and ottiCvise suitable alternatives or complements to prinVon-paper

will continue to be sought, because the rate of inflation in publishing printed
materials continues Lo outdistance the general rate of inflation.(Lancaster; 1980).
Paralleling

these

developments ,are equally

important

developments

in

distribution media that use broadcast and cable technologies to make the television

..

4
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set a display device. For' those clearinghouses whose, mission is to Teach the general

public, the new "teletext" and "videotex" techhologies* offer the promise. of
providing a great many new channels for outreach and dissemination into the home.

It is too soon, to forecast the role of the government, and clearinghouses
specifically, as users 2f these technologies. An awareness of these advances and of

issues that surrounip them, however, is mandatory in planning for, new
clearinghouses and the continual planning:, that is part of managing existing
the

3

clearinghouses. For example, some, observers would argue that these technologies,

instead of Waving a demoi.ratizing influence and being able to broaden access and

gailability, are creating even irsiore clearly distinguishable information-elite and
information-poor segments of society. This-may occur if clearinghouses follow the
pattern adopted by other information services of charging for information made
available via these' technologies.. All publicly supported information services,
including clearinghouses, need to consider both the merits and implications of this
.

argtimeht.

Marketing, Promotion, and Selling

Marketing professionals, make.a distinction between "marketing" and "selling."

1

They consider marketing to include activities associated with the definition of the

target audience, definition of the product/service line, pricing, establishing sales
performance targets, gathering market intelligence, and perfOrmance evalua, on.
"Selling" is seen to encompass those activities that establish contact with the.
pro4pective user and persuade that user to buy (or use) the product or service.
Most

clearinghouses

direbtors

do

not

make these types of technical

distinctions. To the extent that they even use the terms marketing andtor selling,
they tend to use them as meaning approximately the same thing, or they use the
term "promotion," which has a less commercial connotation than "selling," and more

I

.* One- and two-way transmission systenis that use the television set as the
"terminal."
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accurately represents those activities that are aimed_ at informing their target
audiences about the clearinghoLse and its products or services. In this, report, we

have treated some of the traditional marketing considerations (e.g., defining the
target audience) under the general rubrib of plannirig. Some of the other marketing
consideraticne, as well as promotion and sales considerations, ar ) discussed as part

of narrower .topics, such as priblications programs and evaluation of clearinghouse
performance.

As in a number of other functional areas, marketing is presently perceived as
being 'closely related to many other clearinghouse
toperatiohs, particularly user,
services: However, for planning purposes, it is useful to distinguish between those

outreach activities that support other operational areas and objectives (e.g.,
contacts made to' Olicit papers for acquisitions) and those that are aimed
ispecitically at informing target and other, population's of the existence of a
clearinghouse and of its products and services.

A wide range of marketing techniques are used by clearinghouse personnel,
including:

exhibits at meetings and conferences likely to be attended by
members of the intermediary or ultimate target audienceg
presentations about the clearinghouse given at conferenceg
A

"' direct. mailings of specially prepared promotional materialg

li

news releaseg

adveitjaing iri professionsl.trade journals
mass media advertising and
.

exhibits in shopping malls.

Some clearinghouses use a variety of marketing techniques, while others use a fairly.
narrow set.

The _selection of ,appropriate promotion and sales approaches and media will
necessarily be guided by the characteristics of the target audienc s. What is

appropriate for reaching particular subsets of professionals, even in the same
general field, may be different; and none of these approaches may be- ideal for
reaching the general population. It may, in fact, not be worthwhile for, a
clearinghouse to attempt to aim its promotional. activities directly at the general
public or to selected special population groups because they are so difficult or

4) 0
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expensive

to reach. -Clearinghouse Marketing, resources may be used more

effidiehtly for the distribution of promotional materials to intermediaries
(organizations and individuals) with whommembers of the ultimate target audience
are likely to come in contact.

Relating marketing and promotional strategies, to the definitions . of target
audiences and differentiating, those strategies froni others designed tc achieve a
different set of information dissemination objectives involve complex problems.
Until recently both marketing and sales activities have been neglected or, at best,
carried out in a half-hearted way, sometimes disguised in euphemisms. This has
been true for publicly supported institutions, and even within the priVate

not-for-profit sectors. One reason for this situation is that some information,
service managers and information service sponsors view selling as ''unseemly ".
However, economic realities are helping to develop the counterbalancing attitude
that the ability of an organization to abhieve its purposes requires that it also
achieve some visibility. In this context, an arketing-related -activities haVe
become legitimate, although the resources being applied to them are still very
limited, by business standards. Only about 5 percent of the budgets of the
clearinghouses in this study was being spent on marketing and sales activities.
Whether this investment level is sufficient to achieve a desired level of visibility is
an importanttissue that clearinghouse sponsors and managers rhust address.

Planning and Evaluation

Planning and evaluation are usually regarded as two of the most important
fulinttions of management. While this entire report is an exposition on planning as it
relEites to clearinghouses, we mention the topic of planning here as a reminder of its

role as a management function, a function that itself must be planned. Planning
may be reflectedin the specificationscontained in a contract work statement, in
the recommendations from advisory groups, in the product of some other periodic
review and evaluation process, and in other processes and products. Evaluation is
addressed in Chapter 6.

4

Operations and Operational Considerations

The major sections covered in this chapter focus on increasingly detailed levels
of planning.

discussing this final set of considerations, the focus is on the major
4
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operational choices that must be studied. Some of the choices will influelce and be
influenced by decisions made in some of the ,,earlier area others are primarily a
matter of specifying operational procedures and guidelines. Ideally, the decisions

of operational considerations will be
that result from this and related sets
/
documented by the clearinghouse involved, with appropriate sets .of work-flow
schematics.
1.)

This section covers three major and traditional clearinghouse activities
( collection development and dissemination objectives .processing of materials into a

formal collection; and 'per services. A fourth major activity, publications,

is

'covered separately in Chapter 3.

Collection Development and Dissemination Objectives

At the outset of this study it was necessary to define the concept of a
clearinghouse in terms of a number of characteristic activities that, collectively,
distinguish clearinghouses from other types of information service organizations.
Two activities that are of particuLr relevance to collection development and
dissemination objectives are:

Acquiring literature. Must actively engage in the acquisition
of literature-based information related to its focus or
maintain a database representing records of literature-based
information resources. Nam "literature" is broadly defined
to include audiovisualct materials, speeches, descriptions of
organizations or programs, etc.

Developing an organized collection with appropriate access
tools. Must process and organize the acquired information
into a .collection with indexes and other tools to provide for
systematicisearchiny and access.

The presenctof each of these activities was an important criterion in distinguishing

the targets of this study froin information and referral services, "hot line" help
Units, and other information service entities that might also claim the name
"clearinghouse."

In the planning process, the relative importance of these', two functions should

be related to he overall goal of the clearihghouse, and a set of more specific
objectives should be associated with the functions, to help de termine what types of

materials will be acquired by the clearinghouse and how they will be used. One
small cars collection of materials that will be
objective may be to establish

,2:22
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supplemented, as needed, by materials in other collections. The collection and
supplementary materials. could be used as a resource by clearinghouse and agency

staff in meeting user services and other information analysis and dissemination
objectives. A different 'objective may be to develop a comprehensive collection of

materials and to dissemina te widely information about the availability 'of these,
materials through an online database and/or printed announcement journals.

Collection Use. If the source materials in a collection are a key ingredient in

the information dissemination objectives of the clearinghouse--as in the second
example given above--then a number of dissemination vehicles can be developed to
help ensure awareness and use of these materials. The vehicles include:

periodically issued accessions listings that provide citations or

citations with abstracts to newly acquired items of general
interest. These listings may be dittributed as individual pieces

or, alternatively, within newsletters, columns in journals, or
other multi-purpose news-related items
periodically issued bibliographies (citatiOns only or citations
abstrects) on particularly relevant. ("hot") topics that are

distributed as individual mailing pieces or, alte ;natively, as
part of other clearinghouse-released publicationq

regularly issued secondary journals containing citations or
citations with ,Abstracts and appropriate indexei of newly
accessioned items that have been received and processed
during some recent- period of time. Cumulated indexes that
are issued on some regular basis (e.g., semiannually or
annually, are also essential); and

citations or citations with abstracts that correspond in part or

in whole with the items included in the alternative listed
above, and are-represented in computer-readable form for use
,
in online retrieval.

'Within each of these choices, a second level of related planning questions must

be addressed. For example, the initial stimulus for preparing citations and abstracts
in computer-readable form may be one of gaining efficiencies by creating a "master

_database': for a photocomposition -based publication of the desired journal and
-..
indexes. However, once the master database is, in computer-readable form, it can
be used as an online database to support many other management and service
objectives, including ongoing analysis and monitoring of a collection (e.g., to learn

the ratios of :terns on various subjects that are being acquired, as a

aid in

selection, or to provide quality control checks for indexing consistency). The master
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database can also. be used to provide online retrieval services for the staff's needs.

A logical extension of the use of a database for internal retrieval purposes is to
make it available for direct onliqe access by the public, a'§tep that,has been taken
(or is planned) by about 40 percent of the ,clearinghouses in our sludy. If the
database is likely to Kaye some utility to those outside the clearinghduse, it can be
made available online thrOugh ont or-more online service organizations in the public

sector (e.g., the National Library of MsJicine; the Chemical Information System of
the National Institutes of Health and the Environmental Protection Agency) or the
pilvate sector (e.g., BRS, Inc.; DIALOG Information Services, Inc.; or SDC Search
Service).

As indicated earlier in the discussion of "first copy" costs, a large proportion-of
a clearinghouse's operating costs Can lie in the preparation of the collection. Thu's
having a "master databases' from which multiple products are generated and multiple
uses are supported helps to maximize the return on that basic investment.

Types of Materials to Be Collected. The information dissemination objectives
associated with collection development are established through interpretation of the

answers provided to questions raised earlier -in this chapter. However, they v.flitso

be answered in the context of the types of materials that are the focus of the
collection development effort_ The types of materials likely to be considered for
inclusion (unless a particular. type of information is a given starting point for the
clearinghouse planning process) are given in Exhibit 2.3.

A clearinghouse that is established to deal primarily with government-sponsored

a particular area will weigh a different set of choices,. than a
clearinghouse that intends to deal with statistical da'ta or the full rengof
research in

peofessional literature, regardless of source or format. For a clearinghouse focusing

on the collection of government-soonsored research reports or other types of
government-sponsored or government-collected information, the use of NTIS and/or

ERIC for processing and dissemination must be considered. If the journal literature

is the primary focus of the clearinghouse collection, as it is for most of the
clearinghouses in our sample, already existing outlets for processing, announcement,

and distribution exist in both NLM and ERIC, as well as many private-sector
services.

4'?
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EXWIBIT 2.3:

ILLUSTRATIVE
CONSIDEREDCOLLECTION*

LISTS

OF TYPES OF MATERIALS TO
INCLUSION

FOR

IN

BE

CLEARINGHOUSE

Audiovisual materials (e.g., filmq cassettes)
Bibliographies
Batiks

Computer-readable tapes
Conference proceedings and speeches
Curriculum guides

Directories
Dissertations.
Journals
Journal articles
Legal documents (Federal)
Legal documents (State)

'cc

Manuals and handbooks

Newsletters
News clippings
Pamphlets
Program descriptions (Federal or Federally supported)
Progra:n descriptionyfother)
Reference tools
Reseerch 'reports (Federally sponsored)
ResearcN reports (other)
Referral sources (individuals and organizations)

Statistical data (collected by the goverriment)
Statistical data (collected by others)

*

The scope of a clearinghouse collection also needs to be defined to include the
matter of whether it will deal only with U.S.-related materials.

Last
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A relevant model for a clearinghouse that "feeds" materials into NTIS and NLM
exists in the National Health Plannning Information Center. This model was

apperently rejected in the planning for the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual
'Education and-the Nations: Clearinghouse on Aging, although the reasons for that
,

rejection are not clear. The issues of overlap and duplication are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 4i but W3 should to that the starting point for consciously

accepting or rejecting overlap and d

ication is in the needs assessment and

planning process.
1/

Economies of scale May be achieved in using capabilities already developed

within the government to process, 'announce, and distribute materials. If these
capabilities were used by other clearinghouses, could.(andwould) more resources and

attention be giv ell -to information analysis and to, tailored dissemination effort
The merits of the "tertiary database" concept, as developed by the now-defun
Women's Educational-Equity Communications Network (WEECN),* also needs to be

studied further. The research should determine whether this is an economically
satisfactory alternative for foctising attention on the literature in a very specific
problem area while at the same time minimizing or eliminating the duplication of
processing effort, across- public agencies and between clearinghouses and private
--information orgenizations.

Processing of Materials in the Collection

Levels of resources and effort associated with the information processing steps
need to_be_commensurate with the intended uses. What is done to maintain a small

resource library will be considerably different from what is done to support the
_development of a database that is to be made available online or used to generate a

printed annolmcement publication at regular intervals. In Exhibit 2.4, a number of
decision areas are described, to illustrate the range of choices to be considered in
developing operational procedures. The illustrations of choices given in this Exhibit
reflect the variety of practices currently adopted by existing clearinghouses.

* Through a series of agreements worked out with 13 public and private database
producers, WEECN identified citations relevant to its scope through computerized
searches of their databases and produced its own publication announcement using
selected output of these searches - (Butler and Brandhorst, 1980:174-176).

44
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EXHIBIT 2.4:

ILLUSTRATION OF PROCEDURAL DECISION AREAS

Identification and Acquisitions

Decide whether the desired materials must be defined through an active
solicitation program to obtain typically unpublished or otherwise "fugitive"

materials. If so, decide how potential authors and sources of. those materials
will be reached and with what frequency.

Decide whether formal exchange agreements are needed with organizations
that regularly or periodically produce relevant materials.
Identify published sources, including online databases, that can be scanned and
searched regularly for relevant items.

Decide whether identified items will be purchased or only acquired on loan or
through other means that do not require payment.
Selection

Decide whether all items will be included in a single collection, or in one of,
severahc,ollections (e.g., a library, an informal secondary collection of
materials maintained-in vertical files for reference and referral use, and/or a
computer-readable database).

Decide if any criteria, in addition to the relevance of an'item to the defined
scope of the clearinghouse, will be used in screening materials for inclusion in

the collection. If such criteria as quality, reproducibility, availability, format,
methodology, and objectiiity are to be used, formulate the definitibn of each in
writing.
Decide whether the 'clearinghouse collections will be limited to U.S. or English
language materials.

Decide whether the collection will cover only current. materials or whether
older items of value will also be collected.. If so,- decide on the period of
coverage and what exceptions, if any, will be made.

Preparation of/Bibliographic Records

Decide on the descriptive elements (e.g., titles, author) that are to be included
and tne standard ,conventions or practices (e.g., Anglo-American Cataloging
rules, MARC, ANSI) that are to be adopted or adapted.
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EXHIE3IT,2.4:

ILLUSTRA ION OF PROCEDURAL" DECISION AREAS (Continued)

Decide whether a classification system and/or subject terms will be assigned to
each record.

If subject terms are to be assigned, decide whether these terms dill be drawn
from a controlled vocabulary list or from the text of the title, abstract, and/or, document.
If the access tool-being developed is a database, decide whether the facility of
free-text searching that will be provided by the online service (i.e., the ability
to retrieve: by words in titles and abstracts, as well ap any other fields) in any

way changes the requirement for developing a highly structured controlled
vocabulary for supporting effective retrieval.

Ifya/ controlled vocabulary is to be developed, decide whether an already
existing vocabulary is applicable, as is, or whether one or more existing
,

vocabulary tools could be adCpted for use by the clearinghouse.

Decide whether records will be typed (e.g., in the form of catalog cards) or a
computerized database will be created (e.g., through Optical Character
Recognition or online data entry).

0
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A basic question that must be posed in considering the options available in
preparing a "bibliographic" record (i.e., a set of elements of information that
describe and facilitate later location of a book, a journal article, or. a magnetic tape
of statistical data) is whether automation should be used, This question is usually
posed in terms of: What is the "critical mass" or point..at which it is worth
automating? One of the reasons that no'simple rule-of-thumb principle has been
developed to -answer that question is that studies contrasting costs of manual and
automated systems are dealing with two essentially different outputs (e.g., a card
catalog versus 1:a- computer -based catalog).

It is likely, in fact, that for smaller

collections, it will be cheaper, to develop and use a catalog or index manually.
However, to answer [the ultimate que stion of whether that catalog or index is more
cost-effective than one created in computer-readable form requires that the
capabilities for access, retrieval,,, and other manipulations (i.e., the effectiveness) of
thoa se two end products be compared.
4

Costs and some measure of value must be attributed to each of theeby-products
A

produced and uses served by the two different types of collection access tools. For

example, a determination .must be made of the costs for 'generating topical
bibliographies manually,as compared to generating 'them from an online search. The

value to managerrient of being able to monitor and manage collection growth,
analyze acquisiton trends, and conduct perlodic checks on the quality of indexing
must be quantified. Whether these activities Could be done .readily through use of
the manual tool is an important planning Consideration. Another .factor to consider
is the costs to user services for conducting a literature search manually, as opposed
to online._ Research findings suggest that use of an online database is more
cost-effective than a manual approach (Wenger et al., 1976; East, k980). However,

if no particular value is attributed to increased facility in the. use of a collection
tool, automation will always appear to be the more costly alternative.
User Services

A taxonomy of types of user services associated with clearinghouses was
deveroped 'for purposes of collecting and analyzing data for our survey. A further
refinement of that taxonomy ifs presented. in Exhibit 2.5.

Reference and referral services may be characterized in terms of the degree of
responsiveness, and in terms of how ^ctive the clearinghouse will be in seeking out

opportunities to provide these services.
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EXHIBIT 2.5:

ILLUSTRATION OF MAJOR TYPES OF USER SERVICES

REFERENCE.AND REFERRAL SERVICES

Document delivery
Document loan
Responses to requests,for:

information about the clearinghouse
information about an agency program

--

.

information on "what

is available on this topic," for which
preaszembled lists of references and/or. copies of materials have

been prepared

--

quick-reference questions that require lees than 30 minutes to
obtain an answer through searching a reference tool, contacting one

or a few other organizations, or obtaining list of a few references
(to the litetature, people, programs, or organizations)

research on a probjem' that requires more thah 30 minutes to obtain
an answer and requires preparation of some distillation/synthesis of
findings from readiNgs in multiple sources or contacts that are made
with other organizations
w

computerized or Manual literature searches, to generate a
bibliography tailored to the .particular request, using the
clearinghouse database (or indexes) and/or databases (or indeies)
pioduced by other agencies and organizations.
4

CONSULTING/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE,
Sponsorship' of conferences and workshops on topics or problem areas within the
scope of the clearinghouse, for members of the target audience (e.g., to
facilitate communication among those working insthe same area):

Education and training seminars aimed at helping the target audience or
intermediaries (including library and information services personnel) to use the
clearinghouse, its publications,`or its databse.
.

Consulting and technical assistance to help an individual or organization, or
groups of individuals and organizations, to apply information to particular
situations and problems.

2.30

inquiries with standard,, pre-assembled lists -of references will be perceived as less

responsive than a clearinghouse that handles each request individually and tailors
the response appropriately. However, if reference and referral services are not
perceived to be the most important instrument in meeting clearinghouse

dissemination objectives, it may be entirely justifiable for the clearinghouse to
provide only minimal levels of such services. On the. othe.rhand, referral services
are almost mandatory in a clearinghouse operation. Requesters are not likely to
have an underttand11g of clearinghouse objectives, operations, and limits, and they

are likely to expect a government-sponsored agency to extend itself, at least to the
point of referring the requester to a more appropriate information source.
.

User services need: not be' thought of simply in terms of passivity and

responsiveness. Many opportunities fur outreach-exist in this area as a number of
clearinghouses seize on these opportunities to provide a very targeted service. For
example, some clearinghouses volunteer their' services to other organizations that

operate in the field (e.g., agencies, foundations, professional associations). They
may ,support the research and publications dissemination efforts of these
organizations or may develop materials for use in their conferences, meetings, and
special events. These special materials (e.g., bibliographies or summaries of major
research and development activities) are tailored for greater effect to the theme or
special focusof those meetings.

For each of the reference and referral services that will be provided by the
r
clearinghouse, it will be necessary to define relevant policies and procedures. For
' example, policies will be needed on telephone follow-up to mail inquiries (to help
ensure that a' request is understood) and on adherence to copyright restrictions

t

procedures must
related to the copying of aterials developed by others. Similarly,
a
be defined for receiving a d screening requests (e.g.,.by mail or phone) and.routing
them to appropriate staff, 'and for the use of stggard letters and forms (e.g., for
...

maintaining records and for inchision in the response package).
,--

Irr addition, consideration needs to be given to methods of supervision and load

balancing. Regular staMmeetings are a means by which requests are dicussed in a

group, ideas for fulfilling those requests are shared, and targets are set for
allocating time. A clearinghouse can strive for quality assurance through regular

e
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review of responses prepared for users and through use ofevaluation/feedback forms
sent to users'iri response packages.

Another ,area of user services involves giving technical assistance to individuals
k

and organizations In their use of Information for specific purposes. This service is
not a traditional function in most clearinghouses surveyed. Strategies and models

for such, linkages exist (e.g., in the NIE educational diffusion programs), but

determining their applicability to each field and problem area covered by a
clearinghouse is beyond the scope of this study.

I

,
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COST-RECOVERY ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS
4

Introduction

The feasibility of operating

overnment-supported information services on a

cost-recovery bbsis hakkbeen discussed for many years by proponents and opponents

of this approach, but no final. decision has been made about implementing it on a
government-wide basis. In an era of limited Federal funding, cost recovery is again

beirg suggested as a means for continuing such infOrmation seYvices, but at a
reduced cost to the government. This chapter presents information to inform
policyniakers by highlighting thi folloviing topics:
the demand for cost-recovery practices ;

economic theories pf information;
current practices among information services ; and
1

considerations in implementing a cost-recovery policy.

The Demand for Cost-Recovery Practices

The Federal governMent has long had a policy of charging recipients of
government services if they receive special benefits above and beyond those
accruing to the general public. The policy is specified in Title 3,1 Section 483A 686A
.

Of the U.S. Code and injthe Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-25,
issued in September 1959. The circular states that a charge should be made to each

identifiable, recipient of a government service from which a special benefit is
derived; to recover the full cost to the government of rendering the service. °

3rn the past feik years, pressure has grown to apply this policy to information
services. A 1979 report by the General Accounting Office (GAO) recommended that

the Director of OMB direct attention to the development of a clear cost-recovery
policy and to,assuring its consistent implementation (GAO, 1979:33-34). In June of

61,
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1980, OMB issued a draft circular on the improved management and dissemination of
Federal information. It specified yiat information made available through

mechanisms- other than the ceposi ory library system be provided at a price. that
recovers all costs to the government -associated with disseminating that
information. Although thevircular has not yet been published in final form, OMB
officials indicate that they expect a requirement of this type to be issued.

Cost recovery for gwiernment-supported information services has become
increasingly relevant in recent months. As reductions in proposed Feaeral spending
for human services programs are discussed, it appears likely that some of them will

affegt agency spending for information services in thohe areas. In addition, OMB
and GAO have activated studies of government information services in response to
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Officials at both agencies indicate that cost
recovery is one of the topics to be addressed. They are aware of the limited extent
to which government-suppqrted information services currently recover costs and

indicate that previous levels of Federal financial support for information services
may be inconsistent with current priorities. Two key considerations in the
discussion of cost-recovery practices for information services have to do with
whether such services constitute a "public good' and, if I cost- recovery principle is
to be applied, what the basis for fees should be. These are discussed in the next
section, in the context of economic theories and practices.
Economic Theoeies and Practices Related to Information

A discussion of the feasibility of cost recovery for information services should,

be grounded in an understanding of the information market and of alternative
pric',.q strategies. The intent of this section is to provide this background.
The Information Market
A market economy in whicn goods are sold and bought is thought to work well in

circumstances where people pursuing their own self-interest act in a way that is
consistent with the wants and needs of others. For example, it is in the interest of a
manufacturer to produce_goods as efficiently as possible and of a buyer to purchase

those goods at the lowest possible price. Thus, the interests of buyers and sellers
are mutually reinforcing, and the decisions of buyers and sellers determine the
amount of goods and services sold and the prices at which they are sold.
`

,

a

'
3.2

There are some goods and services that are provided to the public through

mechanishii other than the marketplace. The best example is national defense,
which .is something that is provided to the entire populace and should therefore be
paid for with tax -revenues. When goods or-"services are provided outside the
marketplace, they are khown as "public" goods.

Economists define several conditions under which a good may be considered a
public good. Some of the conditions have already been' implied above: that the good

O

is provkled to the entire populace and that those who do not pay for the good cannot

be ex-aided\ from benefiting from its existence. For example, when fire and police

protection are\available to a community, all citizens receive such protection.
Another conditiohunder which goods may become public goods is.if private Rfoper.p

righti are difficult to protect.

During the past several years there has been intense debate on whether
!nformatioh is a "national resource" that should be, treated as,sa public-good or a
commodity that should be treated like other commodities that are b'ught and sold in

the marketplace. There are some special Characteristics of information that
underlie the debate:

information is .an intangible that can be made available in
media;

information is hot consumed by use; it can be resold or given
away with no diminution of its content or, in most cases, its
value;

the price' of information bears little relationship to the costs
of making copies available. The "first copy': cost is likely to
be the major cost, with reproduction costs being relatively

O

minor; and
1
information has value in the marketplace, as a capital
resource, an essential tool for decisionmaking, and sd means for

better management of tangible resciurces (Olson, 1973:8-12).

Although information servi&es have some of the characteristics of a public
good, they are also succeeding in theernarketplace as commodities. Particularly in
technical and specialized. fields, there is a growing willingness to pay fn"
information. These ,Markets are served by information enterprises thiit sell
newsletters, indexing and abstracting publications, current awareness services, and
other information services,, often at a substantial price. For example, -many
organizations spend over $10,000 a month for commercial online reference services.
,5
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users' willingness to pay is interpreted as a reflection of the growing recognition
of tlie-Avalue of specialized information. The development of viable commercial
information services is seen as an indication that at least some information can be
treated as a commodity.

The

Costs and Pricing_of Information Products and Services

Cost Categories. There are various categories of costs, that are incurred by
information services. These include:
inforrhation generating costs incurred
organizing the information input;

in

collecting or

design and development costs associated with producing a
Publication or providing a service;
fixed costs involved in maintaining the operation, including the
costs of equipment, utilities, and space;

reproduction costs associated with printing or photocopying
reports, search results, Or other written materials; and
distribution costs for marketing, handling, and mailing.

Average cost pricing establishes a price based on recovering the fixed costs, the

reproduction costs, and the distribution costs. Marginal cost pricing, aimed at
recovering the costs asswiated with each additional unit of service, recovers only
the distribution and reproduction costs. Both of these pricing strategies assume that
the true coSt of the publication or service is known. When -ecords are not detailed
enough to support such price calculations, other pricing strategies may be used.

Calculating Prices. Two methods used when all costs are not known are
formula pricing\and target pricing. In formula pricing, the manufacturing (e.g.,
printing) cost is multiplied by a previoly determined factor; publishers sometimes
use a formula of five or six times 'the manufacturing cost to price books. Target
pricing, a method used by utilities, involves determining in advance a price that will
yield a desired rate of return on the total cost at an estimated volume of demand
(Zais, nd:146-47).,

Price discrimination is another pricing Strategy used by some information
_services. This practice involves, charging different lees to various categories of
users. Price discrimination is considered feasible only when the market is

3.4
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segMentable and recipients of lower priced services are not likely to resell the
information to those groups who are being charged more.

For government agencies, selection of the pricing mechanism may be a political
or philosophical decision:

A major factor

ir,

government

agencies' pricing

calculations is the objective to be -met by distributing the information. Many
agencies regard the cost of generating the information (e.g., support of research and

information-gathering programs and dissemination of findings) as a necessary
program expense and consider information production the reason for their
existence. They argue that unless policymakers, researchers, and administrators are

informed about'Prior work, there will be unintentional duplication and/or pursuit of
fruitless avenues of investigation. Therefore, supporting the development of an
appropriate informatio-nt base and the means for storing, retrieving, and
disseminating the information are valid and necessary government activities. This

philosophy leads to the view that, if costs are to be recovered, only the marginal
costs incurred in disseminating the information should be recovered. Another
agency might maintain that the purpose of its program is to inform the public about
a social problem, or societal priority, such as the dangers of high blood pressure or
alcohol abuse, and that its mission makes it essential for the government to absorb
all costs, including those related to dissemination.

Another point of view suggests that secondary literature (i.e., abstracting and

indexing publications, bibliographies, and related reference materials) should be
priced low because they have limited informational value, except as a means for
directing users to the primary literature. They contribute to increasing the demand

for primary literature, thereby decreasing its average cost. This view holds that
other considerations are involved in pricing tertiary literature (e.g., syntheses,
state-of-the-art reviews, and similar summaries) because this literature is expensive

to produce and does not necessarily stimulate the demand for primary literature
(King Research, Inc., 1980:37).

Types of Fees. Several mechanisms are used for collecting fees for information
products and services. Among the more common methods are:

a fee-for-service, based on the level of effort required to
produce the information, with the fee paid after service is
provided (e.g., a search charge based on computer connect

time and number of "hits" or a fixed price for .a specific
publication);
3.5
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a flat rate established in advance for a specific type of service

and 'paid for) befdre or after" receipt of the service (e.g., a
charge of Sx,per search); and
o

a subscription fee, paid in advance, to establish eligibility or
to cover uP to a certain level of service (egg., an annual charge

of $x, whiCh entitles a subscriber to a certain number of free
or reduced4cost searches during the year,:

,

An` important factor that providers of information products and services
consider in selecting the fee collection method is the transaction cost. Transaction

coils are those <costs incurred by the seller in,billing and accounting for the fees
collected and the costs incurred by the purchasers in ordering and paying for the
item. For inexpensh,e items, the transaction cost may be as high as, or higher than,
the pippuction cost. Because transaction costs can be substantial, sellers tend to
prefer the least burdensome payment method. For this reason, subscription and
prepayment plans offer some advan tages.

Current Cost-Recovery Practices

Many directors of government-supported information services maintain that
full-cost recovery is not feasible for their operations. The arguments that they use
to justify their position are summarized in Exhibit 3.1. The views expressed by
proponents of cost recovery are also summarized in the Exhibit. The literature and
the interviews conducted for this study present both points of view, but no definitive
research has been conducted to verify the potential impacts presented on both sides

of the issue. It

is,

therefore, instructive to describe current practices among

government-supported and private information services.

As part of this study, we gathered information from 27 clearinghouses about
their cost-recovery practices. The three clearinghouses in the sample that are not
government-supported rely on User fees to recover all costs. Of the 24,
clearinghouses in the sample that are totally or partially supported by public funds,
14

recover

some

of

their expenses

from

fees,

and

one

operates

on

a

full-cost-recovery basis. The litter is the National Technical Information Service,
which is legislatively mandated to be self-supporting. It differs from the other

organizations in the sample, because it reproduces reports developed by other
agencies and does pot generate synthesis and analysis publications. Nine
clearinghouses, primarily those in the health field, recover no costs through user
fees.

5
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EXHIBIT 3.1:- ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF COST RECOVERY FOR
PUBLICATIONS AND SERVICES

V

Advantages of Cost Recovery

Disadvantages of Cost Recovery

Shifts the costs from the

Costs ore shifted, not
eliminated, whenuserd are
government agencies, and costs
may actually increase, because
of the addition of processing
costs for handling transactions

sponsoring agency (and

the general public) to the
specific users of the
information
Reduces or eliminates some
Federal spending

Permits more people to be
served by increasing the
financial resources oVthe
clearinghouse

Reduces demand, because of user

Produces more accurate targeting
of information, because only
those who are interested will
request it

Leads to less adequate dissemi-

inability or unwillingness
to pay fees

nation of information that has
been designated a government

priority area but that may-not
have a significant market

Reduces the distribution of
unnecessary or unwanted
information, because poorly
received services and publica-

tions will be eliminated
Reduces willingness to share
and exchange information, at no
charge, when suppliers of

Provides an incentive for greater
responsiveness to user needs and

better selection of topics for

information cannot get anything in

publications

return,
Increases time-lag in processing of requests to handle
billing

Creates potential billing and

Improves the environment for
commercial enterprise, because
all services can compete
equally, if government subsidies
for some services are
eliminated

bookkeeping problems, as well

as difficulties in recovering
fees ffom delinquent accounts
Unless money reverts to "the
clearinghouse budget, provides

no incentive for improving
products and services
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These findings are consistent with those produced by other studies. Of I 1 1
government-supported scientific and technical information services studied in 1980,

57 percent charge for at least some publications or services. Charges are most
common for monographs, non-print media, and computerized searches. Newsletters,

advertising brochures, and referral to other sources are typically provided free of
charge (King Research, Inc., 1980:40-48). A study of 17 subsidized centers for
selective dissemination of information reports that a mean of 30 percent and a
median of 14 percent of all revenues are derived from subscription payments (Zais,
nd:174 -177). A GAO report indicates that information centers typically'lrecover
about .15 percent of the costs associated with user services (GAO, I979.25).
These

data

that

indicate

although

some

costs

recovered,

are

government-subsidized information services tend lo rely heavily on their subsidies.

Many clearinghouse directors express doubt that full-cost recovery is feasible for
their operations because of the inability of users to pay for services, difficulties in
establishing and maintaining billing operations, and the highly targeted audiences for

some of their services and publications. They maintain. that marginal costs for
synthesis and analysis publications and search services can, be recovered, but that

iN\

the development costs for these publications and for establishing databases cannot
be recovered. For question-answering and ,referral services, where there is an
immediate need for a response and the answer is provided without sub''...antial time

devoted to research, directors believe that it would be impractical to charge a fee.
They assert that in these cases the transaction costs would exceed the value 9t- the
revenue taken in. The same viewpoint is expressed concerning the distribution of
pamphlets, brochures, and short bibliographies that serve both public relations and
information functions.
A

survey

conducted

by

King

Research,

Inc.

asked

respondents

at

government-supported information organizations that charge for their publications
and services what effect user charges have had on the organization. Of 100
respondents, 5 estimated that there was some increase in the number of users, 31

stated that there was no change in the number of users, 49 estimated there was a

decrease in the .number of users, and 15 did not know the effect. A similar
distribution was shown with respect to the impact on the number of requests
received. Although some respondents indicated that the quality or size of
,

publication& had increased as a result of the imposition of user fees, most reported

3.8
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that no change had occurred and that no major change in user satisfaction had been

noted. A majority: responded that bookkeeping and accounting costs had increased
because of the ihstitution,of user fees (King Research, Inc., March 1980:.52 -54).

I:trsonnel at selected private information services and representatives of the
information industry were contacted to learn about their cast-recovery practices.'
One database producer-received government grants to partially subsidize start-up
costs for the online database, but the grants covered only a portion of the actual

cost. Other services- contacted indicated that they had received no government
subsidy. Typically, the cornmertial sector relies on investment capital or profits
from other product lines to offset losses until a new service becomes
self-supporting. To provide the potential for initiating new services, private
information 'services often charge substaptial user-fees for established services.
Where there is no competitive service, the fee may be based on what the market
will bear, in other words, on the perceived, value of the service to the user, rather
than on actual costs for providing the service.

To illustrate the cost differential between government-sponsored and prWately
supported information services, we explored charges for leasing databases. Tapes of

the database typically contain literature citations, or citations and abstracts, and
updated regularly. Several government-supported clearinghouses, including
ERIC and the Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information, make copies
are

of the tapes of their databases available to commercial vendors and other interested

institutions at a nominal price to recover the cost of reproducing the tape. There
are also no royalty fees assessed for use of the data online by users.
Non-government, information services, by contrast, sell their tapes to interested
institutions for a limited period of time and either apply a standard fee or negotiate
that fee with each lessee. The fees, among those services contacted, range from
$1,000 to $6,000 per year for one year of the tape. Often there are additional
charges for each use of the database and/or each "hit" (i.e., each citation selected
for offline printing). These royalty fees are passed on to the user in the
connect-hour prices and charges for offline (and, sometimes, online) printing.

Many private services operate to a large extent on a pre- payment basis. They

rely on annual subscriptions to index and abstract services and current awareness
services and charges for databases as sources of revenue. Some services also have a

3.9
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prepaid search service, in which the user pays *a, fixed fee for a prescribed number of

searches during the year. Deposit accounts, which involve° drawing against funds in
an established account as requests are received, represent another mechanism that

has been used. (A few government organizations, such as GPO and NTIS, also use

the depodit -account mechanism.) These arrangements reduce the need to bill for
services as they are provided, and they simplify the entire transaction proem's.
However, they are appropriate only in those cases where users are repeat,
customers. For one-time users, some private organizations permit charging services
on a credit card to prevent the time lag involved irk waiting for payments to arrive
before service can be rendered.

Whether clearinghouses could follow the practices of private infdrmation
services cannot be determined without knowing if the populations served by the two
a

.4roups differ in ways that would affect their ability or willingness to pay. Some of

the private services believe that the population using their services

is not

substantially different from the population of clearinghouse users. For example,
man academic' and drug company researchers aret users of private scientific
data ases; they are also users of the government-supported MEDLINE database.
However, the extent to whi )3
h public employees, whose agency information budgets
are limited, and the 1Ly public could afford or would be willing to pay the fees
charged by private services has not been thoroughly explored in any previous studies.
c

4

In addition, to the ability and willingness of current users

to pay. for

clearinghouse services, procedural end policy considerations must be addressed
before a cost-recovery policy can be fully implemented. These topics are presented
in the,following section.
.

9

Considerations in Implementing a Cost-Recovery Policy
Policy Questions to be Resolved

Three major policy questions that have not been resdlved in previous OMB
circulars, GAO reports, or other policy statements must be addressed before a
cost-recovery policy can be implemented.' They are:
What publications or services should-be sold on a cost-recovery
basis?

What kinds of costs should be recovered?

Who will receive the.resulting revenues?
A

Each of these questions is discussed below.
'3.10
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Publications or Services to Be Provided on a Coit-Recove

Basis. The concept

of cost recovery as described in existing law and OMB Circular A-25 generally
implies that costs should be recovered in all cases in which the recipient of services
derives a special beneEt over and above that obtained by the public at large.
Directors of government-supported clearinghouses assert-that applying this policy is

impractical unless distindtion can be drawn about the categories of services to be
covered by the policy. T ey cite several types of examples, such as the following,
to support their view.
Some clearinghouse materials, including brochures, short fact

sheets, end mini-bibliographies are intended to serve . as
advertising for the clearinghouse or as elements of a broad
outreach program. Non-government information services
provide similar types of materials free of charge, and it is
unrealistic to expect potential users to pay for these items.
.

If a charge were made for the types of material's identified
above, the transaction costs for billing and accounting could
exceed the revenues taken in, because processing a large

volume of small, orders is very expensive.
r Some clearinghouses were established to support a government
mission, such as enha cing the public's awareness of the

dangers of a particul

disease.

The public may place nor

priority on this informati n, but the government has decided it
is an important sociaj concern. Expecting the public to pay
for information that is basically a government priority is
,

considered unrealistic.
These views were raised in discussions with personnel at OMB and GAO to learn
of
how they -would apply cost - recovery principles to the activities
government-supported information clearinghouses. Their responses indicate a'need

to make case-by-case decisions in applying a general cost-recovery policy. They
agreed that previous policy enunalietions, including the 1979 GAO report and the

1980 draft OMB circular, do not distinguish among publications and services, and
they noted that it is difficult for a short policy statement to address all 'possible
circumstances.

The primary point e.pressed by these officials is that high-level policy-setting
is needed regarding what government information services should be provided free
of charge. They are .concerned that high-level agency officials may be unaware of
the amount and type of information currently provided free of charge and that there
is no consistency, ,either within or across agencies, with respect to fee policies.

I

They maintain that these decisions should be 'made by responsible agency offiCials
and justified in agency budget submissions. In some cases,a cost-recovery objective
may interfere with achieving other, more important,government objectives and may
therefore be inappropriate. In ether cases, these officials assert, agencies may
decide that enough information is available from other sources to eliminate the need
for additional government-supported information generation and distribution.

However, if an agency determines that continuedprovision of information is
desirable and that the costs canna be covered with agency funds, cost-recovery
procedures should be implemented.

Categories of Costs to Be Recovered. As indicated earlier in this chapter,
there are costs associated with each stage of providing an information service,
.

including the cost of collecting information, designing a publication; reproducing it
and distributing it. There are also fixed costs for maintaining the facility,
regardless of the volume of ' service provided. Clearinghouse' personnel are
concerned about which of these costs must be covered by user charges. Many of
them assume that full-cost recovery implies recovery of all cost categories, a policy
they believe may not be feabiblet

The original mandate for cost recovery, as stated in Title 31 of the U.S. Code,
indicates that costs in all categories should be recovered. It states that all services
performed for any person or organization not engaged in official government
business -should be self-sustaining to the greatest extent possible and authorizesestablishing fees that take into consideration direct and indirect costs, value to the
recipient, and public policy or the interest served. A 1974 Supreme Court case,
National cable Television Association vs: the U.S., interpreted the law to mean that
the fee could not exceed the actual value received by the user. Thus indirect costs

for activities that benefit the public at large, rather than the indiidual user, and
the costs incurred in establishing the entire program were not to be included in the

user fee. The -Case determined that the fee should recover only the costs of
1.

providing the specific service (GAO, 19794,0-21).

This modified interpretation is reflected in the draft OMB circular issued in
1980. It states that user fees should cover the costs associated with dissemination
of the information, including printing, processing, and retention costs, but excluding
coots incurred in producing or creating the information (OMB, 1980:6). This view
(.1 n
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was reiterated in discussions with OMB personnel responsible for drafting the
,proposeg circular. They indicate that hosts incurred as part of normal program
operations (e.g., for research or development) need not be recovered it is the
incremental cost associated with dissemination - -in other words, the "marginal costs

the information servicethat should be recovered. However, if a database or
information service is created specifically to make the information available to the
.

public at large, then recovery of all costs may be appropriate.

'

Some literature ,pertaining to disseminating government-generated information

supports the view that only marginal costs should be recovered (Kertesz, nd3 -4;
Olson,1973:12-13; DeGennaro, 1975:366). Some theorists suggest that, in calculating

costs, only the addit'ional expense of the specific, service provided should be
- considered. The input costs (i.e., developmental Casts for sSinthesizing or organizing

the information) should not be included because they represent the primary
information transfer function - -the raison d'etre or the information center (Kertesz,
nc3 -4). It should be noted that charging only the marginal cost for information

services differs from the practice common among private' nformation services of
charging to recover all costs. However, to the extent that government-sponsored
clearinghouses provide services that. go beyond organizing the extant literature by,
for example, synthesizing the literature in state-of-the-art reviews, they also incur
costs that are not normally a part of the operating expenses of private information
services.
1k.

Another factor that could affect pricing policies of government-supported
clearinghouses is that many of them are targeted to serve relatively small
audiences. If a small group were asked to pay the average cost of information, is
opposed to its marginal cost, the cost per unit would be higher than most users
would be willing to pay.

Agency to Receive the Revenue from User Fees.

Several clearinghouse

directors have observed that current laws provide a disincentive to collecting fees
because, if an organization operates on appropriated.runds, any revenues taken in
must be returned to the U.S. Treasury. Under this arrangement, if cost recovery is

practiced, the clearinghouse incurs additional billing and accounting costs but
receives no benefits from the funds that are collected. Neither the 1979 GAO
report nor the draft OMB circular addresses this problem, but officials of both

6,1
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agencies are aware that thisois a significant disincentive. Although no attempt has

been initiated to change the law, 'there is a willingness .to consider alternative
approaches. One such alternative is to permit the program to recoup user fees up to
the point where they equal operating expenses; any revenues in excess of costs would

revert tothe U.S. Treasury.

ti

It Aholild be noted that . some government organizations operate on

a

cost-recovery basis be.4ause they .do not receive appropriations for their normal
operating expenses.. For example, NTIS's authorizing legislation specifically
requires:it to operate on revenues derived from user fees, and GPO operates under a

provision that requires prices to be based on the cost of printing, plus 50 percent to

cover other operating,expenses. Theill two organizations also retain the revenues
they receivofrom the sale of any clearinghouse publications they distribute.
,Because most government agencies are unable to retain revenue from user fees,

several contractor-operated clearinghouses have contractual arrangements whereby

all user fees are retained by the contractor. In some cases, the fees are placed in a
revolving fund to cover specific expenses, such as printing costs. In other cases, the

government's reimbursement ;o the contractor is adjusted downward in an amount
Although these arrangements have proven'
?equal to the retained revenues.
satisfactory where they.have been tried, other government Project Officers express

doubts atcjut the effectiveness of this approach. They assert that if there were a
move toward more complete cost recovery, the government would lose control over
the contractor because the contractor would have an independent source of funding.
To the extent that the clearinghouse is intended to support a specific programmatic
.
mission, this loss of control would be undesirable. They prefer an arrangement that

would permit revenues to revert to the government program funding, the
clearinghouse

Implementation Problems to be Resolved
In addition

to the

three policy considerations discussed above, several

operational problems must be resolved before a more comprehensive cost-recovery
program can be practicable. These problems are reviewed in the paragraphs below.

Need for Accurate Cost Data. Cost recovery depends on an accurate and
complete accounting of the costs of the operation, by function. This information is
needed to establish fees that reflect the cost of each type of publication or service.
3.14

This study revealed that-few among a sample of 27 clearinghouses maintain records

in a form that permits tracking costs by function. Some contractor-operated
clearinghouses use a task-based cost accounting system that reflects contractually
functions;
other
information
processing
than
tasks,
rather
required
,

c.;___
/
contractor-operated clearinghouses do have i cost accounting system that tracks

costs in a manner that is releyant to establishing fee schedules.

The problerh is more severe in the -case of clearinghouses operated entirely or
largely by government agencies. Only limited cost data are available for the eight

clearingtiodses of-this type in our sample. In three cases, the clearinghouse is not a
separate line item in the budget, and staff are unable to provide any estimate of the

organization's binget. Four can provide estimates of the total budget, and another
can provide total cost data for the program (broader than the clearinghouse) and for

learinghouse functions that are contracted out. At the level of casts by
function, on y incomplete data can be provided.: Where a function is contracted out,
those

thq contract cost is knoVm. In some cases, clearinghouse personnel can estimate'
devoted to management or
direct labor charges to a function, such as staff

user services, but they do not have data on the indirect costs attributable to the
:function (e.g.; telephone, supplies).. In other cases, some of the direct costs of a
function are' known, such as the costs for purchasing journals, but the labor costs
astociated With the activity are not known.

Government-operated cleatinghouses also do not have cost data for functions
and services provided D.y. the government, such as rent and utilities. One of the
costs that has proven difficult for some clearinghouses to obtain is the cost of GPO

printing. Several clearinghouse directors indicate that they do not regularly receive

a repdrt on their bills for GPO printing. In checking with GPO, we learned that GPO
works through each agency's Printing Officor or Chief of Publications. Printing
arrangements and billing are handled in a centralized manner, and GPO does not
usually report information to the organization that initiated the job. Each agency's

printing or publications office is left to set its own policies on divulging cost
information to the originating organization. Although it may be difficult for GPO to
.

-report costs back, to. all of the originating organizations, some arrangements
whereby each agency's printing.or publications office could provide a report back to
.the originator of the document is essential to a cost-recovery .program.

3.15
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Need for Marketing 'to Build a Clientele. Commercial information services
;realize that it often, requires several ,years for a new service to become
self-supporting.' In the interim, commercial enterprises rely on investment capital
and/or on cost sharing, in which already profitable services subsidize those that have

not reached the self-supporting or profitable stage. If full-cost recovery were
implemented for goyernment-supported clearinghouses, it is not certain that they
would initially have any publications or services that would generate sufficient.
revenue in excess of costs to subsidize their less "profitable" enterprises. Limited
demand may be a problem that is particularly acute because reliance on user fees
requires extensive marketing to generate high demand and thereby permit reliance

-

on user fees (Weisman, 1972:133). The data we _gathered in our interviews with
clearinghouse personne), indicate thatiestrbrtie government-funded clearinghouses
tiave substantial expertise in either marketing or sales. Also, they have not had
large budgets for these activities and, therefore, have been limited in their selling
effort's. One complication to possible expansion of sales activities is that
commercial and non-profit information services are likely to take a very dim view

ri
1

of aggressive selling by the government-- particularly in competitive areas.
A

Application of Cost Recovery When Intermediaries Are Involved. A final
problem, and one that may prove particularly difficult to resolve, is how to
implement cost-recovery procedures in cases where clearinghouses work through
intermediary agencies, such as professional associations or state and local service

providers, to reach their target audiences. This approach is used when the target
audience is difficult to reach and/or 'widely dispersed (e.g., drug users, youth). The
intermediaries provide a vehicle for distributing clearinghouse-produced information
to such audiences. In that role, they provide a valuable service to the government,
and asking them to pay for the materials '.net they distribute may not be realistic.
Also, having the intermediaries collect fees and then reimburse the clearinghouses
may be. cumbersome, and they would have no incentive to perform this function. No
solutions to this problem were suggested in the course of the research.

#.1
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THE MULTIPLICITY OF INFORMATION SERVICES:
OVERLAP, DUPLICATION, COMPETITION, OR COOPERATION?

Introduction

A catalog we developed in an earlier phase of this study identified 157
organizations that deal with human =services information (Applied Management
Sciences, Inc:, 2nd Cuadra Associates, Inc., 1980:1). Given this number and the
possibility that new legislation could lead to the establishment of still more
government-sponsored information service organizations, questions are being asked
about the need for all of these services. There is concern that the government may

be Providing services that are or could be provided. by the private sector and that
there may be undesirable duplication of effort among government-supported
information services. Three central questions emerge from this discussion.
What role should the government play in providing7information
services?

To what degree do government-supported services Compete
with or pre-empt privately supported information services?
To the extent that there is a ?Ole for 'government-supported
services, is the present structure, with a large number of
highly specific information services, the best one for providing
these services?

This chapter reviews the issues being considered with respect to each of these
questions. It identifies problems that are perceived to result from the multiplicity
of information services and discusses possible alternative approaches to service
deliveTy.

Definition of Key Terme

Considerable confusion exists about issues in part because of terminological
"competition" mean.
confusion about what the terms "overlap," "duplication,"
4.1
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Several distinct problems are noted in the literature, but the language used to
describe them is often very loose. 'To clarify and separate the issues, we will use
these terms in specific ways.
s

"Overlap" will refer to the existence .of multiple
government-supported sources of information on the same or

highly related topics. The concept implies encroachment of
one information service into the topical jurisdiction of
another.

.

..

"Duplication" will be used to describe performance of the
same task by multiple government-supported information
services. It may occur in designing information services o'r

databases, indexing and abstracting, provision of bibliographic
access, and/or document delivery.
The concern - is for

repetitive performance of a function rather than mu iple
coverage of the same-subject matter.
. .1.--z-

"Competition" is the term we will use to describe situations in

which there is' a potential for or there already are both
publicly and privately supported information services. There
may be both overlap and duplication between the services, but
the primary concern is that government activity pre-empts or
precludes successful private activity in the field.

To clarify the distinction between overlap and duplication, consider the
following illustration. Two clearinghouses in different subject areas scan the same
journal for relevant articles. From a particular issue each clearinghouse selects the
following articles for its database:
Clearinghouse 1 Selects
b

Clearinghouse 2 Selects

Article 1
Article 2
Article 5

Article 1

Article 3
Article 7

The presence of Article 1 in both databases probably represents overlap between the

The scanning of the journal by both clearinghouses and multiple
development of a bibliographic reference to Article I probably represents
duplication of effort. It should be recognized that overlap between the two
databases.

clearinghouses may be justified by the rrtinence of an article to both topical areas

or target audiences and that the journal itself may be sufficiently generic to justify

scanning it for both topiclil areas. The questionbecomes whether there is a more
efficient way to perform th scanning task.

The reason for sayin

"probably" is that a given article or other item of

literature can be viewed an indexed from a variety of perspectives. Thus an article
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about an experiment on hallucinagenic drugs, using college students, can lend itself
to

the production of a variety of quite different abstracts oriented toward

experimental technique, the pharmacological properties of a -particular drug, the
biological impacts of drugs, the personality of college students, or ethical standards
in research on humans. Even the sets of index terms produced for these orientations

can be very different from each other. Therefore, while the coverage by different
clearinghouses of the same set ,of articles very likely involves overlap (as well as
duplication), it does not always, or necessarily, do's°.

The existence of "competition" is also difficult to determine, with precision.
There are very few identical information products and services and, even where
there are similar information products and services, one cannot easily determine the

extent to which the existence of one impacts on the sale or use

Of

the other. Some

members of a given target, audience, or market, do not know about one (or both) of a

pair of similar products and services therefore, it is not justifiable to claim that one
of the products or services deprives the other, fairly or otherwise; of a market.
These considerations are very important to keep in mind in discussing competition,
which is often more potential than real.

The concern for overlap, competition, and duplication covers all facets of
information service, including acquisition and storage of information sources,
development of tools for retrieving information, publications development, and user

services. To limit the scope of this analysis, we have elected to examine ';verlap
and duplication in two of the major user services activities: provision of
bibliographic access and document delivery. These areas- were selected because
they have been discussed extensively in the government and are topics of concern to
policymakers. The role of clearinghouses in publications development, another

major activity, is described in Chapter 5.

"Bibliographic access" is the process by which a user is
informed of the existence of materials of a particular type or
on a specific topic. Online databases, topical bibliog-aphies,

and index and abstract journals are methods for providing

bibliographical access.

"Document delivery" is provision to the user of a copy of an

item such as a book, journal article, or report in either
hardform or microform. It may involve sale, loan, or library
access to a copy of the text.

4.3
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The.Government's Role in Information Services
Underlying he concerns about competition, overlap, and duplication is a
broader question: what role should the government assume in providing information

o.

services? This question, has been raised with increasing frequency during the past

ten years and is currently the subject of a National Commission on Libraries and
,Information Science (NCLIS) Task Force, as well as a subject of study by the Office
of Management and Budget and the General Accounting Office. It was also the
central theme of 'the Spring 1981 meeting of the Association of Information and
Dissemination Centers (ASIDIC). It is important to recognize that the question
. pertains to all types of government-supported information services, including
information analysis centers, GPO, NTIS, and depository libraries, in addition to

I

information clearinghouses.

the Federal government has been involved in the _transfer of information
virtually since its inception. Early activities included the constitlitionally-mandated
decennial census and the 1790 Patent Act, which established a government
committee of experts to examine and approve patent applications. To support this

work, the Patent Office developed 'a collection of literature on inventions and

v.

equipment that permitted it to determine whether patent applications were for truly
novel items. The Library of Congress, established in 1800, and the National Library
of Medicine, founded in 1836, are other early Federal information initiatives. The
Office of the Superintendent of Documents, with \responsibility for the sale and
distribution of government publications, was established by the: Government Printing
1895. These activities and later government involv,,,ment in information
Act

services reflect the view that it is a legitimate government function to provide its
citizens with access to information.

Questions posed in the literature about the appropriate role of government
involve all phases of information generation and dissemination. These questions
relate to degree of government involvement and the relationship between public and
Private services. Questions that are now the focus of national debate include:
Is

it a government responsibility to publish the results of

government-sponsored research?

Should there be a single source for processing and distributing
the results of government-fended research?

4.4
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Is it a government responsibility to facilitate access to its
publications through the development :of information and
retrieval services or other dissemination mechanisms?

Is there a seed for a consistent national policy with respect to
information dissemination or should the pdlicy vary by type of
information and/or type of user?
Answers to these questions depend largely on one's point of view. Advocates of

the free market and private enterprise tend ,to favor limited government activity
and greater reliance on private service providers. They assert that if there is
sufficient interest in a particular topic, private entrepreneurs will enter the field
and offer services to meet those needs. Advocates of greater government
participation in information services suggest that private enterprise cannot be relied
upon to provide all of the services needed by the public because the private sector

will enter the market only when the demand appears sufficient to produce a profit.
They maintain that the idea of providing information publications and services on
highly technical topics and topics pertaining to health and welfare-is not likely to

attract private enterprise even though it may represent an important government
priority,, Free-market advocates counter that if the demand is so small, the activity
may not be a justifiable government venture, either.

The differences in point of view are largely philosophical, and there are no
"right" or "wrong" answers. Berninger and Adkinson, in a study of the interaction
between the public and private sectors in the delivery of information services,
suggest that there are no uniquely public or uniquely private information activities.
They indicate that both sectors perform similar functions, including development of
primary and secondary journals and ,ewsletters,- database- development indexing and

abstracting services, selective dissemination of information, information search
services, and user education programs. Both sectors also use similar technologies,

cover similar topics, °and attempt to serve similar populations (Berninger and
Adkinson, 1978:14-15).

Another justification for government involvement in infor cation services is the
belief that there is a qualitative differeoce between what .gov rnment agencies and
the private sector will provide. For instance, an academic association may have a
narrower view of scientific validity than a government agency and may, therefore,
be more restrictive in selecting items to announce or distribute. Other
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organizations may oe interested in presenting a particular perspective (e.g.,, the
American Cancer Society's and the tobacco industry's views on the relationship
between smoking and health). It is claimed that government information services
are needed as a balanced and objective source of information, Our research
indicates that .this view is not always accurate. Interviews with personnel at 27
human services information clearinghouses indicate that a majority take a neutral
stance in their information programs. However, 10 respondents indicated that the
clearinghouse was established to promote a particular point of view, such as
educational equity for women, and that this view was reflected in clearinghouse
publications. In most cases, neutrality was maintained in the acquisition and
announcement of literature, but a few respondents indicated that material

presenting a view that contradicted the purpose of the clearinghouse might be
excluded from the collection (Applied Management Sciences, Inc., and Cuadea
Associates, Inc., January 1981: 3.3-3.4).

A concern that OMB has raised recently nes to do with the extent of
government involvement in information collection, as well as dissemination. Doubts

are being expressed about the need for the large volume of information currently
collected and made available through the government. To reduce the volume of
information being collected, Congress passed the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980
with the goals of:
minimizing the Federal paperwork burden on respondents;
the costs to government for
maintainoing, using, and disseminating information;

minimizing

collecting,

maxim izing-the-usefulness--of-information-that-ia-collected; and-

coordinating information practices and policies (Pl.. 96-5

1;

Section 3501, 1980).

The law establishes an Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs within OMB to
develop and implement stan reds and guidelines for information collection activities

and interagency sharing Lf information. Although the law specifically addresses
only information collected for use by government agencies, OMB is interpreting the
law broadly as a mandate to examine the role of government in disseminating
information. One of the questions being raised is whether all the information that is
produced is necessary. If it is needed, then questions must be asked about how to
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disseminate it effectively. Whether the task cep be assumed by private entities and
relative effectiveness of small, decentralized, government-supported
dissemination centers targeted to specific fields of interest as compared to larger,
of Medicine, are key questions. Current
more general services, such as the Librarl
.,/
thinking en these issues is presented irrthe remainder of this chapter.
the

Competition Between Government-Supported and Private Information Services
Discussions

of

overlap

comp,etition- and

between

government-supported

-Aoinformation services and those in the private sector tend to focus on the
inconsistency -between a government, policy of encouraging private initiative and a
practice of government pre-emption of potential private initiatives. Government

policy, as expressed in OMB Circular A-76, is to rely on private sector goods and
services where they are available at a reasonable cost. This policy is based on the
assumption that government `Should not compete with its citizens, particularly when

the priiiate sector can offer the service at an equal or' lower cost than the
equivalent government activity (OMB Circular A-76, 1979 :1 -2).. The circular.
specifically identifies distribution, research and development support services,
library operations, and cataloging as information-related activities that c.ould be
performed by private organizations.

From the perspective of private entities providing or considering initiating
information services, the possible entry of a government-subsidized service is
Because
private investment.
to
disincentive
major
government-subsidized services can be provided free of charge or at a fee below the

regarded

as

a

-full-cost of the operation, they can be offer ad at prices that private services cannot
match. If the services are roughly equivalent, users are likely to select the less

expensive alternative, making it difficult for private services to gain or retain
marker. Representatives of the private sector indicate that the existence of
government-subsidiZed services precludes the successful operation of private sector

services. They also assert that there 'is a threat, even when the private service
already exists,- because government agencies have initiated competing

governmentglorted services without first exploring the potential for existing
private services to meet their needs.
Counter-arguments

are

made

by

proponents

of

government-supported

information services. They maintain that the governments becomes involved
primarily in areas where commercial viability is questionable because of the limited
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market for highly spedific technical information or because of the inability of users
...
to pay the full cost of the service. They assert that private enterprise would not be
willing to serve the target audiences served by government-funded clearinghouses.

The application of these concerns to docuMent delivery and 'the provision of
bibliographic access is presented on the following pages.

I

Competition in the Provision of Bibliographic Access

In addition to the many databases being produced by government-supported
information services, there are numerous databases which have been developed by
commercial and non-profit organizations. We spoke with representatives of several

of these databases, as well as a representative of the Information Industry
Association, to explore public/private competition in the provision of bibliographic
access. The views of those respondents, supplemented by information contained in
the literature, are presented below.

Representatives of private information services are concerned primarily about
the government's pre-empting their market through development of subsidized
The
concern becomes most acute when a
government databases.
government-supported, computer-readable database is 'made available to the public
for online searching. The database is then in direct competition with any privately

1

developed database in the same field. Private sector database developers are
becoming more sensitive to any government-supported database actiVity, however,
becaiise they see the possibility that many internal clearinghouse databases could
eventually be made commercially available for online searching. St.eral examples
of such a development already Can be cited.
3

There are two, separate issues here . The first issue is whether the government
should produce databases and make the tapes available. The second is whether the
government shad provide online access to the databases through its own computers

or computer time rented from the private sector. Memberd of the private sector
are concerned primarily about direct online access from government-sponsored
computers.

Many

private-seictor organizations are in

favor of having the

government collect basic data and make it available, on tape,

all comers,
including themselves. Private sector database developers, however, are concerned
'...o

about government competition in database development, as well.
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The National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information (NCMHI) is an
exan.71e of the latter situation. The NCMHI database,o funded by the government,
was made publicly available through a commercial vendor, BRS, Inc. It contains
citationa'and abstracts pf the mental health literature, covering both biomedical and

social aspects of mental health. The database includes mate vials from journals,,
books, technical reports, and conferences; its coverage is international back to
1969. The American Psychological Association (APA) produ..es a database known as

"Psychological Abstracts" that is also publicly available through BRS, Inc., as well as

The latter database covers primarily
psychology and the behaviCiral sciences. This privately

other commercial onliq,e service vendors.

journal literature in
sponsored database has been in existenuc since 1967 and is also international in its
coverage.

"Psychological; Abstracts" became publicly available online in 1972 through

DIALOG 'and lat r became available through other commercial vendors. The
NCMHI databas was not publicly available or online searching by users until
considerably later, although the clearinghouse did perform searches of the database

for government agencies and their contractors in the interim years. The major point
to be made iS that the privately developed database was in existence and publicly
available for/about eight years before the government-sponsored database was made
equally accessible.

APA perceives the NCMHI database as a substantial competitor that has
reduced the usage of the "Psychological Abstracts" (PA) database. It appears that
users may be searching the NCMHI database first and then refining their search
strategy before searching the PA files because the usage charges are much lower for

the NCMHI database. BRS, Iric., can offer the NCMHI database at a lower price
than "Psychological Abstracts" because the government does not charge a royalty
for the use of its NCMHI tapes* nor depend upon such income to finance continued

production of the file.

Private database developers foresee several problems with this type of
competition. First, if the private database producer is forced out of business by
government competition, the government _becomes the only available source of

* The government typically does not require royalties for online use of its
databases. An exception is NTIS, which levies royalty charges based on the
amount of database use, in addition to an annual license fee.
4.9
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information in the area affected. This circumstance is not consistent with the
concept of a democratic free flow of information.' In addition, there is the
possibility that if government priorities subsequently change, the government
database may be eliminated, leaving no source of information. Recent discussions

about closing several government clearinghouses, including NCMHI, make this
comment particularly pertinent.
Although the

major competition' arises when the government-supported

clearinghouse databases become publicly available, some private database producers

question the necessity for developing any clearinghouse-specific databases. Several

producers suggest that the government first solicit the existing database producers
about their willingness tc expand an existing database or establish another related
one .before embarking on a new government-sponsored venture. They suggest that

they would be cooperative if a real market were known to exist. The Department of
Commerce, under pressure%from the Information Industry Association and others, is

following such a path in developing WITS, a Worldwide Information Trade System
designed to provide information on domestic producers and their products and the
needs of overseas buyers.

We explored the willingness of private database producers to participate in
cooperative ventures with the government as a means of moving from competition

toward greater cooperation between the two sectors. The Women's Educational
Equity Communications Network (WEECN) tertiary database and the WITS example

r

offer some basis for optimism, but there still are problems that mu t be overcome.
i nvolved in any
Some publishers and database producers are reluctant to
enterprise that involves working with a government agency. In/the 1960s, when the

z

ERIC system was planning its index and abstract duplication of the journal
lqerature, Current Index to Journals in Education (CiJE), the publisher of the
Education Index was approached about the possibility of expanding its operation- to
meet the needs of the ERIC system. At least one reason cited for the-,Wilson
Company's refusal was hesitancy about' getting involyed with government agencies
and subsidies.

Another problem from the perspective of the private database producers is the

potential loss of copyright protection on any citation or abstract that is picked up
for use in a government-supported database. Government information is not
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protected by copyright and producers of copyrighted databases are concerned that
any citations and abstracts thet become included in a 43vernment database are no

They might be willing-r'to permit such inclusion if the lease
provisions in-lude a copyright protection or if the government database simply
referenced the relevant items in the private database without including the
complete abstract. Private database producers prefer the second alternative
longer protected.

because they are reluctant to lose control over the content of the citation and fear
that the government might alter or reformat the citation for use in its database;if
the first alternative were implemented.

An alternative to creating government databases is a partial subsidy to
encourage private sector development when the government perceives the need for

a new database. Several respondents indicate that either tax incentivesor matching

grants could be used to stimulate private database producers to enter netiAgiblect
areas. Such subsidies would reduce the risk involved in entering- an untested market.

Competition in Document Delivery

The role the government chooses to play, eith r through a clearinghouse or
some other mechanism in delivering documents f orting on government-sponsored
research, determines whether there is any po ential for private organizations to
may act as the primary
become involved in document delivery. The/government
go
distributor, as wholesaler, or as a facili ator supporting the creation of private
distribution mechanisms. When a clear} ghouse serves as the primary distributor, it
reproduces copies-of government-s Onsored research reports and_distributes, them,
upon request, free or for a fee.

I

the role of wholesaler, the clearinghouse may sell

or distribute publications in ulk to intermediaries who in turn distribute them to
users. As a facilitator, )he clearinghouse's role is one of making the document
available to a vendor, such as NTIS or a commercial publisher, for reproduction and

distribution.

Advocates of greater private sector involvement assert that the private sector
can efficiently provide document delivery services and that there is no need for
government-sponsored clearinghouses to perform this function.

The problem, as

they view it, is not so much one of duplication of effort but rather that the
government has sometimes pre-empted the market and precluded the potential for
commercial ventures.
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An example of 'government competition involves the Congressional Information
Service (CIS), a private company that has been collecting, abstracting, indexing, and

microfilming Congressional documents' for sale to the public for over ten years.
...-

Recently, GPO began microfilming the same docuMents for distribution to the
depository libraries. GPO previously printed these materials in hardform only, but
moved toward microfilming as a bost-saving measure. CIS is worried that once GPO
/
has begun microfilming Congressional documents, it will also begin selling these
documents in microform to the general public. CIS considers such a development an

infringement on its market and contrary to the policy expressed in OMB Circular
A-76.

The ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) illustrates a possible
O

approach to cooperation between a government-supported clearinghouse and the
private sector in document delivery. ERIC Central enters into a five-year

agreement with a commercial organization to reproduce and distribute copies of
documents collected by the 16 ERIC- clearingh. ;es. The contract is competed
every five years and is awarded to the bidder who can provide service to users at the

best price. The contractor .is supported by the sale of copies directly to users and

retains all fees that are collected.* A similar arrangement exists between the
Securities and Exchange Colninission and Disclosure, Inc.,-for the sale of mandatory

filings by publicly owned Companies that trade on the New York, American, or
over-the-counter stock exchanges.

Although such arrangements allow the private sector to become involved in
document delivery, some representatives of the private sector maintain -that this
structure -still permits too fnuch government interference in the marketplace. By
granting a five-year contract to one organization, the government may adveriely
affect other firms that wish to enter the market. These critics prefer a "hands -off'
approach in which no organization is given a competitive edge.

.

Another facet of the document delivery to sic relates to providing the text of
non-government publications, such as journal articles or sections of commercially
published books. Some publishers complain about infringement of copyright
protections when portions of their journals or books are reproduced for distribution
in response to user requests for information. They assert that reproduction of

selected articles reduces the market for the sale of their publications. The new
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copyright law stet:cs that when "systematic" photocopying of copyrighted materials
occurs, the authorization of the copyright owner must be obtained each time a copy
is made. Although the language of the law focuses on libraries, it applies equally to
other types of information services, including clearinghouses.

-.

Data collected for this study indicate that of the clearinghouses in the sample

that provide document-delivery services, over one-third limit the service to
non-copyrighted items. Those clearinghouses that reproduce copyrighted items
usually provide items that the clearinghouse itself has produced or items for which
the author has sinned a release. Other methods, used by one clearinghouse each,
include interlibrary loan of copyrighted materials and provision of no more than one
copy per request of any copyrighted item.
Overlap and Duplication Among Government-Supported Information Services

If one accepts the idea that there is an important role for government in the
dissemination of information, questions still remain about the most efficient and
effective structure for performing these ,activities. The present information
dissemination structure of the Federal government includes many small, specialized
information services targeted to the needs of specific audiences. Specialization

occurs through a focus on rather narrowly defined subject areas, such as health
indexes or women's educational equity, or through selection of a narrowly defined
target audience, such as researchers or patient educators. Specialization has led to

a situation in which there may be several services offering information on related
topics (e.g., a clearinghouse on child abuse and neglect and another on domestic
violence among adults) or several services offering information on the same topic to
different audiences (e.g., separate cancer information services for researchers,
patient educators, and the lay pUblic).
In

addition

to

the

small,

specialized

services--frequently

called

clearinghouses--the government also supports several broadly focused information

activities, some of which produce large and comprehensive databases. The most
relevant, ones for human services information ar the MEDLARS database of
biomedical information compiled by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and the

ERIC' database of education information, sponsored by the National Institute of
Education.
,..
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The existence of both the broad databases and the smaller, specialized
databases

in

government-sponsored

clearinghouses raises questions about the

...

potential for inefficiency through overldpping collections and duplication of effort.
The types of questions raised about overlap include:

To what degree are there',multiple references to the same
materials?

To what extent are the same topics addressed by multiple
information services?

What effect does overlap among information services have on
users?

Questions pertaining to duplication of effort include the following:

What is the cost of acquiring and storing the same or similar
materals by multiple services?

To what extent are multiple services a llocating resources to
scan, index, and abstracts the same literatare?

Is it necessary to incur development and maintenance costs
associated with separate databases for each service?

Concerns about overlap and duplication in provision of bibli

raphic access and

in document delivery by government-supported information service are discussed on
the following pages. Techniques that offer the possibility for reducing overlap and
duplication are also presented.

0

Overlap and Duplication in Providing Bibliographic Access

The potential problem in providing bibliographic access involves citations to the

same publication available in different databases.

This situation occurs when

several information service organizations on related topics r lllect and cite the same

document. There may also be a more limited type of cor...ent overlap wnen the
organizations cover the same subject matter even though the referenced items are
different.

Although assertions about the pervasiveness of overlap in the provision of
bibliographic access are widespread, there is little evidence on the actual extent of
the problem. Those studies that have been conducted have generally focused on
overlap with privately produced databases (Perk, 1977 and Oppenheim and
Perryman, 1980). The studies indicate some methodological problems that inhibit
the researchers' ability to assess the extent of overlap. The absence of standaroized
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doCument identification formats makes it, difficult. to deter'mine, in some, cases,
whether the same item ib being referenced (Rowlett, 1971:111). Another problem is
determining what comprisds overlap. For example, several of the same journals are

scanned by two organizations developing databases in the field of education.
however, one database indexes all articles in the journals, whereas the other is more
selective in its coverage and scans a broader. range Of journals (Perk; 1977:222-223).

Whether this constitutes overlap or simply the existence of two different. products
serving different audiences depends on one's definition and perspective. Since the
end products are quite different, one could justifiably argue that this situation does
not constitute overlap. Specific approaches tot measuring overlap that have been
tested on a limited basis are briefly described in the Appendix to this chapter.
Clearinghouse

personnel

report

that

clearinghouse

collections frequently

emphasize types of materials different from those, in the large comprehensive
databases. Thus they believe that overlap among the collections is not as extensive
as the simiarity in topical focuses might suggest.
Duplication

in

the

provision

of bibliographic

access

involves

multiple

performance by two or more organizations of the tasks required to store and
retrieve information. The possibility. of multiple investments in (1) computer
hardware, (2) design Of storage and retrievai systems, (3) and staff time for scanning

the literature and preparing bibliographic citations raise concerns about inefficient

utilization of government funds. Policymakers are asking whether it would be
possible for the. organizations that produce the comprehensive databases to perform

these tasks for all information clearinghouses or whether some coordinative and
cooperative arrangements could be worked out among the services to share
equipment, designs, and perhaps even personnel.

ClearinghoUse directors and theif Federal ProjeCt Officers accept that some
duplication and overlap in providing bibliographic access occurs and they cite the
following justifications for this phenomenon:
The clearinghouses need a complete database to support their

user services activities because it becomes too costly to
reference multiple external databases continually in response
to queStionq
The

large

databases tend, not

to be as current as

the

clearinghouse databases, and clearinghouse services would be
'less up-to-date

if they had to wait for ,materials to be

announced through the larger database
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The index terms and abstracts developed to describe the
common references differ depending on the needs and
interests of the audience being addressed; therefore it is not
possible for all clearinghouses citing the same document to use
a4single set of index terms or a comma? abstract.

Failure to explore the feasibility .of expanding an existing clearinghouse, before

deciding to establish a new one, is Considered a fairly common occurrence. It often

results from the pressure to respond to Congressional or agency mandates for an

information service to be operational within a specified period of time. Project'
Officers, in particular, are critical of the limited time often provided to plan a new
information service. They assert that insufficient time is allowed to explore current
resources, to negotiate with them, or to learn from their experiences. Instead, the
emphasis is to get the new service "up and running" as quickly as possible. Pressure

groups who want their own clearinghouse independent of those already in existence

also contribute to the absence of sharing and limited efforts to build on what exists.

Difficulties with combining different funding sources are another impediment to
cooperation.

Clearinghouse personnel also point out that overlap is nct necessarily wasteful

and detrimental. They maintain that the large collections, such as the MEDLARS

-collection of the National Library of Medicine, are difficult for users to access
becauvi of their vast size and research orientation. They claim that subsets of
these collections respond to highly specialized- target audiences with unique needs.

The clearinghouse databases, therefore, may include subsets of numerous other
databases, with abstracts and index terms modified to be relevant to the needs and
vocabulary of a specific audience.

Overlap and Duplication in Document Delivery
Much

of the

discussion

about

duplication

among

government-supported

information services in document delivery addresses services other than information
clearinghouses.

It has focused on relationships between NTIS and GPO and the

adequacy of the depository libraries as a substitute for clearinghouses.

One reason that clearinghouse involvement in document delivery has not
generat?d substantial concern may be that not all clearinghouses engage in this
activity. Among the sample of 27 human services information clearinghouses` we
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visited, 15 provide document delivery for publications not developed by the
clearinghouse, four provide limited document delivery services for selected items

not available elsewhere, and eight do not offer document delivery services. There
may be occasional duplication in document delivery when an item in the
clearinghouse collection is also available throUgh NTIS, GPO, or another government

More commonly, however, the duplication occurs in distribution of
clearinghouse-generated publications, such as synthesis and analysis publications.
agency.

This type of duplication can occur when GPO performs a print run for a
clearinghouse and elects to print additional copies for sale through GPO bookstores

1

or for distribution to the depository libraries.
Multiple points of access to a clearinghouse publication should not be regarded

as a serious. problem. Although some users have complained because the same

publication is available from different sources at different prices or because they
resent paying for in item that others receive from another source free of charge,
this situation cannot be averted if publications .are to be broadly available. It is
apparent that some duplication is necessary to provide public access. For example,

libraries in San Francisco and New York "duplicate" each other in providing access
to the same magazines, but almost no rational person would imagine removing this
duplication, because it is riot convenient for a New Yorker to come to San Francisco

to read a magazine in its library. Similarly, access to a clearinghouse-generated
document from multiple sources is more of a convenience than a duplication of
effort. Also, different sources have credibility among different audiences.
Current Approaches to Addressing the Problem
Evidence

of

cooperation

between

clearinghouses

and

With

the

large

government-funded databases is presented by clearinghouse personnel to minimize
OMB's and GAO's concerns a out overlap and duplication. Clearinghouse personnel

point out that there is a con 'nuous effort to define each- organization's scope to
avoid overlap among collections. In the eyes of clearinghouse personnel, the
National Library of Medicine's MEDLARS database has, been primarily a resource to

1

support researchers. (It should be noted, however, that, the NLM database .is widely

used to support the information needs of practitioners and health educators.)
Personnel

at

several

health

clearinghouses

report

Qr:
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that

they

focus

on

literature that is more appropriate to practitioners and patien edubators.
Clearingh-use personnel also indicate that when one clearinghouse finds document
that is more appropriate to another's focus, the document is typically s .nt to the
second clearinghouse for consideration. Sometimes the comprehensive da abase is
checked to see whether an item is already listed before the spe ialized
clearinghouse decides to acquire and process it. The National Clearinghou e for
Bilingual Education uses this procedure to reduce overlap with the ERIC systerr4 for
example.

Policymakers' concerns about overlap and duplication are particularly relevarkt
to the health clearinghouses because of the existence of the NLM's MEDLARS
database and the many separate health information databases that suppoh the\
clearinghouses. The ERIC system, with its 16 specialized clearinghouses, produces a
single database for the announcement of education-related materials. There is some
debate about whether the ERIC model could be successfully applied to the health
field One clearinghouse director stated that if DHHS were to set the standards, all
health clearinghouses could follow tne same indexing and abstracting format. Other
clearinghouse directors are less inclined to follow the ERIC model. Some of them
cite as evidence of the failure of this model the fact that new clearinghouses in the
education field are now being established outside the ERIC system; however ERIC
personnel explain this phenomenon in a different way.
ERIC personnel explain the move toward the establishment of cluaringhOuses

outside the ERIC system as a' result of representatives of new interests in the
education community wanting clearinghouses in their fields to provide more
extensive services to users. Once they receive funding, these organizations prefer

to establish a totally independent entity. ERIC personnel suggest that another
approach might be feasible and more economical. They indicate a willingness to add
new subjects to the ERIC database if the interested organizations can provide funds

to support that activity. Such a process would eliminate the costs incurred in
develOping a new database and would provide coverage within the frame vork of the

existing ERIC database. The interested organizations could still fund their own
information activities to provide other clearinghouse,services, such as personalized
reterence services, searches of the database, development of networks, and other
activities that are not a major function of the ERIC system.
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The possibility of consolidation and more coordinated control among health
clearinghouses has recently been studied by the Public Health Service and the Office

of Human Development Services. The Public Health Service study (Comstock and

Pollack, 1981) was initiated in response to the apparent lack of coordination in
establishing and operating health clearinghouses and the Public Health Service's
interest in determining whether any economies of scale could be achieved through
greater cooperation. Six management alternatives, ranging from maintaining the

current. approach to total consolidation into a single health clearinghouse, were
considered. Retaining the present structure was rejected because of the known
duplication of effort in databases and software development. Total consolidation
was rejected because it would be difficult and extremely time - consuming to gain
cooperation for dismantling existing operations and developing compatible systems
for meshing ongoing activities. The report recommends an intermediate approach
involving establishment of a Division of Clearinghouse Management to assume
consolidated responsibility for major clearinghouse decisions (e.g., establishing or
closing a clearinghouse, purchasing equipment), while maintaining oversight of daily

operations at the grogram level. A task force has now been established by the
Assistant Secretary for Health to consider alternatives and plan for the

implementation of a coordinative mechanism for Public Health Service-funded
clearinghouses.

This alternative reflects awareness of political realities that are quite different
from those that existed at the time the ERIC system was established. At that time,
no education clearinghouses were in operation and no direct clearinghouse/program
sponsor relationships had been established. fn contrast, today these relationships

exist in the health field and .re strongly supported by operating clearinghouses and
their sponsors. The approach proposed by the Public Health Service does not involve

consolidating database development or establishing a single contact point for
communicating with target audiences. The repqrt recognizes that, although
economies of scale might be ,realized if these activities were consolidated, such a
union would not likely occur without strong support from the highest levels of DHHS.
The Office of Human Development Services (OHDS) hes also conducted a recent
study

on

the

potential advantages of greater
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consolidation

of

information

services and duplication between public and private services (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, July 1981). The study was conducted in a very brief
period of time and does not claim to be a detailed analyses of all the - issues. The
report,indicates that there .is duplication among government services and between
the public and private sectors in the types of publicadons and services provided and
concludes that there might be some adyantages to be gained from greater

consolidation. Because Of the proposed elimination or reduction of several OHM
information programs, the report does not recommend any, immediate action but
suggests the need for further study.

From a management perspective, it

is

important to decide whether the

economies of scale that would potentially be realized outweigh the costs involved in
achieving

that

consolidation.

The

include

costs

antagonism

from

organigations or program offices that currently sponsor Clearinghouses, resistance
from clearinghouse parstinnel and their constituencies, and the operational problems

of meshing currently incompatible systems. The possible benefits include building

on the knowledge and capabilities that already exist within the government to
process, announce, and distribute materials; elimination of activities that "reinvent
the wheel"; and reduction of multiple processing of the same materials.

Another approach to cooperation is the development of a tertiary database, a

model tested for two years by the Women's Educational Equity Communications
Network (WEECN). The concept involves developing, a highly specialized database
frorri citations in existing secondary sources (i.e., other databases). WEECN
searched approximately 13 relevant databases cn a regular basis to extract pe-tinent
refere,ices.

Separate agreements were negotiV.ed with each source database to

permit extraction of the citations and their reformating to a WEECN style.
Creators of the proprietary databases were paid a royalty for each citation selected

from their database. When WEECN identified a document that was pertinent to its
collection but not currently cited in any of the source databases, it forwarded the
document tb the most appropriate database prodixer. WEECN then picked' up the
citation when it was entered into that' producer's database.

(Ow
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APPENDIX
Techniques for Measuring Overlap
among Databases

:i

.

;

Several studies have suggested different approaches to measuring overlap
.
among databases. A summary of the techniques is presented below.
1.

i

;

Oppenheim and Perryman (1980) suggest the use of a relative recall measu4 to
assess overlap between two databases. The formula they use is

If of relevant items recalled

if of relevant items recalled

in database A

in database B

# of unduplicated relevant
items recalled in databases
A&B

/I of unduplicated relevant
items recalled in databases
A&B

If there is complete overlap between the two databases, the sum of the two
equations will be 2.00. If there is no overlap between the two databases, the

sum of the equations will be 1.00. Any result between 1.00 and 2.00 identifies a
proportion of overlap. For example, if there were two databases, one with six

relevant references and one with four relevant databases, and no common
citations, the results would be
6

4+6

4
+

4+6

=

10

To

1.00

If there were two common citations, the results would be
6

4

10

8

8

8

or 25 percent overlap.

!.25

1

2.

The term "notional overlap" has been used to describe overlap in content
between two different documents. This concept can be applied to measuring
the degree to which clearinghouse databases cover the same subject matter,
although not necessarily the same documents. A study by the Bath University
Library (1973) suggests that notional overlap can be measured by looking at the
number of common citations among a set of documents. They call this
approach "bibliographic coupling."

3.

Cleverdon and Kidd (1976) suggest a method for measuring notional overlap
within a collection or between collections using the same index terns. They,
suggest that_most databases assign -seven to ten index terms to a citation. By
conducting a search for related items using only three index terms, one can
measure the extent of match on the remaining "free" terms (i.e., the terms not
used in the search). If a prescribed threshhold number of matching index terms

is set in advance, it is possible to assert that all matches in excess of the
threshhold level represent documents whose content overlaps. The overlap
score when examining two-documents can be derived with the following formula
matched terms above threshold level

it of free terms

For comparing subsets of a collection or two collections using the same
indexing vocabulary, the formula would be:
all matches above threshold

X

it of documents . (ll of documents -1Y
2
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total it of index terms
average it of free terms
per document
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CLEARINGHOUSE PUBLICATIONS PROGRAMS

Introduction

,44

Federally-funded clearinghouses produce and

publish

a

wide variety

of

publication's, including both primary publications (e.g., state-of-the-art reports and

literature) and secondary publications (e.g., -indexes and
bibliographies). In the context of current government priorities, qudstions are being

other

original

raised about the necessity of these and other''government produced publications.
The pricing policies and dissemination strategies for publications are also beirig

This chapter examines current publication programs in Federally
funded cleaiinghoines in light of these concerns and explores the options available
for future publication activities. Specifically, the following topics aie addressed

reconsidered.

the historical context

in

which clearinghouse publications

programs have developed

current government views toward clearinghouse publications
programq

current clearinghouse publications programq

planning- considerations for futuie publications development;
and

management

considerations

in

response

to

.government

priorities.

The Historical Context

in

Which Clearinghouse Publications Programs Have

Developed

Before 1960, when the concepts of information centers and clearinghouses were

their developmental stages, the functions. typically "associated with these
information programs were limited primarily to document acquisition, indexing and
in

abstracting, and document delivery. The publications resulting from these activities
were index and abstract journals and other bibliographic publications documenting
5.1
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the available literature in a given field (Applied Management Sciences,Inc. and
Cuadra Associates, Inc., 1980:11-14). In 1963, the Panel on Scientific Information of

the President's Science Advisory Committee issued the "Weinberg Report," which
suggested a shift in these functions by emphasizing the need for analysis services.

Stating that "retrieval of documents is not Lhe same as retrieval of information,"
(President's Science Advisory Committee, 1963:32) this report called for information
centers to review, synthesize, and interpret the published literature to provide users

with information, rather than source documents. It was suggested that syntheses

would better meet the users' needs by presenting information in a format more
oriented to the application of research. This perspective led to the addition of
information analysis products to the emerging concept of the clearinghouse
ptiblications program. As an example, soon after the first ERIC clearinghouses were
established in 1966, the need for information analysis products was recognized. The
development and distribution of these types of publicatiOns is now 6 central function
in-the ERIC clearingho4ses (Trester, 1979:283-286).

.

The need for information analysis products was further specified in the 1969
"SATCOM Report," prepared by the Committee on Scientific and Technical

Communication of the National Academy of Sciences' National Academy of
Engineering. The "SATCOM Report" emphasized the special information needs and

rights of practitioners, in contrast to those of scientists and technologists. Making,
the distinction between research-Oriented literature and practitioner-oriented

literature, the "SATCOM Report" stressed the need for information services to
collect and synthesize literature of interest to the practitioner.

of the human services practitioner and
policymaker took on increased importance with the growth of/"problem-oriented"
Serving

the information needs

human services programs* during the 1960s. The information available to meet the
these,programs typically spanned several
needs of practitioners and policymakers

scientific disciplines and was highly technical. Information service organizations,
such as clearinghouses, were considered a means for syntheSizing and repackaging

discipline-based literature across several different fields to meet the specialized

a more detailed discussion of . the "problem-oriented' programs and
information, services developed during the 1960s, see Applied Management

* For

Sciences, `Inc: and Cuadra Associates, Inc., 1980:4-14.
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e.

needs

of these audiences (Applied Management Sciences, Inc.. and Cuadra

Associates, Inc., 1980:5-14). To disseminate information in a format that is relevant
to_ the needs
of their users, clearinghoudes review available information, analyze it,
_
and repackage it into new formats_ that facilitate the users' awareness and
understanding

of

knowledge.

consequently,

some

olearihghouse. publications

programs have expanded beyond bebliographies and index and abstract journals to
include such publications as monographs, literature reviews, state-of-the-art papers,
and handbooks.

Current Government Views Toward Clearinghouse Publications Programs

The political environment, which once provided support for clearinghouses'
information analysis and dissemination functions, has shifted recently to a position
that is more restraining. The appropriateness of the Federal government's
involvement in information dissemination and its efficiency in managing this
,r

dissemination are now being examined. In today's political environment, emphasis is

being placed on reducing the amount of money spent on government-produced
publications and on developing better management for government dissemination
re is a growing belief that government
activities. In this environment
publications should not infringe on commercial and non-profit publishing and

information dissemination efforts. This philosophy is forcing a

revie of the

publications programs of all government agencies, including clearinghouses.

Since 1978 several reports have been issued indicating growing concern about
government publications, including those of clearinghouse programs. One of the

first indications of this concern was a 1978 survey conducted for the Senate
Committee. on Governmental Affairs. This survey collected data on the volume,
costs, and distribution of government _publications in 80 departments and agencies.

Results indicated that even basic information on Federal publications could not beadequately identified,

and that distribution protedures were inconsistent and

confusing to the individual requester (Library of Congress, 1979:51-91).

A second report, 'documenting hearings held by the Joint Committee on Printing

.(JCP)` in, .197,8, identified major issues and policy questions, explored options, and
developed cfuestions concerning the government's system of printing and distributing

information, as related to revisions to Title 44 of the U.S. Code. The Committee
determined that the role of the private sector in distributing government
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information needed to be clarified. Private publishing of government information
was discussed as a way to minimize overlap and competition between the public and
private sectors. It was suggested that a system be established to provide

government information to private publishers, without the JCP approval for each
request that is currently required:

The Office of Management and Budget's Bulletin No.

81-16

placed

a

moratorium on Federal spending for new periodicals, pamphlets under 80 pages in

length, and audiovisual products, effective April 21, J981. It also called for a
comprehensive review, which

has

recently. been

conducted,

of

all existing

information products, as: well as those planned for the next two years. This review
was intended to identify ways to reducehonessential publications and recover costs
wherever possible. Agency control systems are currently being established to

monitor publication activities.

A draft OMB circular, that has not yet been issued in final form provides
another indication of the government's current perspective. It addresses the
proliferation of publicly-supported information dissemination activities that
increase Federal costs, place the government in "unnecessary competition with the
private sector, and inhibit th, ability of the private marketplace to provide

information goods and services" (Office of Management and Budget, 19804). It
proposes that the Federal gayer iment place greater reliance on the private sector
.gon. In addition, it calls for each Federal agency to
to- disseminate public
establish mechanisms for identifying the costs associated with information
.dissemination, including costs for printing, processing, and retention of information
publications.

Clearly, the Federal government is questioning the level of its publication
activities and current dissemination strategies. 4:..;.eater reliance on the private
sector

is

suggested

as

a

means

for contintiiog

to disseminate government

information while at the same time rec Icing the F.Aera! tu:get. These concerns
have airect implications fur clearinghouse publ;cation programs. However, before
these COtICEanS can be translai.ed into specific management considerations, current
.clearinghouse publications programs >ni..-t be understood.

Current Clearinghouse Publications Programs

All clearinghouses produce one or more different types of publications as part
of their information anelys,s and dissemination activities. These publications are
5.4

distinct from those referenced in the clearinghouse's database or -hel

within its

collection and in some cases reproduce] for distribution upon request through
document delivery services. Publicetion3 produced by clearinghouses are those that
1-$

am written, printed, and distributed with clearinghouse funds. In addition, some
clearinghouses pript and distribute documents written through other government
offices, or through research contracts and demonstration grans, to provide wider
dissemination for these documents than would otherwise occur. Clearinghouse
publicationg represent "tools" through which most clearinghouses actively carry out
their dissemination function by synthesizing information to meet the needs of their
users.

Based on the best available data, publications $rograms appear to consum::

relatively significant propprtion of clearinghouses' operating budgets.- DbuL
collected from a sample of 27 clearinghouses indicate that a mean of 15 perc'ent (a
median of 11 percent) of total clearinghouse operating costs is allocated to tie
publication development function. An additional mean of 14 percent (a median of 7

percent) is allocated to printing and a mean of 3 percent median of 2 percent) is
allocated for mailing costs. These figures suggest that a mean of 32 percent (9
median of 20 percent) of clearinghouse operating costLiare budoete0 for puolications
programs (App!ied Management Sciences, Inc., and Cadre Associates, lnr.,

i981:7.15).* A less generalizable indication of the budgetary significance_ of
publication proarams can be seer, in the ERIC clearinghouses. Within the ERIC
system approxh.lately one third Lif each clearinghOuse's totei budget has been spent
on information analysis publications (Trester, 1979:294).

Clearinghouse publiCations span a wide range of document types. The most
typical combination of publication types produced by clearinghouses includes
bibliographies, newsletters, original literature, and index and abstract publications.

It must be noted that, these figures represent estimated rixpenditures of only
those clearinghouses in the sample that could provide budget data. Information
provided was often. difficult to separate out into comparable functional
categories. Additionally, the three percent allocatdd to cover mailing costs
may be used to mail materials other than ,clearinghouse publications and the

14

percent apportioned for printing may cover printing beyond that required for
clearinghouse publications. Given the nature of the data, this assessment can
only be interpreted as the best known indication of the relative significance
that publicatidns programs play in the budgets of most clearinghouses.
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Less commonly produCed publications are reviews, summaries, and miscellaneous
publications such as promotional brochures and >fact sheets. Almost all
clearinghouses produce bibliographies'. The particular combination of publications a
clearinghouse produces is determined by the clearinghoust's dissemination
objectives, the needs of its target audiences, and its funding level.

Publications such as newsletters, bibliographied, reviews, and original literature

are typically produced in periodical style with multiple issues or multiple topics
addressed each year. The numbef of issues, per periodical, produced each year
varies most often according to the extent of identified need, the clearinghouse's
$

workload, and availai e funds. Most clearinghouses rely on program directives, user

feedback, and/or suggestions from advisory pciard members in determining the
specific topics to be addressed. Although clearinghouses typically maintain an
awareness of existing publications to prevent quplicting existing products, they do
not often consider whether a needed publication could be produced by a
non-governmental organization.

Most publications are produced with clearinghouse funds and authored by
in-house professionals or outside' authors who are contracted or paid an honorarium.

Outside authors may be invited or are sometimes chosen through a competitive
selection process. Publications in draft form are usually critiqued by in-house staff
__
and advisory board members, but not all clearinghouses routinely subject their draft

1

publicationsto outside review by experts or a sample of users.

Documents are most often printed through the Government Printing Office
(GPO), if more than 25,000 impressions are to be printed. Smaller printing jabs are
handled by clearinghouse printing facilities or are contracted out to private printing

1

companies. Primary distribution is typically provided through the clearinghouse. In
some cases, publications are mailed to all or selected persons on the clearinghouSe

mailing list without charge. In other cases, the availability of a new clearinghouse

1

publication is announced through the newsletter or index jokirnal and distribution
occurs on request, with or without charge.

Although clearinghouses as a whole follow these publication procedures, some

clearinghouses use more innovative arrangements in their publication programs. A

few clearinghouses arrange to have authors, mostly academician's; write scientific

publications on a volunteer basis as an alternative to paying in-house staff or
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possible. when

contracted authors to develop publications. This approach
clearinghouses have established working relationships with experts in the field to
is

whom topics needirig attention can be suggested for journal articles or other
scientific publications. With these arrangements, clearinghouses are able to initiate

publications that are written and produced without clearinghouse funds, but they
then have little control in imposing deadlines or guaranteeing publication.

Several clearinghouses provide some of their draft publications to commercial

publishers or private organizations to be printed and distributed at no cost to the
government. The best available informatio'n suggests that nearly 60 percent of
government -wide information organizations, including human services information
clearinghouses, have matte ,at least one of their, information products or services
available for (sale by the private sector (King Research,,Ipc., 1980:21-22). When a
human services clearinghouse makes printing and distribution arrangements with the

private sector, the arrangements are most often with a professional association, a
journal publisher, or a scientific and technical publishing company. In some cases,.

clearinghouse personnel write journal columns or articles to be printed and
distributed by the journal publisher. Other clearinghouses have co-publishing
arrangements whereby the clearinghouse provides - a draft publication to a
commercial publisher for printing and marketing or provides printed copies toaa
professional organization which assumes the costs of distribution to its members.

Current clearinghouse publications programs will inevitably bt altered by the
changing political Environment discussed earlier. Government. directives call for
specific changes to the level of effort, pricing policies,
and dissemination strategies
_
that have been used in the past. These specific changes will be discussed more fully

in later sections of this chapter. However, the-increased scrutiny being applied to
government publications programs, in general, suggests the need for stronger
planning in the process of publication preparation, as .well. Potential planning'
procedures are addressed below.

Planning Considerations for Future Publications Development

The .first and most basic question that must be considered in planning future
publications is whether previous assumptions in determining the fiipes of
publications to produce are still applicable. With the broader availability, of online
a
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searching capabilities and the expansions in professional publishing, each publication

type should be re-examined to determine whether it continues to be the most
efficient way to serve user needs. For example, index and abstract publications or
short bibliographies may have been effective when manual searches of materials in a
:>.**
collection.,
were More 'common. The more widespread use of online dat bases and
the quicker and more comprehensive response to user requests that they allow now
suggests less need for these preassembled reference publications. Clearinghouse

information analysis publications may not be as necessary as they once were because
of the expansion in specialized professional literature, particularly journals, during

the past decade. These developments suggest that clearinghoLkses may need to
perform a thorough review of the assumptions underlying the selection of
pUblicationstypes. The changing environment-may require a new sct of responses.

The second factor -to consider is the -selection of topics to be addressed. In the

past, a commitment to producing a specific number of publications each year has
influenced the topic selection process. If publications programs are to receive more
careful' scrutiny in the future, then a more rigorous needs assessment may be needed
to justify each new publication. The needPassessment proass could include greater

use of data on user requests and a review ofAalternative materials available from
other sources as justification for selecting topics for clearinghouse publications.

Thp third aspect of the planning process that could be strengthened is the
publication development and review process. -A more consistent use of competitive
selection in choosing outside authors and a more thorough review

of draft

publications by professionals and users in the field would help to maxitnize the
quality and utility of future publications. The Health Message Testing _Service of
the Natioilal Institutes of Health has devised formats and procedures for pretesting
rta
1

published materials that could be adapted for use by clearinghouses (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, n.d.).
Management Considerations in Response to Government Priorities
Clearinghouse

managers

are

also

faced

with

the need

4

to re-examine

clearinghouse publications programs in response to specific administTative directives
affecting the level of publication effort, pricing policies, and dissemination
strategies.

Management considerations must take into account the current

Ori
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administration's emphasis on overall budget reductions.,and greater reliance on the

private sector

governm ent

disseminating

information.

administrative emphasis on budget reductions,

he current

Given

for

allocations

clearinghouse

operations, in general, are more likely to be maintained or reduced than to be
,in creased. Also, given that as much as one-third of clearinghouse operating costs
arespent on publicatipris programs, it is likely that in many Cases this function will
absorb some .of the budget modifications. IT clearinghouses' current information.
analysis and publication roled are to be recast, several options exist:
.

the current level of clearinghoose publication efforts can be
reduced;

.

.

costs for publication' production and/or 'dissemination can be
recovered; or

.

-..

i

the use of cooperative"iirrangements with private publishing
organizations can be increased.

`Reductions in Clearinghouse Publication Programs

Some clearinghouses h'ave reduced their publication and dissemination efforts in
response to previous budget decreases. 'Further reductions have- beeriimposed more'

recently by OMB Bulletin No. 81'4,6, which calls for a moratorium and
comprehensive review of current publications activities. The Bulletin requires that

publicatidns not essential in accomplishing agency missions be eliminated and that
the number of copies made for essential publications be reduced.

Specific ways in which clearinghouse publications programs have beep reduced
in the past or could be curtailed in the future in-elude:

eliminating particular. publications or types of publicatiOns
considered less essential or those that have potential for being
picked up by other organizations;
decreasing the number of periodical issues published eac h year

simplifying the format, graphics, and printingstyle -where
possible;

reducing the number of Copies printed; and

limiting the number of copies distributed to requesters,, only,
rather than automatically mailing, copies to all names on a
mailing list.
The advantages and disadvantages of each reduction st.. Jtegy vary with specific

circumstances and priorities within each clearinghouse.
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The extent to which
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reductions can be 'made without jeopardizing the effectiveness of clearinghouse
publications and disseminationeefforts also varies depending on the clearinghouse's

mission and previously imposed reductions. Decisions as to the most -feasible and
appropriate reductions must be made on a case-by-case basis.

The extent to which' Bulletin No. 81-16 will .affect specific clearinghouse
publications' is notetyet *knokt. However, those Rarticular publications that will
continue to be produced by the clearinghouse but reproduced in limited numbers may

xrp

be candidates for cooperative publishing arrangements with the private sector.
Possible cooperative arrangements.are discussed later in this chapter.
Cost Recovery

ReCbvering costs of publications through user fees is called for ih OMB's
Bulletin N o. 81=16,,`. unless those publications are -specifically described in and
mandated by law. In addition,' the OMB draft circular on "Improved Management
and Dissemination of Federal Information proposes that direct and indirect costs

incurred in the printing, prcivssing, and retention of information be identified and
that all costs associated with information diSkernination be.iecoyered.

Although very few clearingho s currently recover all publication costs, most
clearihghouses do charge user fees -for at least some- of their publications,

particularly for theii" primary publications. Implementation of a more extensive
cost recovery policy is likely to affect the criteria clearinghouses use in determining
whiCh publications to produce and, in some cases, the- extent to which clearinghouses

are able' to promote their program objectives actively through their publications
programs. Some clearinghouse directors are concerned that criteria for producing
particular publicatiOns may begin to reflect the publication's marketability rather
than its ability to meet user needs or to provide information for the public .good. If
cost recovery were applied to publications that promote a government concern or
priority (e.g., the hazards of.high blood pressure or the societal costs of child abuse),

the accomplishment of the mission of some clearinghouses might be seriously
hampered. Further considerations in implementing a cost recovery policy are
discussed in Chapter 3.

Cooperative Arrangements with the Private Sector

0

Expanded use of cooperative arrangements with the private sector offers
opportunities to accommodate user needs and accomplish dissemination objectives,

0

1 Oi

ti

while -A_ the same' time functioning at reduced funding levels and encouraging
private sector activity. Increased cooperation between government and the private
sector is recommended by the Joint Congressional Committee on Printing, the draft,
OMB circular, and by Bernard Fry in a report for the National Commission on
.

LEbraries.and Information Sciences.

As discussed earlier, some clearinghougs have established cooperative
arrangements with commercial publishers, academia, or professional associations
whereby publications produced by the clearinghouse are printecLand-distributed by
the private sector. These efforts are intended to facilitate wider dissemindtiozy4
clearinghouse publications at a reduced cost to the governrrieht and, in some cases,

.

to foster goOd working relationships with the professional community. In additicin,.
commercial' publishers have initiated the publishing of non-copyrighted
clearinghouse publicatins that were viewed as having a broader market thig; would
be reached through the normal governmen't distribution channels.

An example of the extent to which cooperative arrangements can be
implemented for the benefit of both the government and the private sector is
evidenced in the Market'Linkage Project fa?" Special Education. The Market Linkage
Project was' established in 1977 by what is now the Department. of 'Education's

Office of Special Education IOSE) to facilitite broader dissemination of

boOks,

instructional materials, and educational media produced with. OSE funds. These
materials represent 'products that could not be developed economically by the
commercial sector because the marketable audience i3 so thin. However, when the
4
cost of research and development is subsidized by the' government,- commercial
,publishers are able to profitably reproduce and distribute the products.

In the Market Linkage Project, materials developed through OSE research and
development activities are screened for their( marketability according to criteria of
quality, 'suitability to audience, market demand, and fortnat. WithThbproVal from
the Joint Committee on Printing, items considered marketable are announced to as
many. as 500 publishers and producers as available for commercial publication.

Interested companies submit bids. or proposals presenting their production and
marketing strategy and their planned cornmiirtent to-the product. Bids are assessed
by an independent panel of reviewers, and a license to produce and distribute the

product is negotiated with the most appropriate compaT In addition, technr ical
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assistance is, offered to OSE research and development grantees in techniques that

will maximize the eventual marketability of those products. The Market Linkage
Project is reporteqly It' cost-effective dissemination model, providing subst-ntial
savings to the government, and 4in some cases bringing 4iri additional royalties
(Narket Linkage Project for Special Educag"- 1981:7). More thorough evaluations
of the Market`Linkage Project arelurrently being conducted.
If commercia l distribution of government-produced materials is shown to be
viable and cost-effective, the Market Linkage Project or similar dissemination
strategies may be transferable to clearinghouse publications programs. This model
increases' reliance on the private sector. and provides an 'alternative to reducing
current publications programs or incurring the additional burden of cost recovery.
0

?1

To explore the feasibility of implementing such a model, six representatives of
commercial publishers and 'five representatives of Federally-funded clearinghouses

were queried about their initial receptivity to the concept. Responses were mixed.
Almost all of the clearinghouse representatives expressed interest in such a model
and felt it was worth exploring. Some commercial publishers reported an interest in
getting more involved in publishing government products, whereas others expressed

little interest. Some publishers feel that commercial dissemination and marketing
strategies would provide more awareness, broader distribution, and better
3

accessibility to clearinghouse publications than current disseMination activities.
of
mechanisms
distribution
on
the
explain
that limitations
They
information
such
as
organizations,
disseminating
governmentpstipported
clearinghouses,- NTIS, and GPO have resulted in less than adequate performance in

disseminating information to the public. Bureaucratic de lays, funding restrictions,
and lack of marketing efforts cause limited awareness of available materials. They
maintain that even users who are aware of a particular publication often cannot

acquire* a copy because cf the limited number of printed copie; or delays in
processing and announcing its availability. They -also maintain that if the private
sector is interested in 'publishing government publigations under available copyright
opportunities, existing clearinghouse dissemination efforts tend Jo, weaken their
potential m arket viability. Clearinghouse dissemination efforts typically provide
f.

copies to'the core audience of interested recipients, thus limiting the total audience
that is available to the private sector.
11.
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Commercial publishers agree that the major disincentives to involvement in
cooperative- publishing arrangements are the complications; paperwork, and time
delays caused by gofernmentstslearance prdcedures. 'Private publishers interviewed
consider completing government forms or submitting lengthy proposals, such as (the

ones required trr-the Market Linkage Project, a major impediment. One 'publisher
specifically reported that if bidding forms or proposals were required, they should be
no more than one page in length. Time delays involved in working with goVernment
publications are also described as problems for private publishers. Delays can be
caused by the review process required to assess the:proposals submitted and by

clearance 'procedures required by the Joint Committee oo Printing, if each
publication licensed for private publication requires clearance. Publishers who have
previously published government publications report a six- to nine-month turnaround.

before the product can be marketed, in contrast to the 90-day turnaround they
require for most other authors. Additionally, publishers express the need to receive

sole publishing rights if cooperative arrangements are to succeed. These "rights
would have to preclude the non-co -ighted publication of the same ddcument by
GPO, the clearinghouse, or by other publishers.

Of course not all clearinghotle publications are of a type that would interest
the private sector. Few clearinghouse publications have "best seller" potential.
Cooperative publishing arrangements would be applicable' only to those publications
that meet marketability criteria. Such publications are more likely ,to include

original literature, index and abstract publications; catalogs and directories, ;and
some types of reviews and summaries. Bibliographies, factsheets, and brochures 'are

less likely to be commercially marketable. Although- determining the/marketability

of a paiticulai publication is somewhat, subjective, the private sector is more
,

interested inpuclications that

of comparableor better quality than commercially
produced publications, with clearly stated objectives ,and good
internal organization;
have a practical content that is clearly presented and
understandable by audiences at all level
are

have a scope that is neither too narrow nor too universal;

have an acceptable format with more narrative than- tables
and graphs;

can be published without major editorial or form'at changes
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provide master material that can be reproduced in present
form;

are sufficient'

nr4rJe from other products available; and

'have.been subjected to a pre-publicationleyiew process among'
potential audiences and/or professional reviewers.
More- wi4espread

use of these cooperative arrangements depends on the ability

to match the dissemination needs of the clearinghouse with what the private sector
can readily offer. Those who have worked with alternative publishing arrangements

suggest that, to be effective, three major factors must be considered. First, the
organization or company interested in publishing ctearinghousalublications must be
strong in marketing, have high visibiliCy in the field, and be equipped and
experienced in .handling the type and size of publication to be published. An
,

association's membership or a commercial company'd Marketing arena must be the°
same or encompass the same target audience as that of the clearinghouse.

Second, if a publication is to be published/ by a commercial publisher, the
marketable audience must be broad enough to erisUre the publication's commercial

viability. Often a potential market can be strengthened when specific mandates or
funding. directives are implemented that focus attention toward a particular problem.

area and provide funds to acquire supportNe materials. in working with that
problem. A clearinghouse itself can Often generate a potential market by focusing

the attention of its audience on a particular topic or issue. Once this attention is.
sufficiently mature, the interest and demand for publications increases and the
audience can be marketed more successfully by commercial publishers.

Third, if a professional association or commercial publisher plans to charge for

a publication, the price will need to take into, account the target audience's ability
.

and willingness to pay. For the arrangement to be a practical alternative, the'
should be comparable to what GPO or NTIS would charge of\--V3 what the
clearinghouse would charge in recovering printing and dissemination costs. In some
cases, the private sector has been able to sell a publication for a much lower price
.

than what GPO or NTIS would charge, whereas in other cases the price,has been
comparable or much higher. One government research report that sold at NTIS for
almost $5..,0 was also published by a commercial publisher and sold in paperback for

.41

"fn--

.$.95: On the other hand, a clearinghouse- produced directory that sold through GPO
for $6.50 was estimated by a private publishing company to be a $45.00 value on the

commercial market.

If the Market Linkage Project

model

or similar. cooperative publishing

arrangements are' to be implemented more widely, mechanisms need to be
established to facilitate such implementation. The Market Linkage Project and
clearinghouse personnel whohave worked with joint publishing, arrangements offered

suggestions on how to facilitate these arrangements. Publishers who are initially
reluctant can be encouraged by at least establishing reliable corfimunication
channels, minimizing the paperwork and time delays, ensuring sole publishing rights,

and developing more marketable publications. Centralizing the communication
channels between the public and 'private sectors, by using theexisting publications
Offices at the agency or department level rather than the clearinghouse level, may
be more efficient for the government and more convenient for the private sector.

I
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EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF-CLEARINGHOUSES

Introduction
Federally,

operate

sponsored - clearinghouses

education-oriented

environment.

This

gives

in

them

a

public-service
advantages

some

and

over

organiiations in the information service industry. For example, they are not
compelled to show a profit (a requirement that carleometimes lead to short-sighted

ion to the quality of the service provided). On the
ether hand, .government- sponsored c taringhouses operate under some distinct
e lack of good marketplace
disadvantages, of which the most important may
it pubfrdations and
measures to evaluate the usefulness and attractiveness o
planning and inadequate- atte

services. Thus, alternative measures that are appropriate for theiF missions and

special operating environments are needed to provide some level of accountability
and-a basis for ongoing planning.
A

number

of

accountability

questions

related

to

effectiveness,

cost

effectiveness, and benefits have been and continue to be raised regardin'g Federally
sponsored clearinghouses and their activities. These questions are asked at two
levels: the individual clearinghouse and a group of clearinghouses. Questions that

are asked of a specific tleiringhouse include the following
Is this clearinghouse doing a (3;i:id job?

What good is this clfaringhouse accomplishing?

Do members of the target audience know / about this
clearinghouse and its publications and services? If not, why
not?

If some members of the target audience are aware of the
clearinghouse but do not use it, why are they non-users?

HoW is the clearinghouse's information being used and what
effect/does it have on the user or the situation that led to the.
use of tne information?
ex*
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What are the users' perceptions of the quality and utility of
this clearinghouse's publications and services?

Row effective or efficient is this clearinghouse, compared to
others?

Sometimes the questions are posed, not concerning a single clearinghouse, but
concerning a group of them. For example:
Are the clearinghouses sponsored by this agenc:, doing a good
job?

What good is being done by this group of clearinghouses?

Are there areas In WhicA two or more clearinghouses are
duplicating effort unnecessarily?

Are clearinghouses, in geheral, obsolete? Is there some better

mechanism for providing the publications and services that
they currently provide?'

These and similar questions have been posed by individuals in many different
organizations, including the Congress, GAO, OMB, and program offices of
government

agencies.

thernielves.

z

Clearinghouse

directors

often

pose

these

questions

Individuals in each of these organizations may have somewhat d.ifferent reasons

for asking these questions, however. For example, Congress or OMB may wish to

determine whether the clearinghouses are sufficiently worthwhile to warrant more
or less Federal funds, or any at all. On the other hand, clearinghouse personnel may

want this infotrhation to support the planning process by helping therhmake the
publications and services even.more responsive to users' needs. When the reason for

asking thelqU egion varies, the type of information required to satisfactorily respond
may also differ. The appropriate evaluation strategies and data -- including the

identification and definition of objectives, performance criteria, methodologies, and
measurements -- vary, depending on the purpose for. which the information will be
used. One bannot describe the "best" evaluation data and procedures, except in the
context of a'particular set of evaluation questions, objectives, and purposes.

Measuring the "value's of information and determining how information is being

used have long been concerns in the field of information science and are now also
topics of interest to some social scientists. However, neither field has developed a

completely satisfactory technique for obtaining this type of information. When
applying concerns about the value of information services and products to the

evaluation of clearinghouses, the measurement ,ptoblem is intensified because

clearinghouses perform many fun ctions and prbduce dbveral different kinds of
.
materials' in their effort to serve the pubic interest and support specific social
programs. The state-of-the-art in evaluating information services and the variety
of clearinghouse activities that could be measured necessitate that clearinghouse
performance be measured at the micro level. At ,this level, evaluators can focus on
questions for whiCh measurement techniques have been developed and *they 'can

select specific clearinghouse activities or services to examine. In discussion of
methods and measures, we have assumed two. potrsible audiences and evaluation

purposes. (1) clearinghouse directors and Project Officers who are interested in
assessing the perfotmance of a specific, clearinghoUse and identifying' areas forrtts

improvementg and (2) agency program managers and policymakers who are.interested in evaluating and comparing groups ofclearinghouses.

This chapter addresses the evaluation process generally and discusses how the

suggested measures can be used.. It focuses primarily on information that can be
used by clearing-house personnel to improve the perfoimance of the clearinghouse

and by decision-makers who wish to cvipare performance among a group of
clearinghouses. SinCe information dissemination alone is not sufficient to effect
specific social or attitudinal changes and outcomes (see Chapter 1), the discussion is

limited to evaluation and measurement of neutralinformation-related activities
(i.e., those that serve tm awareness and reporting function). The chapter is;
organized into the following sections:
problems and issues in evaluation design;

berrent evaluation practices
use of readily accessible data to support evaluation; and
user surveys to obtain additional evaluation information.
Problems and Issues in ffvaluation Desigri

A number of factors must be considered in designing a clearinghouse evaluation

that addresses the needs of the two audiences listed above. Aniong the must
important are:

the specificatioN of evaluation objectives and performance
criteria;
the definition of clearinghouse "users"; and

o

.

the appropriateness
clearinghoudes.

of comparisons between and among

These factors are discussed on the fallowing pages.

Evaluation Objectives and Performance Criteria

Gathering evaluation data, particularly user-satisfaction data, without a clear
statement of objectives and performance criteria, is. often an inefficient use of time
and resources. Questions can be posed in a periodic survey or data can be collected
on an ongoing basis, to assess levels of user satisfaction and/of to measure volumes

of activity. However, without some a priori set of performance standards or
targets, results are highly susceptible to interpretation of what constitutes "good'
performance.

Two examples illustrate this point. The ERIC Document Reproduction Service
(EDRS) sold 17 million microfiche during fiscal year 1980. This is certainly a' large
number, but does it represent good or poor performance for EDRS? If we know that

the 1980 sales represent a growth of oyer_41:1[1:p.enpared to 1970 sales (about

4 million microfiche), we are in a better position to interpret the 1980 data. We
would have an even more concrete basis for interpreting these data' if we knew
whether this grlowth rate matched, exceeded, or failed to meet the targets set for
1980 EDRS microfiche sales. A very different example is provided 1,,by an
independent survey of physicians in which it was learned that approxiMately 60
percent of the survey population was aware of a core document produced by the
High Blood Pressure Education -Program. This percentage was considered to be
"highly satisfactory." But what i f it had been 50 percent or 435 percent? To
interpret any such figure properly, we need to know the expectations the program

had for awareness of this publication within the chosen sample of the arget
audience.
C

Performance targets are frequently specified in statements of work for
contractor-operated clearinghouses, but

these

are

prirriarily associated with

process-related measurements (e.g., volumes of documents processed for inclusion in

the system or timeliness in responding to requests). Similar types of targets are not

typically established for speci lc outcomes (e.g., degree of penetration within%
user satisfaction). To establish such targets, the
target population or levels
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participants in-the evaluation process, including the clearinghouse or its sponsor,
may need to invest in some ,preliminary research . and to track certain ,key
performance indicators over a period of time..
Definition of Clearinghouse Users

in defining and differentiating between target
The complexities involved
.
audiences, and .users of clearinghouses were discussed i Chapter 2. These
complexities must be dealt with .not only in theplanning function but in evaluation,

as well, beeaUse a basic design problem for certain types. of _evaluation studies
,
.
involves identifying and sampling users ,(or non-user's). Identification is a major
problem for many clearinghousesrtheir mailing lists and records of requests may or
may ndt represent the population to be studied. For example, the organization that
requests the information from a clearinghouse may be a library or other

,

intermediary organization that is obtaining information (e.g., a publication or a
the actual users of
literatice search) on behalf of one or more other individuals
the, information. Or the organizations and individuals that request and receive
information may repackage that informatjon for further distribution to the ultimate
-- or, at least, once- removed- users. .These ultimate users-may of may not be aware

of the original' source of information -- the clearinghouse.

,

The specific definition of target audiences for each clearinghouse and the
linkages they establish through 'thtermediaries must 'guide the process of defining

appropriate ''strategies and methodologies for identifying the population to be
studied. What is appropriate for one clearinghouse may very well be inappropriate
for another::

Multi- Clearinghouse Evaluations and Com arisons
Differences in target audiences and users and the information infrastructure in

the field in which a given clearinghouse operates are only two of several major'
factors that must be addressed in designing evaluation studies that involve, more
than one clearinghouse. Evaluation is complicated by the facts that (1) a shared set

.

of taxonomies for users, products, and Services has not yet been ,developed and (2)
cost- accounting procedures are not standard4Fed.scross clearinghouses.

Our data collection activities indicate that policy decisions requiring they
development and use of common definitions would be extremely, helpful in
O
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supporting evaluation studies of multiple clearinghouses. For example, two possible

sets of generic classes of users are presented in Exhibit 6.1. Clearinghouses could
.

elect to classify users by affiliation or -institution, by occupation and position, or by

both types of classes. Although some ,igeneric framework is needed. it 'must
accommodate the specific needs of any given clearinghouse. For exatple, each
clearinghouse needs the latitude to impose some greater specificity Within the
generic classes. In the health field, clearinghouses may well want topta pify nurses,
physicians, and other specific classes of health-seiitice practitioners tmprovide an

appropriate levelof user-related detail for analysis.

The taxonomies are important both for studies that involve analysis of
internally maintained data and for studies that involve full-scale field research. For

records that are maintained internally, obtaining the desired level of demographic
data on requesters and users of clearinghouse services and publications is not easy.?
The establishment of prescribed class- ification systems represents a major first step
that is needed to support clearinghouse evaluation.

Current Clearinghouse Evaluation Practices

One can envision three types of clearinghouse evaluations relating to (1)
internal operations; (2) user satisfaction; and (3) impact of clearinghouse services.

Data to support any of these evaluation types can be gathered formally or
informally, as shown in Exhibit 6.2.- In our sample of 27 human services ,information
ti

clearinghouses, the preponderant data collection methods were informal. Cost, the
need for OMB clearance, and the absence of a strong demand for more formal, or

scientific methods contribute to the decision ,to rely on informal techniques.
Consequently most current measurement of clearinghouse performance relies on
readily accessible data.

Performance is measured-go keep clearinghouse administrators inforthed about
what the organization is doing and how well it is operating. Although all

clearinghouses collect some performance data,, their efforts are frequently limited
to whatever information the sponsoring agency requ ests. Some respondeots indicate
9

that. with the number of demands placed on clearinghouse personnel, it is difficult
to find the time to.,analyza data for perfcirmance measurement.

1 Li
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EXHIBIT 6.1:

OF
CLEARINGHOUSE
CLASSES
GENERIC
TO
TAXONOMY
.A
OF
ILLUSTRATION
MULTI-CLEARINGHOUSE EVALUATIONS .

USERS., .SUPPORT

User Classes, by Occupation or Position

Administrator or manager
Educator
Legislator
Libragian or information specialist
Health service practitioner
Researcher

Social seryice practitioner
Other professional services (e.g., lawyer, consultant)
Trustee or board member
Student

-

Not applicable; requested as a private citizen
.

User Classes,' by Affiliation or Institution
Sponsoring agency
Government agency:

Federal State Lqcal
Legii.1ative or judicial branch: Federal State Local
University, college, or other post-secondary or adult education.

institution
Pre;school through high school: _Administration
Instructional
Medical institution: Hospital/Clinic Research Center
Social service delivery institution or agency: Private
Publicly supported
Business de industry

Msociation, society, or foUndation
dther non-profit organization
Library or information center:, Public State
University/College School _Business/Industry
--Clearinghouse Commercial
Not applicable; requested as a private citizen

EXHIBIT 6.2:

EXAMPLES OF DATA SOURCES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
CLEARINGHOUSE EVALUATIONS

Type of Evaluation

- -

, ____...---:

..

administrative data from
a specific clearinghouse

Internal Operations

° Formal Sources

Informal Source's

.

,

,

'

1.

..

from users

large-scale user
surveys or interviews

occasional unsolicited
comment from a user

large-scare user
surveys or interviews

'unsolicited comments

User Satisfaction

Impact'of
Information on
User's Actions

.

4
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C.

standardized
administrative data.
from one or several
clearinghouses

.

1

#

.

The information, most frequently recorded' relates to internal -processing
ca abilities, services 'provided; characteristics of users, and costs (Applied
Management Sciences, Inc., and Cuadra Associates, jnc., 19849.2). These types of

data are valuable \both to the clearinghouse director, who must allocate staff and

monitor activities, and to the sponsoring agency, which wishes to ensure that funds

\

are being spent in accordance with coptract E. 3visions.

Measuring user satisfaction or the quality of publications oftpn requires that .
the clearinghouse obtain feedback from users. Techniques for measuring outcome
include both formal surveys and informal methods, such as letters and telephone
calls from users. Insertio n' of user response cards in clearinghouse publications and

searches, compilation of letters received from users, telephone surveys of users,

expert assessment of publications, and participant evaluation of workshops are
commonly used techniques. Staff at all but three of the clearinghouses visited
report.the use °fait least cne of these techniqueg the use of two or more evaluation
methods is reported by personnel at 16 of the 27 clearinghouses (Applied
Management Sciences, Inc., and Cuadra Associates, Inc., 1980A).

Use of Readily Accessible Data to Support Evaluation

There is considerable potential for evaluating clearinghouse performance using

readily accessible data. Administrative data can be used.creatively to'support more
evaluative analyses of clearinghouse effectiveness and performance. Currently, use
of administrative data for evaluation may be limited for two major reasons. First,

have been shared among
clearinghouse personnel. More importantly, there is no consistency from one
of the more innovative measures may .not

some

clearinghouse.to another, in the measures and taxonomies used. The latter situation
is

a

more. substantial

impediment

crossrclearinghoule comparisons.
.

-

to

evaluation

because

it,

precludes

For adm\i'histrative data to support evaluation

activity, resources will need to be devoted to developing consistent reporting
formats and definitions. Suggested measures or the major clearinghouse activities
are presented in Exhibit 6.3.

EXHIBIT 6.3:

ILLUSTRATION OF
ACCESSIBLE DATA

CLASSES AND TYPES

OF

READILY

""54

C---

.1MMM

INFORMATION SELECTION AND PROCESSING

Activity Levels
regularly

for pertinent

1.

Number of sources
information and items

2.

Number of exchange and review agreements established with other

scanned

or

searched

organizations to support acquisitions
3.

Numtfer of contacts made (e.g., with previous or potential authors and
with associations) to solicit material for review

4.

Number of items reviewed

5..

Number of items accepted for inclusion in the formal collection/database

6.

Numter of items processed (cataloged, indexed and,
abstr cted)

web

if

applicable,

.

Costs
1.

Cost per item (e.g., for cataloging, indexing, abstracting creation of
computer-readable records)

Effectiveness
1.

For. each update (i.e., items added to he database during a given time
period), the currency of materials proce. ed: those published in the prist
month; the past three months; pr.:st six months; etc.

2.

Correlation between proportion of requests, by topic aregf.and proportion
of items in the collection/database, by topic area

3.

Percentage of user requests that are fulfilled entirely from the

.

collection /database; fulfilled only partially from the collection /database;
not fulfilled at all by the collection/database
4.

/

Number of hours of usage and numbers and types of using organizations
(or publicly available online databases only)
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EXHIBIT 6.3:

ILLUSTRATION OF CLASSES AND \ TYPES OF READILY
ACCESSIBLE DATA (CONTINUED)

PUBLICATION PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION

AstILitzt_etels

1

'publiciation hype:
Total number of publications' produced and
bibliogrpphic/referral; original analysesof the literature; newsletters and

1.

other mnti-purpose reporting, announcement, and analysis pieces

Number of publications prepared by clearinghouse staff and number

2.

prepared by outside cofisultanfs

Number of -pre-spUbMation review

3.

s

'and

number', of favorable and

unfavorable reviews

4.
5.

.

.

Numbers of sources, by type, used to select

ublicatiori topic

Numbers and types of channels used to alert potential users. to the
availability of a publication

6.

Number of copies for which requests are received by the clearinghouse,
and comparison of this number with the number of ,copies in the initial
press run

7.

Number of

copies

distributed by the clearinghouse and by other

organizations
8.

Average turnaround time for responding to requests for pelibations

Costs
1.

Total cost per publication

2.

Cost per publication, by one or more of these categories labor (internal
and external); production; printing mailing mak '<eting

/

Effectiveness
1.

Number of favorable and unfavorable unsolicited comments and letters
received and theareas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, per publication

.2.

Number of favorable and unfavorable reviews in the published literature
and areas of strengths and weaknesses reviewed

3.

Number of clearinghouse publications picked up for reprinting and sale or
distribution through another source
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EXHIBIT 6.3:

N
ILLUSTRATION OF CLASSES AND
ACCESSIBLE DATA (CONTINUED)

'

TYPES

OF

READILY

USER SERVICES
.

Activity Levels
1.

Total number of requests received during specified time period, and
breakdown by mail, telephone, and walk-in

2.

Total number of requests for which responses were prepared versus the
number of referrals

3.

Number of inquiries received, by type of user

4.

Numb* of responses by subject or topic area

5.

Total. number of responses prepared, by type (e.g., information about the
clearinghouse; general information about agency program; general
question on information available on,a topic for which pre-assembled or
readily. identifiable packages of materials are sent; quick reference
questions that take less than 30 minutes to fulfil computerized literature
searches, using the clearinghouse database and/or other organizations'

77

eh

databases; research problems requiring more than 30 minutes of staff
'research)
Cost
1.

Labor costs in all user services activities

2.

Average time spent per inquiry

3.

Average time spent per Inquiry, by type of inquiry

4.

Range and average computer costs per search, on the clearing4kise

.

database and on other organizations' databases

.,.--_
t

Effectiveness
1.

Average turnaround time between time an inquiry is received and the
response is mailed tkthe user

2.

.

..

Number of unsolicited, favorable and unfavorable letters or calls received

and areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction regarding the response
package to an inquiry

3.

Number of users who have previously used the clearinghouse ("repeat
users")

i

.
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EXHIBIT 6:3:

MART

ILLUSTRATION OF CLASSES AND TYPES
ACCESSIBLE DATA - (CONTINUED)

READILY

OF

NG/PROIMOTION

Activity Levels
1.

Number of promotional activities undertaken and completed, including
attendance of Staff at meetings and conferences; exhibits staffed at
meetings and conferenceg speaking engagements by staff; training
seminars conducted on use of clearinghouse; advertisement% conferences

and meetings for which special clearinghouse materials are prepared;
journal columns piepared about the clearinghouse; and mailings of
promotional piece§ about the clearinghouse or specific publications and
services
Costs

I.

Labor hours involved in promotional activities

2.

Percentage of total budget used in promotional activities

Effectiveness
_

1.,

Eptifhates of target populatiOn.(by class) aware of clearinghouse, through
analyses of numbers of names on mailing lists or number of organizations
and other intermediaries to which mailings are regularly sent

2.

Percent and absolute growth in clearinghouse use defined in terms of
numbers of inquiries for informationt/ numbers of different individuals
requesting information and/or publications, -numbers of publications
ordered

3.

Numbers of organizations (e.g., association, foundations) that regularly

use the clearinghouse as a source of information, refer users to the
clearinghouse, or "publicize" the clearinghouse

4.

Numbers of other information organizations (e.g., libraries, other
clearinghouses) that regularly, use the clearinghouse as a source of
information, refer their clients to the clearinghouse, or subscribe to
clearinghouse publications

6.13
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The proposed measures provide a taxonomy for classifying pualications (see
Item 1 in Publications Activity Levels) and user services (see Item 5 in User Services
Activity Levels). A taxonomy for classifying users was presented earlier, in Exhibit
.

6.1. Another area for which a taxonomy is needed is cost information.

The data generated from these measures can be used internally to track
performance over time. If objectives are set in advance, it is possible to assess
whether planned: performance levels are being met. Where problems are found,
personnel can perform additional studies to identify causes and to develop solutions.

If the'same data are collected for several reporting periods (e.g., quarters or years),
trendi can be followed.

_Particularly Informative indicators include the following

the correlation between the proportion. of recitiests by topic
area and the pr portion of items in the database or collection
fOr each topic area - -an indication of the -adequacy of the
selection process and an indidator: of a possible need to more
fully develop the collection on a particular topiq
number of favorable and unfavorable. reviews of clearinghouse
publications- -an indicator of the 'Visibility and qulity of

1
.011

clearinghouse publications;

of clearinghouse publicationp picked up for
reprinting--another indicator of their quality and visibility;
number

number of resoonses by subject area--an indication of "hot"
topici that may warrant development of a publicatior;
number of repeat users--an indication of user satisfactior; and
percent of and absolute growth in clearinghouse use--an
indication of clearinghouse visibility and user satisfaction.
s

If all clearinghouses were asked to collect these data and to use a common
taxonomy for generating the data, the results would also have utility for
cross-cledringhouse comparisons. Such Information could be useful to DHHS and

other agency decision- makers who may have to make choices about the funding of
,particular cleazinghouses. It must be recognized, however, that there are some
dangers in comparing numbers across fields. For instance, the number of scurces
scanned for potential acquisitions may be a reflection not only of the level of effort

for a specific clearinghouse, but perhaps also of the volume of literature in a
particular field. Similarly, variation in the number of information requests received
or the number of copies distributed for a document, may reflect, in part, the size of
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the target population, as well as the extent to which the clearinghouse has
penetrated the market. Interpretation of the data must be sensitive to such
differences.

Despite these limitations, the use of administrative data and unsolicited user
comments, has important advantages. These data are relatively inexpensive to
obtain and can be collected regularly. In contrast, formal evaluation surveys tend to
be more expensive and to yield results at only one point in' time. The advantage of
formal surveys is that more complete information can be obtained about user
characteristics, their preferences, and their assessments of the clearinghouse. n
addition, some questions such as reasons for not using a particular clearinghouse,
can only be andwers.id through,surveying the target population. The following section
describes three possible survey evaluations.

User Surveys to Obtain Additional Evaluation Information'

User surveys can be designed to address many different topics of interest.
Because of general interest in user satisfaction with clearinghouse publications and
services, we have designed instruments that can be field tested in these two areas.
A

third instrument to .measure clearinghOuse 'visibility and target audience

penetration is also presented. These three types of evaluation and challenges
associated with their design are discussed in the text; the survey instruments are
presented in an Appendix to this report.
a

Publication Evaluations

Clearinghouses often use other publication distribution channels (e.g., NTIS,
GPO, the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, and professional associations) to
supplement their own direct distribution, thus creating some distance between
clearinghouses and their readers.

Despite

this, most

clearinghouses receive

sufficient feedback through the mechanisms discussed in the previous section to
sense the general response to a publication and to identify their "best-sellers."

However, informal feedback lacks sufficient detail -- particularly in the areas of

quality, utility, use, and non - use - -to provide adequate support
for the publications
.

I_

I

planning process. Measurement areas and \types of data That would- be helpful to
clearinghouse

personnel

in

planning publications

have

been., translated

into

illustrative questionnaire items shown in the Appendix to this report. They include
users' perceptions of the quality and utility of the publication, whether they used the
publication iri their work, for what purposes it was used, how they learned of the
publication, and whether they would recommend it to others.

In designing an evaluation study to obtain data in these areas, a number of

I

I
1

considerations must be addressed. They are discussed briefly below.

Approaches to Publication Evaluation. The design of the evaluation will depend

on what questions it is intended to answer. One study objective may be to have a
fairly large sample of target audience 'members review one' or more publications,
independent of specific personal needs for such information at that time. In this
case, a publication may be ,sent to a large sample of reviewers who are asked to
comment on it and project how it might be useful to them. Another approach may
be to learn from a sample of target audience members whether they have read one
or more clearinghouse publications and, if so, whether those publications met their
specific needs at the time the pOblications were read. This approach provides

information about the visibility of the publication and about recipients' responses to

it. In a third approach, an evaluation form may be sent to known recipients either
with the publication or a few months later. This method assures that respondents
will know of the publication.

Readers and Non-Readers: A Timing Problem. Timing is a vital aspect of any
publication assessment. The person who requests a publication may not become a

reader of that publication for some period of time, so an evaluation questionnaire
may reach some recipients before they become readers. On the other hand, some
recipients may be reached long after they have read the publication and they may
not recall the specific publicatioi under review.
In dealing with the recall problem, one approach that has been used successfully
_

in the past is the "recall prompter" (Wenger; 1972). Color photographs or document
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representations (e.g., copies of title pages,' tables' of contents, and extracts or
summaries) can be used to help. a reader recall particular pyblicaticins. It would still

be necessary, however, to differentiate the responses of those who are answering
'from memory" from those who have a copy in nand at the time oeresponding to the.'

survey questions:.
1

Dimensions of Publication . Quality and Utility. Quality and utility can be

difined in generic term ( lop:, as two 'generic variables) or in terns of the more
specific variables that each comprises. The uniqueness and independence of these
general dimensions has yet to be established. Utility to the user may be a function

of quality, or perceived quality may be a function of utility to the user at the time
the document is read. In an earlier survey effort (Wenger; 1972:VII-37), some results

suggested that "the need for a document on a particular topic may supersede the
need for a quality document."

A Context for Interpreting Evaluation Results. As discussed earlier in this
chapter, the interpretation of user-satisfaction survey results can pose a problem.
In addition toQthe need forjgacifying-a certain set of Txpectations against which the
evaluation results can be compared, it is also necessary to ,develop analysis plans

that help to focus the interpretation of results (e.g., in terms of performance/effort
ratios). This concept involves comparing the value of publication from .the users'

perspective to the level of effort involved in Koducing- it, to determine whether
publications that require more effort .to produce receive a higher user rating. A
similar approach- was preliminarily tested in a study for the National Center for
Educational Communication (Wenger; 1972). In th t study a Visibility Index (to
represent the degree of 'effort expended in promot ga publication) and a Level of
Effort Index (to represent the cost of the publicatio, ) were created. Either or both
of these e process measurements could be developed and compared to some overall

indicator of the users' judgments of quality and utility. If Study results shovi, for
example, that high-cost or other .high-level efforts do not produce high quality or
high utility assessments, the clearinghouse may need t`b change direction.
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User Services Evaluations

As indicated in Chapter 2, the user services area involves a wide range of
activities. The focus of this discussion is on clearinghouse reference services, one
of the services most visible to users. 'A substantive evaluation question in this area

deals with user satisfaction with the information provided by the clearinghouse.
This information, often referred to as the response package, is typically a
bibliography and /or set of documents that deal with a question that has been posed
by a requester. Measuring usey,atisfaction with reference services involves study
of users' perceptions of variables such-as:

appropriateness and relevance of the information to users'
needs;

currency of the information received;
attractiveness of the information package;
clarity of response;

appropriateness of the quantity of information received; and
'

usefulness of referral sources identified.

In addition, it would be useful to know the purpose for which the information was
used and, where appropriate, the,usere perceptions of value relative to cost. Some
of these and other measurement areas are illustrated in the sample set oft.
.

questionnaire items provided in-the-Appendix.

1

A broad user 'services survey is helpful in assessing th-eadequacy of the user

services staff, provided that careful judgment is exercised in interpreting the
results. One clearinghouse director noted that it is desirable for user services to

111:

receive a positive rating, but that extremely high satisfaction ratings may mean the

staff is spending more time than necessary responding to each request. The
implication is that there is a trade-off between user satisfaction and efficient

111

1

allocation of staff time that needs to be monitored re gularly.
For certain types of evaluation objectives, focused experimental studies may be

more appropriate than surveys. For example, to evaluate more specifically the,
quality of output'from a computerized literature search, requesters may be asked to

judge the relevance of each citation in a bibliography and the relevance of actual
documents referenced in that bibliography. This type of study can be used to assess

I.
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the effectiveness of the indexing system or the quality of searches performed by
clearinghouse personnel., A recent study of searches of several National Library of

Medicine databases indicated that behaviors and attitudes of searchers had a
-considerable effect on the outcome of the search. Failure to check on the adequacy

of the search formulation during the conduCt of the search, for instance, limited the
utility of.the results (Wenger, 19803).
An approach to evaluating user' services is the use of an expert panel to review
a sample of responses to real or simulated user requests. The approach offers the

potential advantage of providing feedback on the quality of cloaringhouse services

without the expense and time, required to conduct large-scale survey research.
However, the ability of experts to accurately predict' users' responses has not been
e
tested and is not likely to be high, since judgments' of user satisfaction tend to be
quite subjective. It might be valuable to conduce an experimental study comparing
user and expert responses to determine the extent to which experts can predict
users' assessments. A 1968 study. by Cuadra suggests th &t great care would be
heeded to select and,,define the experimental conditions. The study found that
.

'

judgments of relevance were influenced .by numerous factors, including the skills and

attitudes of the(judges, the instructions given, the setting in which -the judgments
took,place,.and the rating scale used (Cuadra, 1968;1-12).

"Visibility" Evaluations
Some clearinghobses are constrained through budgets or policies that limit their
investments

promotional activities and prohibit active image development (e.g.,

through 'promotional mailings or use of distinctive logos on publications). But even
these cleaitinghouses should make some effort to periodically assess the degiee of
awareness within their target audience of the clearinghouse and of its information
resources and sere'

This type of aluation, more than any other area already discussed, is a prime
candidate for an independent, full-scale evaluation study. Ongoing mechanisms are
more readily developed (or are already in place) for micro evaluations of specific
user services and ,publications, but assessment of clearinghouse visibility and target
audience penetration is exceedingly difficUlt without some external data-gathering
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effort. One major' objective for such a study would be to identify and characterize
non - users i.e., individuals within the target population who are not aware of the
clearinghoUse or, if aware of it, have chosen not to use its services or obtain copies
of its publications).

A majoi methodological "concern in developing such a study lth,e identification

and-sampling of an appropriate survey population. This process is particularly
important for clearinghouses that operate under, the constraints mentioned above
because their limited promotional activities make the use of their publications and
services highly dependent on the users' seeking them out or on the dissemination.
activities of inOrmediaries. Clearinghouses that actively seek to develop awareness
with intermediaries and ultimate users' --may find it appropriate
and an image
and highly desirableto develop a broad based sample population. They will then be
V.

able to assess' success Within the more immediate target audiences and begin
measuring "ripple" effect among users typically served by those intermediaries.

A set of questionnaire items, that might be used in conducting such a study is

presented in the Appendix. For any given clearinghouse, the questions can be
tailored to ite specific activities and to develop a, set of respondent background
questions that capture demographic characteristics and information needs, as well
as user characteristics that are most appropriate for its operations. In cases where
intermediaries are likely to comprise a major portion of the survey population, it
will also be useful to add questions (or, alternatively, to use a case -study approach).
to quantitatively and qualitatively assess how intermediaries use clearinghouse
services and publications inserving their own clients.

6.20
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Intfoduction
r.

he conclusions and recommendations presented in this chapter derive from the
research conducted in Phase III and from the study team's basic understanding of the

role end operations of human services information clearinghouses. They represent
the opinions of the study team and are presented to the Department of Health and
Human Services for its consideration.

It has been noted in the past that there is an absence of high level agency
involvement in the management of information serviceseand that coordination of
information services is limited both within departments and across, departments
(GAO; 1979:3-8). We find that this condition continues to exist within DHHS and
r departments. Although some efforts are now being made
between DHHS and o
agency-wide policies (e. c., the studies initiated by the Office
to develop bure>
of Human Development Services and the Public Health Service), no one has been
assigned responsibility for establishing DHHS policies or considering- appropriate
long-term actions. Without a group or individual specifically designated to consider
the options presented in this chapter, it is unlikely that coordinated actions will be
taken. One possible strategy

to continue the internal panel that has, advised this

study and to assign it the task of reviewing these suggestions. Alternatively, an
individual or a New committee could be designated to perforM this work.

Furthermore, several of the options presented in this chapter require changes in

legislation that would affect information services thrOUghout the government.. A
higher-level body with responsibility for government-wide policymaking will need to
consider these options and their implications. Since the Office of Management and
Budget and the General Accounting Office are currently involved in studying and
suggesting government-wide information policies, they may wish to consider these
matters.
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Although the body of this report is arranged around specific policy topics, there
-are broader policy considerations that should be addressed by the Department before

it can set directions for such specific facets of operation as cost-recovery practices
or publications programs. If policies can be established in the broad area of defining.

the government's role in information services, then a framework will have been
established $.1:thin which to -examine the more specific concerns. This chapter
discusses the bras ROC considerations first and provides recommendations relating to

specific 'management and operational concerns within that context.
0

Establishing a Government Information Policy

determining the appropriate role of goyerninent in providing information is a
critical first. step' in defining government id( miatioh policy. Since its inception,
the government has been active n-collecting inforrriation and making it available to

the public. As needs have changed and the capacity to produce -and distribute
information has become more sophisticated, government involvement has expanded
.

without a concerted effort to define which types of activities are properly within
the governmental sphere and which can or should be performed by the private
sector. The result is the situation described in Chapter 4, in Which -there are no
uniquely public or uniquely private markets, teuhnologies, or functions.

As the amount of Federal funding to support information services becomes
more limited, it is increasingly important to determine in which areas the
government wishes to continue its involvement and to 'establish priorities for
funding. Althdugh most decisions will have to be made on a case-by-case basis,
some guiding principles may be helpful. The following suggestions are offered for
consideration.

First, the objective of "information dissemination" muit begiven more precise
meaning within the context of defining the government's role in the provision of
information services. The government, may become involved in, and current
government-supporterformation programs offer, the following types of services:
disseminating (i.e., collecting, organizing, announcing, and
sometimes distributing) data and reports produced by
government agencies or with government support;

disseminating data and documents produced by commercial
and non-profit organizations (e.g., journal articles, reports); and
4

1
/
analyzing and synthesizing the - literature' in various fields to
meet the information needs of different target audiences.

The first decision point is to determine which of these services are appropriate
government responsibilities.
0.0

In identifying appropriate government information services, the services
available from other agencies and the private sector should be considered. One can

assert that it is appropriate for' the government to continue its involvement in
disseminating information produced with government support. This is a role
performed 6y suchagencies_as NTIS and SSIE, as well as 1.3ny.clearinghouses, which

*fleet, organize, and announce the information to the public, and make it equally
available to all interested users. It might be possible fora privite organization to
perform these services, and some private organizations do, but thereis little debate

about the legitimacy of these government services..Systematic synthesis and
analysis of the literature in various fields, or facilitating the distillation process,
may also be appropriate government services because few private secondary
publishers

assume

these

Disseminating information originally

responsibilitFas.

produced by the private sector (e.g., journal articles or abstracts developed by
private database producers) is another matter, however. This is a service provided
by many private organizations, and the private sector ,tends to view government
involvement as an encroachment on its area of jurisdiction.

Once decisions are mad&concerning the appropriate role for government i

the

provision of information services, it becomes necessary to establish priori s in
terms of the subject or-problem areas that the Department of Health and Human
Services considers most important for continued funding. This decision can be made
in one of two ways:

.

by identifying and providing information services in those
subject or problem areas that are of highest concern to DHHS
agencieg or
by identifying those areas that have the greatest commercial

viability and attempting to stimulate privite involvement in
these field% thereby conserving DHHS funds for priority areas
that have limited commercial potential.

We believe the second alternative is preferable because it is consistent with stated

government policy not to compete with private enterprise and yet
assurance that areas of priority concern to the Department will be covered.
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Several techniques are available to foster greater reliance on the private
sector. Before any government-supported information service is initiated, - the
sponsoring agency should be required to explore the feasibility of relying 'on the
private sector 'for service. In some cases minor 'modifications in existing services
could _be made to accommodate Federal needs. Techniques: that' can be used to
encourage:private 'initiatives include, tax incentives, matching grants, or partial
subsidies (i.e.; seed money) to encourage the private sector to enter a particular
field. These methods might permit a gradual phase-out of government support, for a
specific info }matlon service. To support document delivery serviced, the model
hollowed by ERIC and the Securities and Exchange Commission can be replicated.

'Ithete agencies contract with private organizations to provide all dOcument delivery
services, on a full-coat-recbvery basis. The contract Is essentially a .license to
operate; there ,is no 'public subsidy of the service. This same approach may have
applicability to other services.
Another approach that should be explored is developing tertiary
databasesdatabases derived from other databases --as a means for providing better

access to. highly specializjsd data needed to support some- government programs.
Because the large databases produced by ERIC, NTIS,' NLM, and SSIE cover a

number of disciplines and areas, the items in their collections that are relevant to a
particular programvarea are perceived to be,"buried," and because these ,operations
are'run outside the program area, they are perceived to be "remote." Tertiary

o

databases respond to the need for more convergent access. The private database
developers with whom we spoke indicated a willingness to allow development of

tertiary databases if the copyright on citations selected from their databases could
be assured. A revision of the copyright law is needed to provide this protection.
In those areas where continued DHHS participation is deemed desirable, the

next step should be an, analysis of the best structure for providing service.
Information services can be provided by a single centralized source that
disseminates information. from many agencies (e.g., the NTIS model), Alternatively,
/
a single source for information might be organi;ed by. Federal)/department, by

health or education), or by program area. Vie current system,
subject area
includes elements'of each approach, thereby raising questions about the efficiency
of the overall design.. To determine whether consolidation would be more effective,
one must consider both efficiency of operations and convenience to users.

,7.4

The data we collected suggest that some economies of Scale may be 'achieved

through consolidation. They also suggest that there may be some disadvantages,
encountered in combining 'existing,
particularly in terms of the difficulties
.

incompatible databases and in targeting services to the needs of a variety of
different audiences. A definitive answer AbotA the feasibility and possible
advantages of consolidation cannot be provided without further studies to:

develop consistent.and complete cost-accounting systems that

permit objective measurement of the cost of clearinghouiiii
and other information services, both for those operated by the
government and those operated by contractors;

assess the full cost of performing similar activities, Such as
indexing or abstracting a' document, Ihrough the large
ggvernment-supported information systems (e.g., NTIS and
NLM) and at the clearinghouses, to determine which type of
organization has lower per -unit costs;

deterMine the managements and administrative costs of the
the potential for savings through
current system and
0
consolidation;

examine the output of both types of organizations to assess
differences in their ability to meet users' needs.
These' studies would provide a basis for judging whether cost savings can be achieved

without substantially reducing responsiveness to use needs.

In considering the relative merits of consolidating information services, it is our

belief, that greater effort should be directed toward reducing duplication of effort
then toward' eliminating overlapping content coverage. Overlapping content
coverage serves primarily as a convenience to the user and does not necessarily

represent wasteful use of resources. However, duplication of effort between the
databases developed by the large goyernment-supported information services and

the database development activities of the clearinghouses appears to be less
justifiable. This problem may be difficUlt to resolve in the case of existing
clearinghouses, where resources already have been-expended to design and develop a

database. However, action can be token to avoid the repetition of duplicative
activities in the future. ithen new programs with an information component are
established and when existing informatton service organizations elect to automate
their systems, they shouli( be required to eXplOre the feasibility of working with an
existing

government-.Suppoirted

database.
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various

cooperative

arrangements, it should be possible to take advantage of already existing system
capabilities and to let each program area fodus on such activities as information
analysis and targeted information dissemination.'

The debision points outlined above are the broad information policy topics that
must be addressed for the Department and for the entire Federal government. Only.

after these broad decisions have been made can policy be established to address
management and operational concerns pertaining to clearinghouses.

Clearinghouse Management and Operations Polyes

As indicated in Chapter 2, designing and operating a clearinghouse involves
e
making. a great many decisions about the objectives of the clearinghouse, its
organizationalstructure, and the package of services it will offer. In this report, we,
have examined three areas in detail: planning considerations, the feasibility of

recovering operating costs through user fees; and the role of the publications
program. We have also addressed the topic of evaluating clearinghouse
performance, to provide inpUt into future planning at the clearinghouse and agency
levels. Our conclusions and recommendations in these areas are offered on the
following pages.
Planning

The pritnary planning need is' to define more carefully the mission (i.e., the
fundamental purpose) of each clearinghouse, within the context of the program in
which it operates, In defining this mission and translating it into a set of specific
objectives, program managers must understand what "information dissemination" is
and what it can accomplish, so that they can determine whether a clearirighouse is,
in fact, the appropriate response to the perceived need. If a clearinghouse is desired
and appropriate, then objectives that are both measurable and realistic must be set
as a basis for directing the clearinghouse and assessing its performance.

When deciding where to 'place a clearinghouse within

the,

bureaucratic

structure, greater consideration should be given to the implic.ations of establishing a
"programmatic" clearinghouse embedded within a larger program activity as opposed

to creating an "independent" clearinghouse that operates as a relatively autonomous

entity. Each approach offers specific advantages thbt may be better suited to some

situations and contexts than others. The choice of approach should be made
deliberately, after, f':11 examioation of the implications of each alternative.
7.6 -

There is a need- to reconcile fixed funding support for clearinghouses with
expebtations that clearinghouses will provide e 'certain level of service to their
constituencies, particularly in handling reference and referral requests. There are
no incentives in the present system for a clearinghouse to become highly visible,
because it most likely could not absorb any increased demands. Therefore a conflict
develops between the objective of disseminating information as widely as possible

and the ability of a clearinghouse to finance broad distribution of its materials or
expand its base of users.

The development of policies and guidelines regarding cost accounting practices

for clearinghouses is another critical planning need. There currently is no
consistency in how costs are categorized, and cost data for clearinghouses operated
by the government are particularly limited. Availability of complete information

would support assessment of the relative cost of "in-house" versus "contractor"
operated clearinghouses and permit selection of the most cost-effective approach.
This information also is needed as a basis for pricing in any cost-recovery program
that the government decides to implement.
Cost Recovery

Cost recovery is a complex issue because there are 'so many variables to
consider in establishing a realistic policy. It is important to consider the type of
information being provided and the purpose it is intended to serve, to help determine

whether asking the target audience to pay for the materials will' negate this
purpose. It seems that both the clearinghouses and their users are receptive to the
idea of charges for document delivery and literature searches. Whether fees should

be imposed for all clearinghouse publications and whether their distribution should
be limited only to tnose who are willing to pay the fee are topics that are still being

debated. ,Answering these questions is difficult because there is no objectiveL
information'about how users perceive or use these publications. It may be that free
distribution through depository libraries . and to a very select list of key

organizations is sufficient and that all other.users should pay for the publications
that they receive.

7.7
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If a decision to institute cost recovery in clearinghouses were made, there still

would be two policy questions to address what categories of costs should be
recovered, and what agency should collect and retain the fees? The first question
has important implications for setting prices. If the government fosters greater
private involvement in commercially viable services (a direction we recommend), it

is likely that the priority services that it elects to continue will roquira at
partial government subsidy. Charging for the marginal costs incurred in providing
services and disseminating clearinghouse publications may be more realistic than
charging the full costs. It must be recognized, however, that until laws are changed

that clearinghouses or their sponsoring agencies can retain the revenues
generated from the sale of their products and services to support further activity,
there will be little incentive to incur the expenses involved in implementing user
fees. Consequently, we recommend that government-wide action be taken to
so

,correct legislative impediments to cost recovery.

It is necessary to institute two additional activities to support a cost-recovery
program. The first, as suggested earlier, is the development of a cost-accounting
system that is capable of producing data on all the costs associated with specific
clearinghouse functions. The
is a commitment to building the marketing
capacities of the clearinghouses so that they can gendate the usage levels needed
to support a viable cost-recovery program. This step will require a reorientation of
priorities for program sponsors and clearinghouse personnel who, traditionally, have
been guided by a public service orientation.
Clearinghouse Publications Programs

Most clearinghouse publications receive only a limited distribution--typically no

more than a few thousand copies--because of the restricted marketing and
distribution budgets of clearinghouses. If these publications are truly serving a

need, then their limited circulation and their lack of availability through the
communication channels most target audience members are familiar with (e.g.,
journals and commercial publications) are substantial impediments to reaching
potential recipients. We suggest th4t a comprehensik planning process be
instituted for cleaiinghouse publications programs so that the need for, and quality
of, the documents is assured and.the probabilitity of broad distribution is enhanced.

Although all clearinghouses plan aspects of their publications programs, few
utilize the most systernalic and cost-effective procedures. Such a planning process
would include the following considerations.
7.8
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1.

Conduct a formal needs tassedsmereto identify topics that are
considered government priorities or are of considerable

interest, to the target audience but are not adequately
addressed in available materials.

2.

3.

iDetermine whether other channels, such as commercial
publishers, academic presses, or professional journals cart
address the topic.
If any of these channels is appropriate, .eneourage and

facilitate publication development through that channel by
providing bibliographic and referral services. Consider
production by the clearinghouse only when no other source is
feasible.

4. A When the clearinghouse elects to produce a publication, select
authors through a competitive process. The author should be
an expert on the topic; in=house staff may not be appropriate.
5. ° Determine the most appropriate format (e.g., journal article,

monograph, br pamphlet) for presenting the information.
6.,

Conduct an extensive review of the draft publication; experts
and target audience members should be asked to comment on
the docu?nent to ensure that it ,meets high standards for
accuracy, clarity, and appropriateness to the intended
audience. The National Institutes of Health, Health Message
Testing Service has developed review procedures that may be
adapted for this purpose.

.

7.

Select, the- distribution channel that will ensure the widest
circulation at the least cost to the clearinghouse. Consider
refereed journals, cooperation with >a professional association,

and commercial publishers as alternatives to printing and
distribution by GPO or the clearinghoUse.

Working with commercial publishers requires an understanding of their needs
and timelines, streamlined procedures, and 'a reliable, centralized point of contact
between the government, and the publishers. The Market Linkage Project operated
by the Office- of Special Education offers a model DHHS may wish to study fpr its

/ applicability to clearinghouse publications.
Evaluating Clearinghouse Performance

The information currently reported by clearinghouses is insuffiCient for fully
assessing their performance. One reason is the absence of comparable data across
clearinghouses. In addition, little attention is devoted to analyzing 4he statistbs

that are compiled. 'The ability to measure performance can, be substant ally
improved by modifying current data col Lion activities. The Department of
Health and Human Services should invest in:

7.9

developing key evaluatioii qUestions--i.e., defining what needs
to be learned about the performance of a clearinghotise or, set
of clearinghouses, bow the information, is to be Cased, and by
whorq

developing common taxonomies for users, publications, and
services, particularly if cross-clearinghouse comparisons are
to be made;
a cost-accounting system that will permit
determination of the full costs associated with each function

developing

and will provide` comparable cost data across clearinghouseg

directing all clearinghouses to report the same performance
data; and

o

compiling data already available In the clearinghouse(s) and
analyzing these data, to iden-tify'bas line data for establishing
performance targets and for dev loping *hypotheses to be
tested in the field.
These actions will provide an information base capable of supporting analysis across

clearinghouses and over time. Evaluators still will need to take into account the
unique features 'and characteristics of the clearinghouses being compared, however.

We believe it,is important that attention be given to the ongoing evaluation
`processes and that adequate budgets be _allocated to the planning and evaluation
functions. To be sure, some questions, particularly those pertaining to users'
perc tions, can be answered only through survey research, and a complete

e aluation is likely to require information of this type, as well. But evaluation
surveys--unless designed specifically as longitudinal studies--capture data at only
one point in time. Ongoing evaluation, based on administrative data and unsolicited

feedback,_is critical to the year-by-year planning effort, to help clearinghouses
remain responsive to changing environments and user needs.
.4
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PUBLICATIONS SURVEY

The publication'that we would appreciate your reviewing -is identified and
,described below.
I et

Insert brief publication

description here

1.

Because publications can be used in a number of different ways, it
will help us first to know how you have used this publication.
Please check the one response below that matches your use.
6

El Have read the publication with a particular.purpose in mind
(plegilescribe purpose;)

(Go to Question 2)

E1 Have skimmed the publi'cati'on with no specific use in mind at
this Trirt-rT(Go to Question 2)
Have not yet read or skimmed the publication. (If you ere.
unable to skim or read the publication within- the next week,.
.
please go on to Question 3 of this questionnaire.)
2.

The following chart identifies a number of different areas of'the
potential quality and usefulness of publications. For each of the
.areas identified in the left-hand column, pleise check the rating
that best represents your evaluation of the publication. The 5-point
rating scale represents the following adjectives:
1 . Extremely
2

Very

4 = Not very
5 = Not at all

3 = Acceptably
You will need to read these rating-scale thoices in the context of
For example, the chbice points for the first
each particular area.
area would be read as follows: 1 = Extremely authoritative; 2 - Very
authoritative, etc. Please provide your considered judgment for each
area, using the central choice points(3) only when it best reflects
your opinion, and using the unnumbered responses only if necessary.
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.

RATINGS
.

2
Very

1

QUALITY

.

Extremely

..

3

4

Acceptably

,

. ,Author Its t iveness

5

Not at all

Not Very

No opinion

Not applicable
..-

ACairecy
0,

," Appropriateness and reasonableness of

.

Organization

.

.

Appropriateness of length

Clarity of wilting

.

41...

Comprehensiveness of scope and coverage

-

.

4.

Contribution of format. including typography

,

and illustrations, to readability
Up-to-dateness, (t iael I ness)
USEFULNESS

As an introduction to the topic

i

.

In identifying experts

-

In id ratifying programs /projects

,

.

In identifying researdi

.

.

.

.
.

In providinfan update. e.g.. of trends and

.

.

new developments. in the field

.

Inobtaining practical guidance

.

OVERALL QUALITY MO UTILITY

4

-

Relevance of topic to needs in the field
.

Relevance of topic' to my specific needs

.

11

.

t

_

.

.

Relevance of approach (e.g.. type of document
and content selection) to my specii lc needs
'

.

Significance of publication's contribution to

literature in the field

-

3.

If you hive not read or skimmed the publication, please indicate why.
(Check the one response that most accurately describes your reasoml

El The publication has just arrived.
Ihave snot yethad time'to review the publication but plan to review
it in" the future.

E3

The publication arrived too late to be useful for my needs.

= The publication does not seem sufficiently pertinent_to my needs or
interests to warrant review.

1=3 Other (please specify)

AO on to Question 4)
4.

Are you aware of publications onithis topic produced by sources other than
this clearinghouse?

[2],4s
El 'No
5.

(Go on to Question 5)
(Go on to Question 6)

If yes, would you rate this publication in comparison to publications
produced by other sources as:

A very useful publication

Cj

Not unusually useful, but worth having available

1=-J

Not sufficiently useful to justify its publication

Cj

No opinion

(Go on to Question 6)
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6.

If you had not ohtained this publication from the clearinghouse, what
would you have'done? (Check as many esponses as appropriate.)

ED Gone to'the library to obtain materials

0 Asked colleagues for information
ED Gone to another clearinghouse in the field for assistance

CD Relied

on other resources already'in my possession

No other resource would have been available to me

0 The nee) for this publication was not very great and I would not
made any effort to obtain information from another source
Other iplease,specify)

7.

As a result of reading the pulication, did you use the information or the
publicalion.in any of the following ways? (Check as many responses as
appropriate.)

El Used the facts or recommendations to make a decision

E0 Applied the information in my own work
ED Used the information to give advice to. other people

CD Examined other docpMents
1:3 Consulted "ith author(s) or other persons identified in the
publication

ED Passed the publication on to colleague(s) to read

FT Other (please specify)

The following questions are interded to'provide some background information on
yourself and on your awareness and use of the'clear4n1nouse that produced the
Publication that you have just reviewed.

a,

1

8.

Check the one choice below that best and most specifically represents the
type of organizatiom in which you work. In a few cases, you are alsb
asked to check another more specific response. (Please read all choices
before making your selection. If none of them applies, please check
"OTHER" and describe, your organization. If receipt of the clearinghouse
publication was not associated, with arai professional responsibilities,
please check "Received as a private citizen ".)

['Government agency (and, also check one): OFederal

State

Local

University, college, or other post-secondary institution
1:3 Pre-School through high school (including all administrative and
instructional units)

0 Medical institution (e.g., hospital, clinic, or research center)

)

0 Public or private social service delivery agency
Business or industrial firm
For profit research organization or consulting firm
Not- for - profit research organization, association, or foundation

Library or information center (and also check one):
university/college

school

public

state

businessiindustryp clearinghouse

commercial information 'broker 0 other:

Received as'a private citizen, for non-professional use
Other (please specify):

9.

scribes the capacity in which you
Check the one choice below that best
lect the mostispecific description
(Please
requested this information.
and the one that' best describes your primary responsibilities relating to
the use of this information.)

Legislator

Administrator or manager in an organization (e.g.,'a Federal, state or
local, governmental agency, non-profit agency, or educational
institution)
Educator (e.g., teacher, instructor, professor)

Health services practitioner (e.g., nurse, doctdr, clinical
Psychologist)

-:

1
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0 Socialhervices practifioner,(e.g., social worker, counselor, case
worker)

0 Researcher
Librarian or information specialist

0 Student,.

c

Requested/received as a private citizen
Other (please specify):

10. Indicate below the frequency with'which you have initiated contact with
the clearinghouse that prod4ed this publication.
(

.0 I have pot used this clearinghouse before; I obtained this document
from another source.

I had my first contact with this clearinghouse when Irqquested this
publication.
I have previously requested information from this clearinghouse.
(If this response is checked, please also check one of the choices
.below.)

One previous request
2 to 5 previous requests
Over 5 previous requests
I do not recall the number of previous contacts with this
clearinghouse

11. How did you'firsthear abbut the availability of this publication?

I did not hear iboutit,directly; I obtained a copy from' (please
check below):

our library

0 a professional association

EI

a colleague

0 another cleiringhouse
0 other (please specify):

)

0 I learned about it in the following way (please check below):
ft

Ofrom newsletter or other announcement sent by the clearinghouse
er announcement sent by some other

Ofrom newsletter or
organization

froO column in a journal that I read
at a conference or meeting
as a result of an inquiry I-miade at the clearinghouse

it.was sent to me without my soecifically requesting a CODY

0 other (please sDecifyl:
It

Thank you for your cooperation in this study.
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USER SERVICES -SURVEY

1.

Please indicate the purposes of your request for information from the
clearinghouse, (Check as many as are applicable.)

0
.

0 To update my knowledge in an area that I am studying or researching
To obtain an overview of a new area with which I have little ono
familiarity
To obtain some specific backgrourld information that will help me to
solve a personal problem

\ To obtain some specific background information that will help me to
\ solve a professional problem that ram researching or studying
To, obtain a specific fact or answer

To identify individuals who.are working in this area

Ej To-identify relevant research in this area
J' To identify programs, projects, or, other types of resouroes in this
area

4 Other (please specify):
2.

Did the information_ ou receive meet the oOectives you checked above?
Yes,-fully

3.

Yes, but onlyin part

Ea Not sure

No

After obtaining the clearinghouse response to your question, did vou use
(Check as many as.are:
the information in any of the following ways?
applicable.)

0 I read one or more of the documents that were'teferenced for provided).
I. used the information to give advice to others.

I consulted with at least one other individual who was identified
through the clearinghouse information I received.
.

passed the infdrmation from the clearinghouse on to one or more of
my friends or colleagues.

: 0 Other (please specify):

15o
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4.
.

Please comment on the overall usefulness of the information that you
received from the clearinghouse.

.
5.

I

The following chart identifies a number of different areas of oftality and
For each of the areas, 'identified in the left-hand column,
usefulness.
please check the rating that best represents your evaluation. The 5-point
rating scale V.epresents the following adjectives:

1

Extremely

3

Acceptably

2

Very

4

Not very

5

Not at all

Yoy will need to read these rating-scale choices in the context of each particular area.
for example, the choice points for the first area would be read as,
fo,lows:
1
Extremely courteous and helpful; 2
Very courteous and helpful, etc. Please provide your considered judgment for each area, using the
cemttal choice point (3) only when it best reflects your opinion, and using the last three response choices only if necessary.

.

.

RATINGS

..,

1
ASPECTS Of SERVICE

1

2

3

Extremely

Very

Acceptably

4

Not Very

5

Not at all

No opinion

Do not
Recall

Not
Applicable..

A
or telephone inquiries and
site visits only)
Courtesy and helpfulness

.

.

.
.

'Acceptability of lapsed
time before an answer
was received

-

Overall appropriateness
p.elevancerof response
to the inquiry

Accuracy of the information
provided

.

Up-to-dateness (currency)

(If appropriate) Attractiveness in formatting of
package that was feceived

-

---r
(If appropriate) Appropriateness of'the number of
references that were identified
to my needs
.

.4

(If appropriate) Usefulaess of
references in identifying and lociting full-text source documents,
AV materials, individuals, etc.
.

(If appropriate) Quality
of service received free
organizatfon or individual to
Idiom the clearinghouse referred
me for an answer or additional
information

1 5

.

..,

.

.

Gatia

=maa
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6.

Would you use the clearinghouse again to obtain information'in the area
that it covers?

O

Definitely

[]Likely

0 Not Sure 0 Not Likely

D Definitely

Not

_Comments:

7.

Check the one choice below that best and most specifically represents the
In a few cases, you are also
type of Organization in which you work.
(Please read all choices
-asked to.check another more specific response.
If
none
of
them
applies,
please check
before making your selection.
."bTHER" and describe your organization. Your information request was not
associated with an professional responsibilities, please check "Requested
as a private citizen".)

0

GoVernment agency (and, also check one):

Federal

D State

0

Local

0 University, college, or other post-secondary institution
U Pre-School through high school (including all administrativd and
instructional units)

O Medical

institution (e.g., hospital, clinic, or research center)

0 Public or private social service delivery agency

0

Miness or industrial firm

0 For profit research organization or consulting

firm-

a] Not-for-profit research organization, association, or foundation

0

Library or information center (and also check one): 0 public

0
0

EI

state

university/college 0 school Obusiness/industry 0 clearinghouse
commercial information broker 0 other:

j Received as a private citizen, for non-professional use

O Other

(please specify):

1 53

8.

Check the one choice below thattest describes the capacity in which you
requested this information. (Please select the most specific description
and-the one that best describes your primary responsibilities relating to
the use of this information.)

O Legislator
['Administrator or manager in an organization (e.g., a Federal, state or
local governmental agency, non-profit agency, or educational
institution)
Educator (e.g., teacher, instructor, professor)
Health. services practitioner (e.g., nurse, dbctor; clinical
psychologist)

Social services practitioner (e.g., social worker, counselor, case
worker)

O Researcher
Librarian or information specialist
Student

Requested/received as a private citizen
Other (please specify):

9.

Indicate below the frequency with which you have initiated contact with
the clearinghouse that provided this information.

I had my first contact with this clearinghouse when I requested this
'information.

O I have previously requested information from this clearinghouse.
(If this response is checked, please also check one of the choices
below.)

One previous request
143 2 to 5 previous requests

Over 5 previous requests

DI do not recall the number of previous contacts with this
clearinghouse.

10. How did you first hear

bout the )cAtencdf this clearinghouse?
i

Ei

\

,

;./

.

.

from newsletter or other announcement sent by the clearinghouse
from newsletter or other announcement sent by some other
organization

0 from a column in a jout.nal that I read
at a conference or meeting

Ei

as a result of an inquiry I made at another information service or
library

El other (please specify):

Thank you for your cooperation in this study.

1
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VISIBILITY SURVEY

Description'of Clearinghouse

(include 1pgo'or other
distinctiye text used regular
'&1 clearihghouse announcements/publications)

1.

Please indicate below your familiarity with the clearinghouse that is
I
described above. (Check only one response.)

O RESPONSE A:- I am faMiliar, with this clearinghouse and its
(If checked, please proceed to Ouestion 2
publications and services.
and continue.)

0 RESPONSE B;

I have heard,that such a clearinghOuse exists but have no
(Please skip
ieFOrilTihowledge about-its publications and,services.
to Question 6 and continue.)

O RESPONSE C:

I did not know that such a clearinghouse existed prior to
(Please skip to Question 6
.reading the description provided above.
and continue.)

QUESTIONS 2, 3, 4 and S SHOULD BE ANSWERED ONLY BY THOSE WHO CHECKED
"RESPONSE,A" ABOVE.
2., Check each of the response choices below that applies either to your
knowledge of or use of the-clearinghouse. (Check as many as apply.)

O I read newsletters and other announcements that are sent to me by the
clearinghouse

O I have contacted this clearinghouse for the following reasons
(check as many as apply):

O to order one or more publications
0 to obtain the answer to a specific question
O to ask that a search of the literature be conducted on a topic of
my choice

1'G

to sign up for a conference or Workshop that it was sponsoring

0

other (please specify):

El I read publications. that are sent automatically by the clearinghouse

0
0
0

0

I have read one or more of its publications, although Pgenerally
obtain them from some other source
I sometimes hear about the activities of this clearinghouse from my
colleagues
0
I have sent the clearinghouse at least one document (e.g., paper,
article, or report) that I preparediffor inclusion in its collection
or database
I have'received requests from the clearinghouse for me to submit
documents (e.g., papers, articles, or reports) that I have written,
but I have not yet submitted any

ID Other (please specify):
3.

If you have contacted the clearinghouse directly (i.e., you checked the
second response choice in Question 2 above), please indicate the frequency
(A "contact" is defined to mean
of your usage over the past two years.
that you have asked the .clearinghouse - -in writing, in person, or in a
telephone call--for information or for a publication, you have signed up
for a conference 6r workshop, or You have otherwise initiated some
request.)

El Have had only one contact in the past ? years

0 Halm had between 2 and 5 contacts over the past 2 years
Ej Have had over 5 contacts over the past 2 years

0 Cannot estimate the number of contacts I have had

4.

What is' your overall assetsment of the Quality of services and/or
publications?

0 Generally very good
Generally good
,Generally fair

Generally poor
Can't really say; have formed no opinion

Can't really say; have had a wide mix of reactions--some good and
others not
If you are familiar with the,clearinghouse but have had no contacts with
its staff over the past several years (other than to receive its periodic
'mailings), please indicate the reasons why:

5.

Not applicable; have had contacts, as indicated ahove

E.The area covered by the clearinghouse is only a peripheral interest to
me
The procedures for contacting the clearinghouse are not clear

0 I havr. yet to hear about a publication or service that iT of specific
interest to me or particularly relevant to my needs

0 I have not been entirely sure what kinds of requests the clearinghouse
could help me with
r simply havenot had the occasion to seek help from the clearinghouse

0 I do not have any particular reasons
Other (please specify):
(Please skip now to Question 71

QUESTION 6 SHOULD BE ANSWERED ONLY BY THOSE WHO CHECKED "RESPONSE B".+-OR
"RESPONSE C" IN OUESTION 1 ABOVE.
6.

Check below the response choice that represents your potential interest in
the publications and services of this clearinghouse. (Check only one.)

0 I am definitely interested in learning more about this clearinghouse
and plan to write for more information.
0 I would be interested in learning more about this clearinghouse, but
doubt that I will.pursue it further, because my information needs in
this area are being met through other sources
I. am unable to form any opinion on the potential interest in the
(Check only one.)
Publications and services of this clearinghouse.

]

I would be interested in learning more about this clearinghouse, but
doubt that I will Pursue it further, because my information needs in
this area are being met through other sources.

0 I am unable to form any opinion on the potential usefulness of the
clearinghouse until I have learned more about it; however, I am not
sure whether I will contact the clearinghouse for more information
I am not at all interested in leering more about this clearinghouse
because (Please check below):

CD it is not relevant .to my area of interest

0

it is doubtful that I would ever use its publications or services

0 Other (please specify):

7.

Check the one choice below that best and most specifically represents the
type of organization in which you work. In a few cases, you are also
(Please read all choices
'asked to check another more specific response.
before making your selection. If none of them applies, please check
"OTHER" and describe your'organization. If your interest in the
'clearinghouse is not associated with any professional resoonsibi:lities,
please check "As a private citizen ".)

0

Government agency (and, also check one): 0 Federal 0 State OLocal

D University,

college, or other post-secondary institution

El Pre-school through high school (including all administrative and
instructional units)

OMedical institution (e.,g., hospital, clinic, or research center)

['Public or private social service deliviny agency

08tisiness or industrial firm
For profit research organization or consulting firm

ONot-for-profit research Organization, association, or-foundation
OLibrary or information, center (and also check one):
university /college(] school

business /industry

public

state

clearinghouse'

commercial information broke'r [other:

DAs'a private citizen, for non-professional use

DOther (please specify):

8.

Check the one choice below that best describes the capacity in which you
might be interested in this information. (Please select the most soecific
description and the one that best describes your primary responsibilities
relating to the use of this-inform'ation.)'

Legislator

E.:Administrator or manager in an organization (e.g., a Federal, state or
local governmental agency, non-profit agency, or educational
institution)
Educator (e.g., teacher, instructor, professor)
E:Illealth services practitioner (e.g., nurse, doctor, clinical
psychologist)

0 Social services practitioner (e.g., social worker, counselor, case
worker)

Researcher
Librarian or information specialist

0 Student
[DAs a private citizen

DOther (please specify):

Thank you for your cooperation in this study.
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